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FOREWORD

The New York State Board of Regents has mandated that certification programs
in the area of education nust be competency based and that the skills, knowledges
and attitudes (SKA's) for each program must be specified. In addition, each SKA
must include appropriate evaluative criteria. The Proposed Elementary Teacher
Education Program, N-6 was prepared by the State University College at Buffalo in
response to this mandate with the involvement and participation by the Buffalo
Public Schools and the Buffalo Teachers Federation.

The document consists of three major sections. Section I "Program Information"
summarizes essential details concerning the Proposed program. Section II "The
Program" includes the conceptualization statement of position, nature, and sequence
of the program and requirements for entrance. Section III "Involvement" describes
the agencies which were involved in the development of the program and included
details such as the program governance structure, the roles and responsibilities
of participating agencies, and the program development and implementation reserva-
tions.

The following individuals had major responsibility for developing the indicated
sections:

Conceptualization Statement of Position: Henry S. Dawski, Marillyn M. Flavin,
Lewis J. Sinatra, Muriel Green and Ronald Romanowicz

Phase I - lA - 44A: Frank P. Diulus

Phase I - 1B - 111B: Richard J. McCowan and James D. Rotella

Phase II - 1C - 66C: Nancy J. Nichols and Mary W. Attea

Phase II - 11) - 44D: William D. Woodworth

Phase III - lE - 28E: Marillyn M. Flavin

Phase III - 1F - 1OF: William D. Woodworth

Program Evaluation and Management: Richard J. McCowan and M. Duane Mongerson

Program Governance Structure and Roles and Responsibilities of Participating
Agencitis: Edith Lewin, Sylvia Cohen and Richard E. Collier

The following individuals were also involved in developing the document:
Kathleen Benjamin and Joseph Tontillo.

These committee members of necessity contacted and sought input from their
colleagues during the planning and preparation of this proposal. Those many other
colleagues must be thanked for their continued support and valued contribution.

Richard J. McCowan
Richard E. Collier

Editors
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STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO
1300 ELMWOOD AVENUE BUFFALO. NEW YORK 14222

Dr. E.K. Fretwell Jr., President
State University College at Buffalo
1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14222

Dear Dr. Fretwell:

February 17, 1977

The proposed SUCB Elementary Teacher Education Program, N-6 leading
to a B.S. Degree in Education and provisiorial certification, is enclosed
for your review, approval and subsequent transmittal to Dr. Loren Baritz,
Acting Vice Chancellor for Academic Policy, SUNY.

need not cite the sequence of events and activities which related to this
task during the last several years. As Coordinator of the Writing and
Development Committee (see page 149 for the specific names, agency
affiliation, and titles) I tan say that I never worked with a task committee
whose whole effort and dedication were as directed toward task-completion
as this committee demonstrated. Obviously, these committee members of
necessity contacted and sought counsel, advice and other input from their
many colleagues through our deliberations. Those many other colleagues
must be commended for their intense interest, full support, numerous and
valued contributions, and essential criticism.

In closing, I must thank publicly the committee members - those of the
Buffalo Public Schools, those of the Buffalo Teachers Federation and my
colleagues of the State University College at Buffalo. Lastly, I must
identify and thank Frank Lane, SUNY, William Boyd aad Earle Flatt,
NYSED, for their essential guidance and continued support along the way.

If you nec:d additional materials or have questions, please call me.

Most sincerely,

Richard E. Collier
Associate Dean
Applied and Professional Studies

REC:jz
cc: Dr. Barbara Frey

Dr. Ralph Williams
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A. Conceptualization Statement of Position

We believe teacher education programs should insure that all teachers have

wide ranges of well-defined cognitive, affective, and psychomotor skills.

Furthermore, these programs should instill in teacher candidates a strong

appreciation for the kaleidoscopic changes which are constantly taking place

in the human organism and the corresponding complexity of the teaching -

learning situation.

The ultimate goal of teacher education programs should be to graduate

individuals dedicated to their own lifelong learning and to helping their students

develop a love of learning. To this end, we concur with Carl Rogers who stated:

The only man who is educated is the man who has
learned how to adapt and change; the man who has
realized that no knowledge is secure, that only the
process of seeking knowledge gives a basis for security.
Changingness, reliance on process rather than upon
static knowledge, is the only thing that makes any sense
as a goal for education in the modern world.1

Consistent with the above, it is our belief that the prospective teacher be

confronted with specific entry requirements and, mbre importantly, thiA the

criteria for successful program completion be:

1. stringent enough to insure that graduates have high degree
of technical competence, ,and

2. personalized enough; to insure the graduation of authentic
people bent on becoming all that they are capable of
being and on helping their students to do the same.

In looking closer at the area of technical competence, the emphasis is on

the teacher as a knower and a doer.. Reflecting upon the teacher as a knower,

10



John Dewey stated:

3

When engaged in the direct 'act of teaching, the instructor
needs to have subject matter at his fingers' ends; his attention
should be upon the attitude and response of the pupil.2

In discussing the teacher as a doer, Dewey emphasized facilitation in stating:

When the parent or teacher has provided the conditions
which stimulate thinking and has taken a sympathetic attitude
toward the activitieS of the learner by entering into a common
or conjoint experience, all has been done which a second party
can do to instigate learning .3

Attention to the graduation of authentic people cannot be overstated. This

is due to the fact that teaching is fundamentally an interpersonal process.

Rogers addressed this directly in saying:

Another element of the teacher's functioning which stands
out is his sincerity, his realness, his absence of a facade. He
can be a real person in his relationships with his students, he
can be enthusiastic, he can be bored, he can be interested at
students, he can be angry, he can also be sensitive and sym-
pathetic. Because he accepts his feelings as his own, he has
no need to impose them on his students. He can dislike a stu-
dent product without implying that it is objectively bad or that
his student is bad. It is simply true that he.as a person dislikes
it. Thus, he is a person to his students, not a faceless embodi-
ment of a curricular requirement nor a sterile tube through which
knowledge is passed on from one generation to the next.4

The foregoing paragraphs explicitly reflect our beliefs concerning the goals

of teacher education programs . These paragraphs also point to a process

which includes early and prolonged experiences with children and schools;

identification of personal and progessional goals; principles and praCtices

to be followed in attainment of these goals; constant feedback and support of

college and public school personnel; and active decisio.:-making by students

as well as program personnel.

11



CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 5

As is stated above, the teaching-learning siutation is an extremely complex

phenomenon. At any given point in time, a person activaly involved in

teaching might be exhibiting behavior in accordance with a number of

specific roles, such as problem-Aolver, evaluator, learner, facilitator,

organizer, innovator, counselor, etc. However, in the development of an

outline for a teacher education program, it is highly desirable to begin

with a holistic conceptualization of the broad areas of role responsibility

and the corresponding areas of competence that the developers see as

necessary to effective teaching.

The Chart which follows is a depiction of our conceptualization of what

a professional teacher should be. Definitions for the terms used on the

chart are listed after it.

12
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CHART I
GENERIC ROLES AND COMPETENCY AREAS

DEFINING THE TERM
PROFESSIONAL TEACHER

Human
Competencies

Diagnostic Prescriptive
Competencies Competencies

13

Implementive
Competencies
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DEFINITIONS

I. Self-actualizing Person/Humanist - An individual whose needs tens
toward the upper levels of Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of needs.

2. Diagnoser - A person who can assess individual learning situations
through the gathering and accurate analysis of relevant information.

3. Learning Situation - The wrious circumstances (physiological,
psychological, and sociological) that a child is in at a particular
time, which act as determiners of his or her performance in
school .

4. Prescriber - .1. person who can develop action guides for dealing
with individual learning situations through the linking of diagnostic
results to appropriate instructional principles and practices.

5. Implementor - A person who can facilitate the carrying out of
action guides that have been prescribed for individual learning
situations.

6. Competence - The ability to successfully carry out a given role
or roles.

The following paragraphs present an explication and justification of the roles

and competency areas that appear on the preceding chart.

If one begins from the premiz,e that schools should be happy places in which

both teachers and students are engaged in active learning, it bt:comes a logical

necessity that teachers by psychologically and professionally able to meet the

needs of the whole child. Since this is the philosophic position from which the

present program begins, and since basic human needs are the most fundamental

interaction variables, the foundational. role in this taxonomy of teaching roles

and competencies is that of a self-actualizing person. Teaching is a people

thing, It is a preeminent example of people needing other people. Therefore,

teachers should be authentic people - authentic in the same sense that Chris

Argyris uses the term. Argyris sees authenticity as a quality that an individual

14



7

brings to interpersonal relationships. Tlis quality is achieved in degrees as

the individual is able to open himself to himself and others .7

In line with the role of self-actualizing person, the first competency area that

appears in the taxonomy is the area of human competence. The teacher pre-

paration program under. discussion calls on those completing it to demonstrate

a high degree of human competence in their interactions with students and

others. Such a demonstration is to include behavior that denotes: 1) awareness,

acceptance and concern for self and others, 2) fair application of professional

authority, 3) ability to understand and operate effectively within the organi-

zational structure of the school and school system, and 4) ability to feel com-

fortable and facilitate the comfort of others in various types of interpersonal

settings.

Another role which appears on the preceding chart is that of diaignoser. The

role of diagnoser is usually related to and dependent upon medical and statis-

tical models of development. In essence, a diagnoser is usually seen as a

person who performs an examination to determine "what's wrong".8 However,

the term diagnoser as it is being used in the present context, refers to

ongoing activities of a teacher in gathering and analyzing information on in-

dividual children to help determine the individual learning situation of each

child with whom the teacher is interacting. A learning situation is defined as

the various circurnstances (physiological, psychological, and sociological)

that a child is in at a particular time, which act as determiners of the child's

performance in school. Thus, the term diagnoser, as it is used in the present

1 5



context, although it is still related to the medical and statiEcal models of

development, takes on a social systems emphasis. This emphasis changes

the definition of the role from a negative ("what's wrong") view to a neutral

("what are the determiners of the present situation") perspective. The results

should be diagnoses which emphasize "what's right" about children and how

their environment may be facilitating or interfering with th :ir progress .9

In line with the role of diagnoser, the teacher preparation program under dis-

cussion calls on those completing it to demonstrate that they can diagnose

pupils in the classroom. Such a demonstration is to include the accumulation

and analysis of the following types of information concerning individual children:

1) background information on family and neighborhood, 2) interpersonal

influences in and out of school, 3) operational levels in various curricular

areas, 4) special abilities, 5) special interests, 6) self-concept, 7) special

disabiiities air -! unique learning styles.

Justification for inclusion of the above mentioned type of diagnostic role

and the corresponding competency area on the taxonomy has a broad base.

Briefly, their inclusion, combined with inclusion of a prescriptive role

and competency area, would allow more youngsters to stay out of special

education rooms and in regular classrooms. The inclusion of the diagnostic

and prescriptive roles in competency areas also offers a solution to the

problem of facilitating the progress of children with learning disabilities

who are presently in regular classrooms. Furthermore, the changing of

16



the diagnostic role from a negative to a neutral perspective should answer

many of the criticisms of past and present diagnostic activities which have

a "whz.-..'s wrong" flavor and "final pronouncement" character.

A third role which appears on the preceding chart is that of prescriber.

The role that is under discussion here involves the ability to apply some

principles and develop action guides for dealing with individuals' leArning

situations through the linking of diagnostic results to appropriate instruc-

tional rationales and practices.

Many different types of instructional programs and corresponding equipment

and materials are presently available and could be used to facilitate the

progress of individual children in various types of learning situations.

Therefore, the role of prescriber involves the possession of a broad based

knowledge of these programs. It also involves, when necessary, the ability

to locate information about other programs that have been developed.

Furthermore, it involves the ability to develop instructional programs

when no suitable program can be found and in essence, the role of pres-

criber involves the possession of a broad knowledge base of teaching/

learning principles in the area of educational theory, curriculum develop-

ment and educational planning.

In line with the role of prescriber the teacher preparation program under

discussion calls upon those completing it to demonstrate that they can

prescribe individual instructional programs in line with individual diagnostic

profiles.
17
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Justification for inclusion of the above mentioned role and its corresponding

competency area in the taxonomy is that the knowledge and skills of the

prescriber are necessary if diagnostic results are going to be used in a

constructive manner.

The final role which appears on the preceding chart is that of implementor.

The role the.t is under discussion here involves the ability to facilitate the

carrying out of action guides that have been prescribed for individual

learning situations.

The types of ,skills that are involved in this role include, among others:

1) adequate use of various types of descriptive techniques, 2) suitable use

of questioning strategies and techniques, 3) ability to facilitate individual

and small group efforts, 4) abilitY- to speak and write clearly, 5) ability

to maintain instructional goal orientations and 6) ability to implement inter-

vention technique strategies for fthidents who demonstrate disruptive

surface behavior.

In line with the role of implementor, the teacher preparation program under

discussion calls upon those completing it to be able to implement diagnostic

prescriptions through: 1) the use of varied teaching approaches, 2) the

application of sound teaching-learning theory to individual teaching-learning

situations, and 3) the use of constructive individual programs to deal with

18



11.

disruptive surface behavior - when this is necessary.

Justification for inclusion of the abo-e mentioned role and its corresponding

competency area in the taxonomy involves the fact that a person could have

a h:gh degree of human competence and be an excellent diagnoser and

prescriber without being able to effectively implement instruction.

Therefore, the acquisition of implementive skills is necessarily involved

in the teacher preparation program under discussion.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. Rogers, Carl. "The Interpersonal Relationship in the Facilitation
of Learning", Phi Delta Kappan, Vol. 51, p. 294, January 1970.

2. Dewey, John. Democracy and Education. (New York: The Macmillan
Company), p . 215.

3. Ibid., 160.

4. Paper given by Carl Rogers to a session on Conformity and Diversity
in Learning to be Free at the conference on "Man and Civilization"
sponsored by the University of California Sr11;do1 of Medicine,
San Francisco, California (January 2.82 1962), p. 9.

5. This conceptualization was originally developed within the State Uni-
versity College at Buffalo Teacher Corps. It appeared as a
copyrighted article in the magazine, Educational Technologx,
(April, 1973), pp. 33 - 35.

. 1 9
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6. Fpr an .elaboration of this view of "person", see Abraham H. Maslow,
Motivation and Personality, wnd ed., (New York: Harper & Row,
Publishers, 1970), pp. 19 - 34.

7. See Chris Argyris. Interpersonal Competence and Organizational
Effectiveness, (Homewood, Illinois: The Dorsey Press, Inc.
1962), p. 24.

8. Descriptions of the medical and statistical models of exceptionality
appear in Educational Psychology: A Contemporary View.
(Del Mar, California, CRM Books, 1973), pp. 265 - 268.

9. A description of the social system model of exceptionality appears
it; Ibid ., pp. 268 - 269.

20
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B. The Nature and Sequence of the Program

The major objective of the undergraduate program in Mementary

Teacher Education at the State University College at Buffalo is to prepare

15rovisionally certified teachers with competencies which enable them to

teach effectively children from the nursery school to the sixth grade level.

The program is based upon the conceptualization presented in the preceding

section of the proposal which conceives the role of the elementary school

teacher as a Self-actualizing Person or Humanist, Diagnoser, Prescriber,

and Itnplementor. These role areas relate to the three domains of Bloom's

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives.1 The Humanist role, although it is

overarching, has a strong affective orientation. The roles, Diagnoser and

Prescriber, refer directly to cognitive responsibilities. Finally, the role,

Implementor, while having cognitive and affective dimensions, is closely

associated with the psychomotor domain.

The program is organized into three phases which require the student

to develop competencies in each role area. As the program progresses,

the emphasis given to field-based application of the knowledges, skills,

and attitudes is significantly increased. The emerging teacher is expected

to demonstrate an increasing ability to imnlernent the instruction of children

in a school setting.

The chart which follows graphically illustrates the relative program

emphasis given to competency acquisition and field-based application of

competencies at various points in the program. In examining the charts

21



Maximal

Minimal

CHART .2

PROGRAM EMPHASES

Entrance Phase I Phase II Phase III Exit

A = Acquisition of Know ledges, Skills, and Attitudes

B = Field-Based Application of Know ledges, Skills, and Attitudes

2 2
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the reader should note that as the program proceeds, an increased emphasis

is given to field-based application of competencies. However, the emphasis

on acquisition of competencies does not decrease proportionately. This

reinforces the ultimate goal of the program which is to graduate individuals

who are dedicated to lifelong learning and to helping their students develop

a love of learning.

The following section of this proposal presents the knowledges, skills,

and attitudes which form the basic structure of this program. These

competencies are organized according to:

I. the phase of the program during which the student typically
would be expected to demonstrate them, and

2. the teaching role area under which they most appropriately
cluster,

3. the curricular area from which the competencies originate.

The competencies are presented on a series of five columned sheets. Each

sheet has both phase and role designation in the upper left-hand corner.

The content of each column is as follows:

Column 1 -- Competencies numbered within phase and lettered
as to curricular areas from which they originate, i.e.,

a = Social Foundations,
b = Behavioral Foundations,
c = Curriculum--the language arts,
d = Curriculum--academic subject areas,
e = Teaching Practicum, and
f = Curriculumculminating experience.2

Column 2 -- Instructional Procethr es
Column 3 -- Assessment Procedures and Conditions
Column 4 -- Assessment Standards
Column 5 -- Assessors

2 3
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Thus, by looking at a given sheet, the reader can determine the program

phase during which achievement of the competencies on that page is expected,

the role area under which the competencies cluster, and the competencies

themselves together with corresponding instructional procedures, assess-

ment procedures and conditions, assessment standards, and assessors.

In reflecting on the competency sheets which are included in the following

section of this proposal and the typical sequence in which the competencies

are to be acquired, several important points should be kept in mind.

These include:

1. The competency list is not a finished product but rather
a developing framework which will continue to change
as more data are collected and analyzed.

2. The instructional procedures, assessment procedures
and conditions, assessment standards, and assessors
that are specified are illustrative in nature and do
not imply that alternative approaches can not be used.

3. The phased sequence for competency achievement which
is outlined in the following paragraphs, is only typical
and can and should be altered in accordance with the
individual needs of students.

It might be helpful at this point to review the types of experiences a

student typically experiences in proceeding through the program. A major

focus in each program phase is an emphasis upon the personal and inter-

personal development of the student. In addition to this continuing effort

in the area of human competence, each phase focuses on different, but

interrelated, aspects of the preparation of a professional teacher.

In Phase I, there is a strong emphasis on the student attaining a wide

2 4
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range of competenaes related to the socialization, growth and development

of children. Phase I focuses on the student's developing competencies related

to the school and its mission in American society. During this phase, the

student undertakes initial field experiences in schools and various ancillary

agencies.

Phase II is directly concerned with the elementary school curriculum.

Students develop a breadth of competence in teaching reading and other

language arts, as well as in teaching social studies, science, and mathematics.

In line with Phase II experiences, strong emphasis is placed on field-based

demonstration of competence. During Phase II, students spend a consider-

able amount of time in schools working with children.

In the third and culminating phase of the program, the student undertakes

extended and individually tailored classroom experiences. While in the field,

the student is supervised by a college supervisor and cooperating teachers

with a twofold intent. First, the student is expected to demonstrate, in an

increasingly refined manner, those competencies acquired through the first

two phases of the program. Second, with the help of the college supervisor,

cooperating teachers, other school personnel, and peers, the student is

expected to build upon the foundation of previously acquired competencies.

Finally, during Phase III, the student undertakes a culminating seminar

which helps synthesize earlier educational experiences and refine a philosophy

of education concerning the elementary school curriculum.

The chart which follows illustrates the program outline.

23
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CHART 3

PROGRAM OUTLINE

Phase I Foundational Studies

The student will demonstrate knowledges, skills, and
attitudes related to:

a .2 Understandings of educational theories of teaching
and learning within the social contexts of a school.

b. Human growth and development including intro-
ductory studies and an intensive study of human
development during either early childhood,
middle childhood, or pre- and early adolescence.

Phase II Curricular Studies

The student will demonstrate knowledges, skills, and
attitudes related to:

c. The teaching of reading and other language arts.

d. The teaching of social studies, science, and
mathematics.

Phase III Practicum in Teachin and Culminatin Seminar

e. The student will demonstrate those knowledges,
skills, and attitudes previously acquired and
will build upon this competency base through
extended and individually tailored classroom
experiences.

f. The student will synthesize past education
experiences in refining a personal philosophy
of education and corresponding curricular
views.

26
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It should be noted here that all Elementary Education students, in

addition to completing successfully the professional sequence outlined above,

meat also:

1. be in good standing at the college,

2. successfully complete:

a. a sixty seMester :-Iur general liberal requirement,

b. a twenty-four semester-hour academic concentration,
and

c. three semester hours of study in physical education.

lipcn successful completion of these requirements, the student receives

provisional teaching certification (N through 6) and is awarded a Bachelor

of Science degree.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. See Benjamin S. Bloom (ed.), Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
(Nev., York: Longmans, Green, 1956).

2. Letters refer to previously cited areas of curricular origin.

27
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C. Requirements for Entrance

1. Each student will be admitted contingent upon completion of the

general-liberal education requirement and maintenance of a 2.0

grade point avege on a 4.0 point grade scale,'

2. Each student must apply and be accepted in the SUCB Elementary

Teacher Education Program. The "Program Governance Structure"

will be the major vehicle for developing specific recommendations

and procedures for refining and implementing modified and/or

additional criteria in assisting in determining what students are

admitted into the program. These recommendations and pro-

cedures will be forwarded to the Office of the Dean for Applied

and Professional Studies, SUCB, for analysis and implementatina

as appropriate and within the approved College procedures and

requirements for effecting such changes.

1 Each student will be required to complete an approved academic
concentration area of at least 24 semester hours and maintain a 2.0 grade
point average to qualify for the degree. Examples of approved academic
concentration areas include, but are not limited to: Communication Arts,
Early Childhood, Urban Education, Music, Special Education, Mathematics,
English, Foreign Languages -- French, German, Italian and Spanish,
Social Studies and Science. Other areas will be developed and approved
based on emerging need and available resources in the months and years
ahead.



SECTION II - CONTINUED

D. Expected Skills, Know ledges and Attitudes

Phase I (Humanist, Diagnoser, Prescriber, Implementor)

Phase II (Humanist, Diagnoser, Prescriber, Implementor)
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student (UV.:

latuctionat

hoceduAe4

'A44e44ment hoceduAe4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

StandaAd4 Athe440t6

A Demonstrate understani -

lugs 84,4 positive

attitudes toward differ-

ent cultural groups.

Conduct an interview with

at least five members of a

cultural group with whom

a student has had limited

prior contact.

Write an essay describing

at least five significant

characteristics discovered

about the cultural group.

Identify at least five Instructor

descriptive characteristics

and give some evidence for

each characteristic.

2-A Analyze the social

background and environ-

ment of a pupil.

Attend a lecture concern-

ing important categories

in the social background

of a pupil and appropriate

research approaches.

Produce an instrumente.

checklist) that will he

a pupil to identify and

describe significant fac-

tors in one's social

background.

Evaluate instrument on the Instructor

clarity and relevance of Student

the content; aad the instru-

ment must be capable of

identifying at least five

important facts about a

pupil.

A Demonstrate critical

reflection and emotion-

al maturity in dealing

with institutions,

persona, and tasks.

Work as an instructional

aide to a teacher at a

place and duration ap-

proved by the instructor,

Evaluate observed behaviors

in a classroom and a school,

Demonstrate maturity and Instructor

analytical skills at a 90Z Teacher

level of acceptance.

4-A Implement strategies

of value education and

values clarification,

54 Demonstrate awareness

of cross-cultural fac-

tors influencing educa-

tion.

30

Read literature about

value education rationales

and approaches.

Participate it a seminar

discussion about cultural

differences and education

al consequences.

Produce a value education

teaching aid, such as a

sentence-completion exer-

cise, for classroom use.

Design a role-play simula-

tion illustrating cultural

differences.

Examine teaching aid for Instructor

appropriateness of content, Teacher

language, logic, and age Student

level.

Content of the simulated

roles must be true and

accurate at e 95% level of

success.

Instructor
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student (eiti:

1g4tkuctiona2

PuceduAes

A44e4Sment Pkoceduka

and Condition6

hise44ment

Standand6 A44e4,60/u

6-A Analyze issues related

to the equality of edu-

cational opportunity,

Attend a lecture concern-

ing issues and policies of

equalizing educational

opportunity.

Complete a test in a

college setting.

7-A Synthesize a sociologi-

cal analysis of an

educational issue or a

social force of edu-

cation.

Visit a school board

meeting,

85% level of success. Instructol

Write an analytical essay

giving evidences for at

least four opinion asser-

tions.

Essay will be evaluated

on the quality of evidence

given to support the four

arguments - 85% level of

acceptance.

Instructol

8-A Analyze the role struc-

tures and functions of

a school organization,

In a small group discus-

sion identify roles a

teacher typically is

expected to enact.

Compile a list of at least

six roles.

List must be 95% accurate. Instructol

Student

9-A Distinguish major legal

decisioris affecting the

development of public

and private education.

Read literature about

several significant court

cases dealing with educa-

tional policies.

Complete a test in a

college setting.

85% level of success. Instructo:

LO-A Describe the sources of

funding for a school

district.

32

Attend a lecture concern-

ing federal, state, and

local sources of funding.

Draw a graphic illustra-

tion of the sources and

percentages of funding

for a local school dis-

trict.

95% accuracy of informa-

tion.

Instructo:

33
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student (CitZ:

1n4tAuctiona1

Pnocedute4

A44e4sment hocedut6

and Condition

A44e44ment

Standatd4

11-A Identify the historical

development and aims of

elementary education.

7.1.11
12-A Identify major move-

ments, principal events

and key figures in the

history of educational

theory.

Independent study based

upon instructor's suggested

resources.

Compile a list of at least

eight significant events

in the history of elemen-

tary education.

95% accuracy of informa-

tion.

A46e.dbok.

Ins tructa

Attend a lecture/discussion

concerning major education-

al theories.

Complete.a test adminis-

tered by the instructor.

852 level of auccess. Instructa

13-A Distinguish key charac-

teristics of tradi-

tional and progressive

education,

Complete readings assigned

by the instructor.

Compile a list of at least

10 characteristics each

for traditional and prog-

ressive education.

90% accuracy required. Instructo

14-A Describe the historical

philosophical, and

sociological bases of

early childhood educa-

tion,

31

Listen to audio-tapes

concerning the foundations

of early childhood educa-

tion,

Write a term paper on a

topic approved by the

instructor.

Complete an essay of at

least seven pages which

includes several major

characteristics, examples,

and evidence to support

assertions 85% level of

acceptance,

Instructo

35
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Skill, Knadedge,

Attitude

The Student

InztkuctionaZ

P4ecedute4

444e4sment Ptocedute4

and Condition4

Azzetzment

Ronda/116 A44 awl.,

1-B Demonstrate respect for

the inherent worth and

dignity of the indivi-

dual.

Visit a social agency or

institution or facility

such as a senior citizens

home; interact with at

least one resident.

Write a paper outlining at

least four characteristics

possessed by individuals

who respect students.

Include at least four

characteristics supporting

the worth and dignity of

the individual and at

least three anecdotes

supporting the student's

demonstration of his

respect for them,

Instructo

2-B Organize and interpret

personal experiences in

a framework of human

development.

Independent assignment

introduced in seminar.

Compose a life line of

personal experiences

organized in a framework

of developmental stages.

Include in the life line

all major developmental

stages from middle child-

hood and incorporate at

least two personal expe-

riences within each stage.

3-B Employ a holistic app-

roach to human develop-

ment.

Conduct a case study in-

cluding factorsizescribed

by instructor.

Submit case study eval-

uated according to cri-

teria stated on distri-

buted checklist.

Achieve all criteria

stated on checklist.

Instructo

IMIsani

lustructo.

Student

4-B Demonstrate subscrip-

tion to the notion that

behavior is caused,

those causes being

complex, multiple and

interrelated.

36

Conduct a case study in-

cluding factors prescribed

by instructor.

Submit case study eval-

uated accroding to cri-

teria stated on distri-

buted checklist.

Achieve all criteria

stated on checklist.

Instruct).

Student

37



Rue I HUMANIST

Skill, Knoded9c,

Attitude

The Student LUIZ:

5-B Prize people of varying

backgrounds, values and

demographic character-

istics.

25

State Univeuity Catege at BuUato

N-6, Pima:Lena CektiPication Progtam

latituctiona

Puceduite4

Conduct an interview with

at least five individuals

from varying backgrounds.

Asseament Pteceduto A44eament

and Condon4 Standa4d4

Compose a position paper

including at least four

distinguishing charac-

teristics of each prized

interviewee,

Include at least four

characteristics of each

interviewee that make

individuals prizable and

include a rationale for

each characteristic.

A4,6e440u

Instructo

6-B Demonstrate respect for

individual differences

and variations in the

development of others.

View a film on develop-

mental sequence and

observe individuals at

specified developmental

stages.

7-B Organize and interpret

personal experiences in

a framework of learning

theory.

Independent assignment.

?rake an observation

report documerting obser-

vations of individual

differences visiwis

normal development as

stated in the literature.

Compose a life line of

personal experiences

organized in a framework

of learning theory.

8-B Accept the learning

level of the pupil as

reflected in the pupil'E

questions and behaviors.

Select a pupil for inter-

action and study.

Include at least five

observations with accom-

panying personal reactions

and bibliographic sub-

stantiations.

Instructa

Generate a log including

anecdotes, tape recordings,

transcripts, etc. sub-

stantiating acceptance of

pupil learning level and

cognitive style.

Include all major develop-

mental stages from middle

childhood up and incor-

porate at least two per-

sonal experiences within

each stage.

Instructa

Include eVidence indicat-

ing at least two substan

tiations of student

acceptance of pupil learn-

ing level and cognitive

style.

Instructo:

Student

39
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Skitt, Knodedge,

Attitude

The Student (CitZ:

9-B Accept the physical,

SES, cognitive, moral

and spiritual develop-

ment of the pupil as

reflected in the pupirs

questions and behaviors.

I)4tnuetionat

Ptecedutte4

A4se44ment hteeduttet

and Condition6

Select a pupil for inter-

action and study.

Generate a log including

anecdotes, tape recordings

transcripts, etc. sub-

stantiating acceptance of

the pupil's development.

A64e4pent

Standatdb A46E440/1,

Include evidence indicating

at least two substantia-

tions of student accep-

tance of pupil development,

self evaluation.

Itstructo

Stuaant

10-B Discuss the effects of

culture on sex-typing

and socialization,

Small group buzz sessions

(N m 5 to 10) with recorded

reporting to the total

group.

List the major effects

discussed by the small

groups and will evaluate

the quality of the dis-

cussion,

Discuss at least three

major effects of culture

on sex-typing and social-

ization. The discussion

will be rated superior if

the discussion is objec-

tive and unbiased and if

a consensus is reached.

Instructo

Student

11-13 Describe how schools

influence the sexual

development of pupils,

Large group/small group

discussion.

Complete a listing of the

major effects of the

schools on the sexual

development of pupils.

a) Describe at least

three ways in whichschools

train pupils differently

for socially acceptable

roles.

b) List five ways inwhich

school districts engage in

sexual discrimination (draw

from personal experience),

c) Describe four ways in

which schools tight modify

the curriculum to limit

the influence of sexual

discrimination and stereo-

typing.

Instructo:

Student

41
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State Univeuity Cettege at Buiiato

N-6, Pkovi4icat Cektiiicatien Pkogkam

SkitZ, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

In4tkuctionat

Pteceduke4

A44e44ment Pteceduke4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standatd4

12-B Discuss the duiirabilit

of includi4 training i

moral behavior in the

public schools.

Select debate teils of

three members each to de-

bate the following question:

"Resolved that moral edu-

cation should be included

in the public school curri-

culum," with one team

debating the affirnative

and the other, the negative

Class members not Dartici-

pating in the debate All

serve as judges. Small

groups (N 4 to 5) will

list major arguments pre-

sented and reach a consen-

sus decision concerning

which team was superior.

The rationale will be

presented to the instruc-

tor.

Evaluate the rationale as

satisfactory or unsatis-

factory.

A44e440k4

Instruct())

I3-B Discuss the major argu-

ments pro and cor on

tbe issue of legalizing

nariLuana.

Conduct a debate with two

students on the affirmative

and two on the negative on

the question:

Resolved: That the use

of marihuana be legalized.

4

Each student and the in-

structor will a) judge

the debate; b) summarize

the major arguments; and

c) list any major points

not discussed by the

debators.

List alI the major issues

diseuised by the debators.

Summarize all major issues

not discussed.

Instructo)

Student

43
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student (Citt:

28

State Univeuity College at Bato
N-6, .Ptovi4icnat Ceittiication Plopam

1n4tkuctionat

Ptecedutu

A44e4sment Pueedute4

and Condition4

A46e44ment.

Standa4d4 Abb mot.

14-B Examine sexual stereo-

typing of women as it

occurs in educational

and career choices and

examine the group dyne

mics which occur when

sexual stereotyping is

discussed.

React to the following

comment concerning the myth

of Cinderalla and her Prince

"A young woman will only

need to work for a little

while - -until Prince Charm-

ing sweeps her off her feet.

She and Prince Charming will

have many beautiful children

who will love them very much

They will live to be very

old, will die together, and

will go to Heaven."

Form small groups (N 6 to

10) with one group member

as recorder. Co-servers

for each group will be

briefed privately by the

instructor and told to ob-

serve the emotional reac-

tions of various group

members.

Following reports by the

recorders, each observer

will describe the reac-

tions of group members.

Members of the class will

be allowed to respond

verbally and will complete

a brief paragraph of less

than 100 words describing

their reactions.

Evaluate the experience as

meaningful or not meaning-

ful in regard to whether

or not the stated objec-

tives were accomplished.

Instructo.

Student

L5-B Use group gaming tech-

niques to explore

decision making with

pupils.

44

Identify or develop a game

appropriate for use with

a specified group of pupils.

Use the game with a small

group of middle or senior

high school pupils (N 5

to 10).

In a public school or lab

oratory school setting

video or sound tape the

group activity for presen-

tation to the class.

Evaluate the presentation

based on the extent to

which a) the pupils made

appropriate deciaions, b)

the group leader structured

the experience to prevent

confusion, and c) the group

leader facilitated the in-

teraction without imposing

values. Each presentation

will be rated as satisfac-

tory or unsatisfactory on

each of the above critexia. 45
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Kgot4edge,

Attitude,

The Student

1g4tkuctionat A44e44ment Pkoeedute4

Pteceduke4 and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standakdis A44 e440/t

16-B Use the critical inci-

dent technique to

facilitate pupil growth

Identify or develop a cri-

tical incident model appro-

priate for use with a

specified group of pupils,

Use the model with a mall

group of pupils (N m 5 to

10),

In a public school or

laboratory school setting

video or sound tape the

group activity for pre-

sentation to the class.

Define and give at least

two illustrations of the

critical incidAnt technique

For the selected model des-

cribe the following:

a) context of the incident;

b) event preceding choice

point; c) choice point;

d) suggested intervention;

e) intervention outcome,

Each,presentation will be

rated ss satisfactory or

unsatisfactory.

Instructo

Teacher

Student

17-B Identify the major

reasons why adolescents

need guidance and

counseling,

Independent reading assign-

ment followed by small group

discussions. A recorder

for each group will report

to the entire class.

Prepare a list of reasons

why adolescents need

guidance and counseling

citing sources to support

the reasons presented.

List and cite sources for Instructo:

at least five major reasons

why adolescents need gui-

dance and counseling.

18-B Describe potential

advantages and disad-

vantages of using

values clarification

techniques.

46

Form buzz groups (R 5 to

8) with a recorder for each

group and d. the ad-

vantages and disadvantages,

particularly on the possi-

bility of imposing values,

College setting with the

recorder for each small

group reporting to the

entire class,

Evaluate the activity as Instructo:

successful or unsuccessful Student

based on the extent to

which the group, as a whole

realized that the tech-

niques should be used with

discretion in order to

avoid manipulating others.

47
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity Cottege at Bqiato
N-6, Pkovaicnat Cektiiication Pkogkam

Iatkuctionat

Ptoceduke4

A44e44mellt Pkoceduke4

and Condition4

30

A44e44ment

Standakd4 444e44 04.

19-B Demonstrate awareness

of, and sensitivity for

the distinguishing

characteristics of per-

sonality development at

selected stages.

Large group/small group

discussion,

Prepare a short paper dis-

cussing the implications

of a specified theory of

personality development by

using examples from per-

sonal experience to illus-

trate crises which occurre

at specific life stages.

Specify at least three

examples selected from per-

sonal experience which

illustrate the selected

stage. The theorist should

be noted. Papers will be

reviewed during small group

discussions and will be

rated on level of sensiti-

vity using a five point

rating scale.

Instructo..

Student

20-B Describe the role of

the classroom teacher

in regard to person-

ality development of

pupils,

Form teams of two or three

students and interview a

teacher in a local school.

Teams will report to the

entire class,

Prepare a one page summary

of the interview giving

examples from the teacher

personal experience,

Summarize the responses of

the teacher and give several

specific examples from the

teacher's personal expe-

rience.

Teacher

21-B Describe the positive

and negative aspects of

using instructional

objectives.

Conduct a panel discussion

in which several individuals

represent each point of view

Allow time for questions,

answers and discussion,

Attempt to reach a group

consensus which recognizes

the limitations and bene-

fits, but also includes a

plan by which the limita-

tions can be alleviated or

eliminated.

Prepare a list of the posi-

tive and negative aspects

of using behavioral objec-

tives. The lists must con-

form to those prepared by

the instructor (80Z success

required).

Evaluate the experience as

rewarding or not rewarding.

Evaluate the quality of the

panel presentation and the

questions, answers and dis-

cussion as superior, satis-

factory, or unsatisfactory.

Instructo.

Student

Instructol

49
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31

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

22-B Describe the advantages

and disadvantages of

standardized tests.

50

in,stituctionat

Ptecedute4

446es4ment Pueedute4

and Condition4

A44e64ment

Standatd4 A44e.460t

Independentteading assign-

ment followed by buzz

sessions 4 to 7).

Individual reports from each

group Will be presented by

a secretary.

Evaluate group reports by

the instructor and indi-

vidual student evaluators

selected by the class.

List at least three advan-

tages and three disadvan-

tages of standardized tests

Instructol

Student

5!
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Skitt, Knowtedge, [
Attitude

The Student (Citt:

32

State Univeuity Cottege at 13uNato

N-6, P4ovi41cnat Cektiication Pagtam

Inbtkuctionat

Pueedu4e4

Ab4e44ment Nadu/Lea

and Condition4

A44e44rent

Standatd4 A44e44044

15-A Specify the connection

between educational

aims and ends.

Participate in a small

group observation of a

teacher conducting a lesson

with pupils, and attempts

to write reasons for either

practices employed or

optional practices.

Discuss notes in a small

group of peers with the

instructor.

16-A Demonstrate both formal

and informal analytical

skills.

Attend a lecture on diag-

nosing the social background

of a pupil through such

approaches as sociograms

and discussion with a pupil

about recreational interests

01.1.....1.....1.
Write a diagnostic report

identifying key background

factors about a pupil with

whom a student has worked.

Give at least three reasons

for each practice.

Instructo

Students

Give at least one example

as evidence to support any

asserted hypothesis - at

a 90% level of acceptance.

Instructo

Teacher

17-A Construct situations

that minimize over-

emphasis on statistical

measurement of learn-

ings and stigmatic

labeling of learners.

In a small group of stu-

dents brainstorm on alter-

natives to testing and

labeling.

Draw a chart outlining

several non-empirical

evaluative approaches,

Obtain widespread,agree-

ment among peers and in-

structor on the categories,

explanations, examples, and

rationales for at least six

identified approaches -

85% level of agreement.

Instructo

Student

18-A Identify assumptions of

evaluative procedures

and tests.

51

In a socratic dialogue

state principles for various

evaluative practices.

Write an essay critically Include at least four key

analyzing the strengths points well explained.

and weaknesses of a

specific evaluative instru-

ment.

Instructo

53
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33_,

Skitt, Knowied2e,

Attitude

_The.
lattuctionat

. Ptocedukez

444ewent Needu4e4

-and-Condition4----

464 e64ment

--Standauts 464e660V

19-A Analyze key institutions

and agencies in a

school's environment.

1111==1!.

Visit a financial, legal, or

recreational agency in the

community that has an impor-

tant influence on the social

environment of a pupil.

Write an essay reporting

on an interview with a

representative of the

agency.

Identify at least five

descriptive characteristics

and give some evidence for

each characteristic.

Instructol

20-A Describe the historical

development and contri-

butions of various

ethnic groups.

Complete readings assigned

by the instructor.

Compile summaries of

articles read.

List and identify major

themes and some development

of rationales.

InstructO,

21-A Analyze significant

sociological data on

a pupil, such as family

friends, recreation,

etc.

Read case studies selected

by the instructor.

Compile a written diag-

nostic profile concerning

significant others in the

life of a pupil with whom

a student has worked.

Give'at least one example

as evidence to substantiate

any diagnostic hypotheses -

at a 90% level of accep-

tance.

Instructol

Teacher

22-A Identify significant

cultural, economic, and

racial influences upon

a pupil's learning and

achievement.

Attend a lecture concerning

socio-economic effects upon

education.

In an essay refute three

widely held misconceptions

about the lower class

pupil.

Give at least one reason

to support claims made.

Instructru

Z3-A Analyze a pupil's peer

interaction.

5t

In a large group lecture/

discussion learns how to

conduct a sociogram.

Write a report on a socio-

gram conducted with a graip

of pupils.

.11IMMI

Describe steps in methodol- lostructol

ogy, conclusions, and e\i- Teacher

dence for the assertions -

85% level of acceptance.

55
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Knowtedge,

Attitude

Te Student Witt:

1n4tkuctionat A44e44ment Pkoceduke4

Pkoceduka and Condit2on4

A44e64ment

Standakd6 Abba4bOki

244 Compile an inventory-

of a pupil's needs and

interests.

Participate in a seminar-

discussion about rationales

and approaches toward com-

piling interest inventories.

Compile-a-list-of-needs

and interests of a pupil

interviewed.

Mk' it leasf sii items- Instrictor--

with a reason given for Teacher

each. Student

25-A Social background

data toward analyzing

a pupil's strengths

and weaknesses.

56

Attend a lecture concerning

informal diagnostic ap-

proaches with children.

Write an essay summarizing

some key social background

data about a pupil with

whom a student has worked,

Identify at least three Instructor

pupil characteristics and Teacher

give some evidence for Student

each characteristic.

57
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Knowtedge,

Attitude'

The Student

lutuctiona
1740.ceduU4.

A44e44ment Puicedute4

and Cendition4

A44e44ment

Rada

23-B Classify learning acti-

vities appropriate for

pupils at instructor

specified physical, SES,

cognitive, moral and

spiritual levels.

Seminar/lecture assigned

reading of literature.

when given an annotated

list of learning activitie

and developmental levels,

groups of students (g -6)

will classify learning

activities according to

developmental levels,

Classify learning activities

according to developmental

levels with only three dis-

agreements on the part of

the instructor.

WEbboki-

Instructo

Student

24-B Describe at least one

theory for each of the

following developmental

phases:

Physical

SES

Cognitive

Moral

Spiritual

Independent research assign-

ment,

Write a paper outlining

the distinguishing charac-

teristics of educational

implications of each

theory.

Include at least four dis-

tinguishing characteristics

of each theory and state tuo

educational implications of

each theory.

Instructo

25-B Distinguish among the

following maldevelop-

ments:

Physical

SES

Cognitive

Moral

Spiritual

58

Classroom and other field

visitations, video-tapes,

assigned literature read-

ings.

Record observations of

maldevelopments in the

areas of physical, SES,

cognitive, moral and

spiritual developments and

document normal development

in these areas,

Observations must include

"objective" reporting of

the maldevelopments as wit-

nessed in person, via video

tape or in simulatios;

report must include a

bibliography.

Instructo
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26-B Evaluate physical de-

velopment, SE develop-

ment, cognitive develov

ment and moral develop-

ment handicaps in a

classroom or social

agency.

27-B Identify conditions that

promote physical, SE,

cognitive, moral and

spiritual development.

Volunteer as a classroom

aide or social ageucy for

a 10 week period.

Class discussion/library

assignment.

28-B Chart the growth pat-

tern in human develop-

ment.

Independent assignment.

29-B Distinguish the major

elements and functions

of the human anatanical

systun.

1=111.1.1

Independent assignment.

Diagnose human development

handicaps in a classroom

or social agency and com-

pose a report substan-

tiating each diagnoses.

f

Objective/subjective test

in college setting.

Submit one accurate report

for a handicap in each of

the following areas:

physical development

SE development

cognitive development

moral development,

teacher and instructor must

agree on 3 of the 4 reports

Minimum score of 85% must

be attained; student can

retest to achieve minimum

score.

Instructo

Teacher

Instructo

Prepare a growth chart

which includes all stages

from birth to death.

100% degree of accuracy.

Submit anatomical chart

which includes all major

elements and functions as

stated in three designated

sources.

100% degree of accuracy.

Instructo

Instructo

30-B Define intelligence. Independent assignment. Write a paper outlining

the distinguishing charac-

teristics of three defiti-

tions of intelligence and

state the educational

implications of each defi-

nition.

Include at least two dis- Instructo

tinguishing characteristics

of each definition and stde

two educational implica-

tions for each.
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31-B Demonstrate knowledge

of recent issues, trends

and research inphysical

SES, cognitive, moral

and spiritual develop-

ment.

Large group lecture and

assigned readings with indi-

vidual assignments.

Participate in five seminars

in which papers on recent

issues, trends and research

are presented and dis-

cussed.

Presentations will be

evaluated as satisfactory

or unsatisfactory.

Instruct):

Student

32-B List and annotate major

sources in the field of

physical, SES, cognitive

moral and spiritual

development.

Large group lecture and

library assignment.

Compile an annotated list

of major sources and state

the contributions of

authorities in human

development areas.

Include at least two sources

in pbysical development;

three sources in SE develop-

ment; four sources in cog-

nitividevelopment; one

source in moral development

and one source in spiritual

development.

Instructo)

33-8 Identify major threats

to an individual's well

being, including phy-

sical, SES, cognitive,

moral and spiritual.

Library assignment and class

discussion.

Tested it large groups

(N = 35)

Minimum score of 85%

(student can retest to

achieve :minium score)

Instrucm

34-B Analyze the role of the

school, family and nut-

rition on physical, SES,

cognitive, moral and

spiritual development,

62

Seminar. Generate a consensus

statement regarding the

role of the school, family

and nutrition in the human

development areas and selec

a speaker to present the

seminar's viewpoint to

other seminars for dis-

cussion.

Two of three observers

must agree that a consensus

was reached and that the

position is reasonable.

Instructu

Student
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15-B Discribe the signifi-

cance of the peer group

for human development

stages.

Instuctionat

Ptoceduaes

Assessment Ptecedutes

and Conditions

Assessment

Standakds Assessou

Lecture followed by assigned

readings.

Conference with instructor. Differentiate the role of

the peer group in the major

developmental stages and

communicate two distin-

guishing characteristics

of the peer group during

each stage.

Instructo:

Student

36-B Define four major theo-

ries of learning.

Independent assignment. Vrite a paper outlining

the distinguishing charac-

teristics of each theory

and its educational

implications.

Include at least five dis-

tinguishing characteristics

of each theory with two

educational implications

for each.

Instructa

37-B Demonstrate knowledge

of recent issues,

trends and research in

learning theory.

Large group lecture, as-

signed reading assignment,

and presentation of papers.

Participate in four semi- I Evaluate each presentation

mars in which papers on as satisfactory or unsatis-

recent issues, trends and factory.

research are presented

and complete a presentation

on one area of learning.

Instructa

Student

38-B Evaluates own position

on learning theory

relevant to a selected

teaching model

Independent assignment, Select a teaching model

personally preferred,

select a learning theory

personally disposedtowards

and record the relevancyof

the theory to the model;

must record factors that

support and refute the

association of the theory

to the model and your con-

clusions.

Statement must contain at

least five factors in

support of conclusions.

Instructo
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39-B List and annotate major

sources and authorities

in the field of learn-

ing.

Attend lecture/read ass

lit/ library assignment.

Compile an annotated list

of major sources and state

'the contributions of

authorities in learning.

List must include at least

five sources and fou:

authorities in learning.

Instructo.

40-B Identify major factors

which influence learn-

ing.

Attend lecture/read assigied

literature

Compile an annotated list

of factors influencing

learning.

List must possess at least

six factors with accurate

annotations.

Instructo

41-B Analyze the role of the

school, family and peer

group on learning.

Seminar, Generate a consensus state

ment regarding the role of

the school, family tmipeer

group on learning and

select a speaker topresent

the seniaar's viewpoint to

other seminars for dis-

cussion,

Two out Of three observers

must agree the procedures

for consensus taking were

followed and that the

seminar's position is

reasonable.

Three

instructo

appointed

observers

42-B Transform relevant data

into learning profiles.

Large group lecture and

assigned readings.

When given relevant data

from simulated cumulative

records, the student will

construct three learning

profiles for three pupils

Include evidence with bib-

liographic support for each

profile. Instructor must

agree with at least two of

the three proposed profiles

Instructo

43-B Identify systems of

classroom organization/

management appropriate

to specified develop-

mental levels,

66

Library assignment/class

discussion.

Objective/subjective test

in college setting.

Minimum score of 85%

(student can retest to

achieve minimum score)

Instructo
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and Condition4

Write a two to five page

paper outlining the dis-

tinguishing characteris-

tics of three definitions

of learning and state the

educational implications

of each definition,

Include at least two dis-

tinguishing characteristics

of each definition and gib
two educational implica-

tions of each definition.

40

Ab4e4404,

Instructo

45-B Identify pupils with

learning and disabili-

ties and evidence skill

in nurturing the indi-

vidual's learning

development.

Volunteer as an aide in a

classroom or social agency.

Diagnose learning disabi-

lities and prescribe

learning activities for

individual pupils. Record

results in a log.

Include evidence indicating

two bibliographic reforms

for each diagnosis and

prescription. Instructor

and teacher must agree on

75% of the submitted mate-

rial.

Instructo

Teachet

46-B Demonstrate skill in View video tape and inter-

selecting, administering, act in seminars (N 10).

and interpreting instru-I

ments and techniques

which appreAe learning

in individuals.

In a simulated situation,

select, administer and

interpret instruments and/

or techniques which ap-

praise learning. Video

tape student performances.

Select an appropriate

instrument or technique;

must properly administer

and interpret it with only

three disagreements on the

part of the instructor.

Instructo:

47-B Design an educational

environment.

Et

Independent assignment and

conference with instructor,

Construct and justify an

educational environment,

including philosophy,

rationale, objectives,

materials, facilities and

evaluation system.

90% congruence between de-

sign and stated philosophy,

rationale, objectives,

materials, facilities the

evaluation system,

Instructo.

Student
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48-B Demonstrate ability to

obtain and use appro-

priate pt-il appraisal

data as ,;art of the

teaching/learning

process.

Independent assignment to

complete a case study after

reviewing cumulative records

of a pupil,

Azse44ment

Standaad6

Submit case study evaluatsd

according to criteria

stated on distributed

check list.

Cumulative record must

include at least accurate

assessment of an achieve-

ment test, aptitude test,

grades, anecdotal records

and two other instruments.

466eam

Instructo.

49-B Identify major factors

which influence human

development and beha-

vior.

Large group lecture and

independent research assign-

ment.

Compile an annotated list

of factors which influence

human development and

behavior.

UNI.

Include at least six factors Insttuct.)

with accurate annotations

(e.g., organic, affectional,

eocialization, peer-group,

intelligence, self-adjustive

processes, self organizing)

50-B Classify developmental

tasks according to

developmental stages.

Independent reading assign-

ment.

Objective examination in

college setting.

90 success required

!studert can retest ti;

schieve minimum score).

51-B Distinguish character-

istics of major develop-

mental stages.

Large group lecture and

assigned rcadiugs.

Coirile an annetated list

distinguishing character-

istics of the major

developmental stages.

Inwol

Instructo.

Include at least two chase- Instructo

teristics for each major

developmental stage cited.

52-B Evaluate the purposes

and approaches to the

study of human develop-

ment.

?70

Large group lecture and Generate a three to five

assigned rsadings. page position paper.

Include at least four pur- lnstructo

poses and five approaches

to human development study

with documented assessments

and a supported personal

prefereuce for an approach.
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53-B List and annotate major

sources and authorities

in the field of human

development.

Large group lecture and

assigned readings,

Compile an annotated list

of major sources and state

the contributions of

authorities in the human

development field.

Include at least five major

sources and the contribu-

doll of four authorities

in the field of human

development..

144e440t

Instrticto

54-B Identify techniques used Large group lecture and

to study individuals.
assigned readings.

Compile annotated list of

individual study tech-

niques,

Include at least three

techniques used to study

individuals,

55 Define motivation,
Independent or team library

research assignment with

report to total class.

List and cite references

for selected definitions

of motivation.

Instructo

Present at least four defi-

niticns of motivation citing

the source and the theorist

who developed the definition,

Indicate which definition

is preferred.

Instructv

56-B Describe affiliation
Large group lecture/dis-

and approval-dependent cussion,

motives.

Objective/essay examina-

tion in a college setting.

80% or higher on examina-

tion,

Instructo:

57-B Define intrinsic and Large group lecture/dis-

extrinsic motivation. cussion,

72

Objective/essay examina-

tion in a college setting.

80% or higher on examina-

tion,

Instructol
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58-1 Design a token economy

system.

Small group (11 = 3 to 6)

activity.

Design a token economy

system for a selected area

and grade level. Outline

the plan in a two to four

page report. Limit mone-

tary rewards to $25.

Include a statement of the

general and specific objec-

tives, The number of points

required to be earned to

achieve the reward must be

specified and related to

developmental needs of

pupils.

Assesson.

Instructo

59-B Describe Maslow's hie-

rarchy of needs as

related to motivation

theory.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion and independent

reading assignment.

Complete a two to five

page paper describing and

evaluating the theory.

4st the six basic needs in

rank'order and should crit-

ically' evaluate the theory

in relation to the instruc-

tion of children.

Instrucm

60-B Describe the effects of

goal setting on success

and the factors which

influence goal setting.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion and independent

reading assignment.

Complete a two to five

page paper describing and

evaluating the theory.

Describe the major conclu-

sions which can be selected

from research completed in

the area and relate these

conclusions to personal

experience. The paper will

be evaluated as satisfactor)

or unsatisfactory,

Instructo:

61-B Describe findings on

sex differences on cog-

nitive and personality

dimensions.

74

Large group lecture-dis-

cussion and independent

reading assignment.

Complete a one or two page

paper describing findings

on sex differences on cog-

nitive and personality

dimensions.

List at least three differ-

ences in the cognitive and

three in the personality

dimensions and cite sources

Instructo

75
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62-B Compare the height

curves of males and fe-

males from birththrough

20 years of age.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion and independent

reading assignment.

A44e44ment Nadu/Les

lind Conditions

Graph the growth curves of

different parts and tissues

of the body at various age

levels.

Lymphoid, brain and head.

A44e44ment

Standands

Include descriptive data

for different parts and

body tissues including the

following four chief types:

lymphoid; brain and head;

general; reproductive. In-

dicate the size attained

in percent of total post-

natal growth. Graph will be

rated satisfactory or un-

satisfactory.

63-B Describe findings on

sex differences inareas

of speed, balance, and

flexibility.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion and independent

reading assignment.

Complete a one or two page

paper describing findings

on sex differences in

speed, balance and flexi-

bility.

A44e440t

InstructO

.1111111W1.1

List at least one differ-

ence.in each of the areas

noted and present sources

for each difference.

Instructo

64-B Define personality.

76

Independent reading assign-

ment and large group

lecture/discussion.

Objective test in college

setting.

When presented with a list Instructo

of major personality psy-

chologists, match a defini-

tion of personality with

the name of the theorist

who developed the defini-

tion (80% success required).
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65-B Distinguish among the

major theories of per-

. sonality development,

Independent reading assign-

ment and large group

lecture/discussion.

Complete a two to three

page essay comparing the

psycho-analytic, phenomo-

nological, and behavioral

theories of personality

development.

Evaluate essays as superior,

satisfactory, or unsatisfac-

tory. anclude a) specific

comments on the major

theorists responsible for

developing each theory

b) significant historical

perspectives; and c) major

limitations).

As4es4o/t.

Instructol

66-B Name and describe the

stages of personality

development as presented

by a major personality

theorist,

Independent reading assign-

ment and large group

lecture/discussion,

List and briefly describe

the stages of personality

development in a paper

ranging ha two to five

pages in length.

Identify the individual

respdnsible for developing

the theory citing specific

sources. Each stage should

be listed and a brief des-

cription of each stage

presented. Papers will be

rated as satisfactory or

unsatisfactory.

Instructol

57-B List and describe the

levels of moral thought

and stages of moral

development,

78

Preassigned reading assign-

ment followed by a large

group lecture discussion,

Objective/subjective examir

nation in a college setting

List and describe the three

levels of moral thought and

relate the six stages of

moral development appro-

priately to each level of

moral thought (see L.

Kohlberg),

Instructol
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68-B Identify the levels of

moral and stages of

moral development in

children at varied age

levels.

Select at least three child-

ren ranging in age from 3

to 14. Present each child

with a problem in which a

moral decision or judge-

ment must be made. Students

may work independently or

in teams of two or three.

Field setting in a public

school or selection of

children from family or

neighborhood. Students

must describe the decision

and classify the level of

moral thought and stage of

moral development dis-

played by the child in a

brief, written summary of

one or two pages.

Evaluate each written sum-

mary to determine if the

student evaluation was

accurate or inaccurate

(100% accuracy required).

444e4We

Instruct

Teacher

69-B Identify the major

types of drugs which

affect the central

nervous system and

describe the primary

psychological and

social effects.

Large group lecture with

independent reading assign-

ment.

Develop a chart which

includes the major types

of drugs, specific exam-

ples of each (trade and

slang names) and the major

psychological and social

effects.

Include three uajor types

of drugs (stimulants, de-

pressants, and hallucino-

gens) with three specific

examples of each. Include

trade and slang names and

major psychological and

social effects of each.

Instruct(

70-B Describe the social and

physiological problems

caused by alcohol.

80

Large group/small group

lecture discussion.

Sumuarize the uajor points

discussed in a three to

five page paper.

Include at least five

social and three physiolo-

gical problems caused by

alcohol.

Instruct(
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Large group lecture and

class assignment with comr-

mittee responsibilities.

Conduct a survey with a

randomly selected sample

in an actual or simulated

setting.

List procedures which

should be followed in con-

ducting the survey. Des-

cribe the sampling plan

and determine sample size.

Develop the questionnaire

and, if possible, adminis-

ter it.

Instructor

Review the literature in

the library and identify

studies which have cvesti-

gated leadership qual.ities

and skills either indepen-

dently or in teams ::Yf two

or three. Each irilAdual

or team will present an

oral report to Ae class

describing the findings.

A master list of the skills

and qualities with sources

will be compiled by the

instmtor.

Submit a list of sources

supporting the selection

of skills or qualities.

List at least five leader- Instructor

ship.skills or qualities Student

useful for a teacher and

specify the source from

which the skill was selette6

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion.

Objective examination in

a college setting.

When preo.nted wirn the

major characteristics of

the major approaches to

group dynamics (therapy

groups, T-groups, and en-

counter groups), identify

the characteristics appro-

priate for each group (80%

success required).

Instructor
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74-B List and describe tech-

niques appropriate fcl'

use when working with

groups.

75-B Define and compare the

terms guidance and

counseing,

Large g:oup lectureidis-

cussion,

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside

reading assignment.

Essay examination in a

college setting.

List and describe at least

six techniques appropriate

use with groups and give an

illustration of when each

technique could be used.

Complete a short paper two

or three pages in length

defining and comparing the

terms guidance and counsel-

ing (independent assign-

ment).

764 Identify and become

familiar with values

clarification tech-

niques.

84

Large group/small group.

discussim with outside ,

reading assignment.

Adbe.4.60t4

Instructor

a) Define guidance and

counseling providing a

source(s) for the defini-

tions, and b) list at

least five ways in which

guidance and counseling

differ,

Instructor

List and describe values

clarification techniques

as an independent assign-

ment.

Write a two or three page

paper giving a personal

reaction to the signifi-

cance of veles clarifica -

tioil techniques.

List and describe at least

three values clarification

techniques citing the

source for each.

Reaction paper will be

evaluated as satisfactory

or unsatisfactory Lased on

the extent to which the

student grasps the funda-

mental aspects of values

clarification.

Instructor

85
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77-B Define two 11*r theo-

ries of discipline.

Independent research assig*

ment.

Write a pE:r outlinl

the distinguishing ch,

teristics of each the

and its implicatic:1

eduation.

Include at least four dis-

tinguishing characteristics

of each theory and state

two educational implica-

tions of each theory.

A44e4404.;

Instructor

78-B Identify the conditions

that promote construc-

tive discipline.

Role playug in small

groups (IN = 5 to 7).

Identify conditions that

promote constructive

discipline and write a

group paper for distribu-

tion to the entire class.

Include at least six con-

ditions that promote

constructive discipline.

Instructor

79-B Define three major

theories of perception.

Independent reading assign-

ment.

Write a paper outlining

the distinguishing charac-

teristics of each theory

and its implications for

education.

Include at least three

distinguishing character-

istics of each theory and

must state at least two

educational implications

of each theory.

Instructor

30-B Demonstrati knowledge

of recent issues,

trends and research ir

perception.

86

Seminar and conference with

instuctor.

Present and discuss a paper

on recent issues, tren.ds

or research.

Evaluate each other's

demonstration perfcrmances

as satisfactory or unsatis-

factory.

Seminar

group

87



Phaa I DIAGNOSER

State Univetsity College at NO
W-6, Pkovaionat Cetiiication Pkogkam

Skitt, Knowtedgz,

Attitude

Mg, Student (ciL:

81-B Write and classify

behavioral objectives,

welye 111111

1n4tkuctionat

Pkocedukez

iZeosment Pkoceduke4

and Condition4

50

101!01....a

As4e44ment

Standakd4 A4a4404i

Large group lecture dis-

cussion followed by inde-

pendent reading assigmment,

The instructor should list

significant references.

Objective examination in

a college setting.

When presented with a

series of behavioral objec-

tives, identify the najor

parts of each objective

(audience, behavior, con-

ditions, and degrePland

classify each actor Ang to

the appropriate domain

(100% success required).

Instructoz

82-8 List the basic steps

of the scientific

method,

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outsidereading

assignment.

Objective examination ta

a college setting.

List the basic steps of the Instructoi

scientific nethod (100%

success required).

83-B Describe four major

types of educational

research and give an

example of each,

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outsidereadt4

assignment.

Objectivr sxamination in

a college Atting.

When presented with defi-

nitions of the major

definitions and examples

of varied types of research

correctly match the defi-

nitions and eamples to

the proper term (80%

sL:cess required).

Instructol

34-B Distinguish between

basic and applied

research,

88

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outsidereadin2 a college setting.

assignment.

Objective examination in When presented with a list

of characteristics of basic

and applied research, cor-

rectly identify character-

istics of.basic and applied

researth (80% success

required).

Give an actual example of

a basic and of an applied

research study.

Instructoi

89



Phaze I DIAGNOSER

State Univetsity Cettege at Niato

N-6, huisicnat Cettiiication hopam

51

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

lattuctionat

Ptocedulte4

44e4sment hocedute6

and Condition4

Ah4e44ment

Standatd4

35-1 List and define the

three measures of cen-

tral tendency,

median, and mode),

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside

reading assignment.

Objective examination in

a college setting.

When presented with dif-

ferent examples of measures

of central tendency, cor-

rectly identify each

measure (100% success

required),

Identify the correct defi-

nition by matching the

proper term to the defini-

tion (,100: success requir)

A46e4sot4

Instructor

6-B Compare the advantages

and disadvantages of

using each measure,

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside

reading assignment,

Objective examination in

a college setting.

Select the advantages and

disadvantages approprie:e

for each measure by match-

Lb the proper term to the

statement (80% success

required),

Instructor

9



Phate I DIMMER

State Ugiveuity College at 814iWo

N-6, Rovi4icgat CeAtiiicaticn Pupam

52

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

Ig4ttuctionat

Pucedukez

A44e6sment RoceduAe4

and Conditiou

A44(ument

Standath

87-B Define and give an

example of the follow

ing measures of

variability:

range

variance

standard deviation

Independent reading assign

ment followed by large

group lecture/discussion.

Reinforced material by a

home or class assignment.

Define and give an example

of the three tArms.

Define each term correctly

and present a relevant

example.

AW440k,

Instructor

88-8 Calculate each of the

following measures of

central tendency and

variability:

mean

mode

median

range

variance

standard deviation

92

Independent or small group

assignment completed during

class,

When given a set of scores

and the appropriate for-

mulas, calculate tbe mea-

sures indicated.

Calculate each measure

correctly,

Instructor

Student

93



Phabe I DIAGNOSER

State Univeuity Cc/Lege at Buato
N-6, Puvcnat Cettiication Pugkam

53

Shill, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student 1CW:

In4ttuctionat

Ptocedv,e4

A64e44ment Pucedute4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standatd4 A64 ezisot,

89-B Describe the distin-

guishing characteris-

tics of a standardized

test.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside reading

assignment.

Objective examination or

oral test in a college

setting.

List at least four distin-

guishing characteristics

of s standadized test.

Instructor

90-B Define test reliabil-

ity and validity.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside reading

assignment.

Objective examination or

oral test in a college

setting.

Define test reliability

and validity.

Instructor

91-B Describe the distin-

guishing characteris-

tics of a non-stan-

dardized test.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with independent

reading assignment.

Objective examination or

oral test in a college

setting.

List t least four distini,

guishing characteristio

of a standardized test r.e4f.r,

compared to a non-sts-

ized test.

92-B Identify the main

types of standardized

tests.

91

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with independent

reading assignment.

Objective examination or

oral test in a college

setting.

Instructor

List ten main typa qf Instructor

standardized tests 1Td give

two examples of each.

95



Phase I DIAGNOSER

State Univetsity Cottege at Niato

N-6, Pkovisicnat Cettiiication Pkogkam

54

Skitt, Knowtedge.,

Attitude

The Student

Instkuctionat

Ptocedunez

As4e44ment Ptoceduite4

and Conditions

A44e44ment

Standatd4

93-B Define and describe

each of the following

terms:

time sampling

observation schedule

rating scale (Liken,

Thurstone, and Guttman)

apecdotal record

case study

sociometric technique

content analysis

halo effect

critical incident

technique

unobtrusive measure

Independent research assign!.

ment in library with large'

roup lecture discussion.

Small groups of students

(N = 3 ',1) 5) will select

three of the terms and

describe how the technique

could be used bY a class-

room teacher.

Independent research assign-

ment with students working

independently or in teams

of two or three.

Complete a written assign-

ment in vhich each term is

defined with a reference

presented for each defini-

tion.

Select at least three of

the terms and describe how

the technique could be used

by a classroom teacher.

The example must be an

appropriate use of the

technique.

Wessm

Instructor

97



nate I PRESCRIBER

Skill, Knowted,le,

Attitude

The Student ItVZ:

State Univeuity Catege at Bufiato

N-6, Pnovihicnat Cettiiication Pitognam

Iatkuctionat

Ptecedu4e4

Asse4sment Puceduka

and Conditi0n4

A44ement

StandaAd4

55

44e440A!

26-A Identify theoretical

rationales for teach-

ing strategies.

Attend a lecture relating

educational theories and

teaching strategies.

Describe in a conference

with the instructor prin-

ciples that will guide

work with pupils in a sub-

sequent practicum.

Discuss in'detail at least Instructor

10 guiding principles - at Student

level of acceptance.

27-A Demonstrate educational

theories from major

historical periods.

Read assigned literature

concerning historical move-

ments in educational theory.

Complete a test adminis-

tered by the instructor.

85% level of success.

28-A Describe theories of

early childhood educe

tion.

Participate in a seminar

discussion about theories

of teaching and learning in

early childhood education.

Write a 10 page paper on

a topic approved by the

instructor.

Include identification of

theories and strategies,

practical examples, and

detailed evidence to support

assertions (85% level of

acceptance).

Instructor

Instructor

29-A Identify differences

between philosophers

of education.

Attend a lecture surveying

several philosophies of

education.

Complete a test adminis-

tered by the instructor.

85% level of success. Instructor

30-A Choose priorities and

meanings in one's own

philosophy of educa-

tion.

93

In a small group discussion

reflects on theories taught

andlracticums experienced

with pupils.

Write an essay entitled

"My Philosophy of Educa-

tion".

Identify at least ten major

principles, analyze the

assumptions about teaching

and learning, and give spe-

cific clarifying details

and examples (85% lvel of

acceptance).

Instructor

99



Pha4e I PRESCRIBER

SkitZ, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student fCii.Z:

State Univeuity College at Buiiato

N-6, Puvi4icnat CeAtititation Pupam

Instkuctionat

Pucedufte4

A44e44ment P4oceduu4

and Condition4

Ab4e44ment

Standatfi

56

Azze44m4

31-A Reflect critically on

the language and logic

of self and of others.

Receive critical feedback

.concerning work with pupils

in a practicum during con-

ference with instructor,

Observe behaviors while in

tutoring in a classroom.

Assess teaching behaviors Instructor

on organization, motivation Teacher

of pupils, clarity of speak-

ing, and situational res-

ponse (85% level of accep-

tance).

32-A Design classroom expe-

riences to emphasize

the correlation among

teaching, knowing, and

the aesthetic.

Read assigned literature

concerning theoretical bases

of aesthetic education,

Write an essay describing

the application of prin-

ciples of aesthetic educa

Include at least four key Instructor

points well explained.

33-A Omit de-humanizing

factors from the edu-

cational environment.

Plan with the instructor to

implement approaches to

increase pupil self-esteem.

Work with a pupil to en-

hance his self-esteem,

Assess teachinglehaviors Instructor

on the effectiveness of Teacher

relating to the pupil, Student

interpersonal qualities,and

the interest and confidence

response of the pupil (85%

level of acceptance).

34-A Demonstrate optional

theoretical approaches

toward fulfilling a

pupil's educational

needs and individual

freedom,

100

Discuss relating principles

and practices in work with

pupils in a practicum during

conference with teacher,

Evaluate observed behaviors

of student working with

pupils in a classroom and

the explanations given to

the instructor,

Describe in depth to the

instructor at least five

principles that were applied

in working with pupils.

Instructor

Teacher

101



Pha4e I PRESCRIBER

State Univeuity Catege atluiiiato

N-6, Puvi4icnat Ceittiiication Pugtam

57

SkitZ, Knotaedge,

Attitude

The Student

In4tuetiona2

Ptocedute4

A44es4ment Needute4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

StandaAd4

35-A Choose strategies

appropriate to the

socio-cultural context

of a learner,

102

Participate in a seminar

discussion concerning

applying instructional

approaches in culturally

plural settings,

Participate in a role-play

simulation of teaching

minority pupils,

Demonstrate at least two

strategies that incorporate

specific interests from a

pupil's cultural back-

ground (85% level of accep-

tance),

A44£.640k4

Instructor

Student

103



Raze I PREkRIBER

State Univeuity CetNe at Budiao

N-6, Rovisicnat CettiPicatioe. hogtam

58

K4owied2e,

. Attitude

The Student (CiL:

latkuctionat

Puceduke4

Auewent Needuo4

4nd Cenditana

A44e44Megt

Standatd6

94-B Identify the major

factors upon Which

personality integra-

tion is based.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with independent

reading a$signment.

Prepare a paper ranging

in length from tV6 V? five

pages listing thc major

factors and relating them

to personal experience by

using himself or a friend

as an example.

Rated, ea satisfactory or

unsatisfactory depending

upon the extent to which

factors are identified and

related to the example

selected.

A4a440A,

Instructot

95-B Describe the role and

function of a. counse-

lor, particularly in

relation to the role

of the classroom

teacher.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside

reading assignment.

Prepare a one or two page

paper describing the role

and function of a counse-

lor. Include at least

five major responsibilitieE

of a counselor, as well as

a brief description of at

least five factors which

might affect that role.

Rated as satisfactory or

unsatisfactory.

Instructot

96-B Describe appropriate

counselor behaviors.

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside

reading assignment. Triads

of students will complete

assignment and report to

class.

List appropriate counselor

behaviors and citesources

to support choices.

List at least five apyro-

priate behaviors with

references.

Instructot

97-B Identify and describe

major counseling

approaches.

104

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside

reading assignment.

Multiple choice examina-

tion in a college setting.

80% success on a test com-

paring directive, client

centered, rational-emotive,

and Gestalt counseling

approaches.

Instructot

I 05



Phabe I PRESCRIBER

Skill, Knowledge,'

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity Cottege at Liiato

1.6, Puvi4ionat Cettiiication Ptogum

In4t4uctionat

PUCCdukt6

98-B Identify ajor sources

of educational and

vocational information

for pupils.

Independent reading assign-

ment with smgi group dis-

cussion. A recorder will

report for each group to

the class.

4 4sme4lt Pkocedute4

and 'Condition6

Auewent

!litanda4d6

39

444e440k,

Prepare a list of specific

sources of educational and

vocational information and

will indicate the age level

for which each is appro-

priate.

List at least three sources

of educational information

and four sources of voca-

tional information appro-

priate for use by elemen-

tary pupils.

List at least five sources

of educational and five

sources of vocational in-

formation appropriate for

use by middle and senior

high school pupils.

Instructor

99-B Identify major refg-

ences in the areas of

guidance and coun-

seling.

Use the college library and

examine major references

(books and articles) in the

areas of guidance and coun-

sethlg. Select those

references which are con-

sidered most significant

and present a rationale

why each was selected,

Teams of four to six stud-

ents will review available

material and will submit

an annotated list to the

instructor.

List at least six refer-

ences in each area and

present a short rationale

of approximately 50 to 100

words supporting the choice.

The list will be rated as

satisfactory or unsatis-

factory.

100-B Distinguish between

group and individual

guidance and coun-

seling techniques.

1 03

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside

reading assignment.

Complete a two or three

page paper distinguishing

between group and indi-

vidual guidance and coun-

seling techniques.

List at least three ways

in which group,and indi-

vidual techniques differ

and describe the strengths

and limitations of eAch

approach.

Instructor

Instructor

10 7



Phu I PRESCRIBER

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

101-B Develop and sequence

instructional objec-

tives appropriate for

a specified instruc-

tional setting.

State Univeuity Cettege at Niato
N-6, Pkovisicnat Cettiiieation Ptogitam

Idttuctionat

Ptocedute4

The instructor will present

three instructional case

studies describing a hetero-

geneous group of 10 child-

ren to small task groups of

students (N s 5 to 10). The

groups will be instructed to

develop and sequence objec-

tives for use in instruct-

ing the group. The case

studies will contain data

on Lg., standardized

achievement test scores,

SES, and instructional

areas to be covered.

Wessment Pkoce4uke6

and Cendition6

Asaument

StanddAds

Develop objectives, inde-

pendently a,d present

reports to the class and

theihstructor for eval-

uation.

60

A44e44

Evaluated as satisfactory Instruc

or unsaticfactory based on Student

the extent to which the

objectives developed con-

tain statements describing

the audience, specific

behavior, conditions of

instruction, and the cri-

terion which will be used

to :.Iermine if individuals

in the group achieve the

objective. The criterion

must be stated in measurable

teris. Appropriate objec-

tives for all individuals

in the group must be in-

cluded and the objectives

must be sequenced.

102-B Describe biological

factors which produce

or contribute to sex '

differences.

108

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with independent

reading assignment.

Complete a one page paper

describing the findings,

List at least three factors

which contribute to sex

differences and cite the

source for each.

Instruc

109



Phase I IKPLEMENTOR

State Univetsity Cottege at Bubiato

N-6, Puvisionat CeAtitication Pugtam

Skill, Knowtedgel

Attitude

The Student (C:

Insttuetionat

Pueedukess

61

Aszessment Pueedutes

and Condition4

Assessment

Standaufs

36-A Communicate effectively

in speaking and writ-

ing.

Participate in a seminar

on effective and analytical

communication skills.

Give a 10 minute talk in

class and submit a written

summary to the instructor

on one philosopher of

education.

Both oral and written pre-

sentations must identify

at least five principles

and explain them in depth

employing excellent English

usage,

37-A Apply different phil-

osophies of teaching

and learning.

Discuss the demonstration

of philosophy of education

evidenced in practicums

with pupils during con-

ference with instructor.

Reflect on experiences

with pupils and analyze

orally the application of

theories to practice.

Identify at least three

philosophies appropriately

used and explain in detail

how the philosophies were

applied (90% level of

acceptance).

/b.

AW4404,

Instrvctor

Instructor

Teacher

38-A Implement classroom

organizations and

methods in concert

with reflection on

educational theories

and arguments,

View a movie on the social

organization of a class-

room.

Participate in a simula-

tion game dealing with

social organization and

change.

39-A Identify social dyna-

mics of learning.

110

Observe a teacher imple-

ment three different kinds

of teaching strategies.

Write an essay identifying

social dynamics of learn-

ing observed in a visit to

a classroom.

In the debriefing exercise

a student must explain in

depth at least two ration-

ales for various behaviors

experienced or enacted

during the exercise (85%

level of acceptance),

1.17.

Essay must identify at

least five social dynamics

and explain the positive

or negative effects of each

(85% level of acceptance).

Instructor

Instructor

111



Pha4e I DEMUR

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

*A Demonstrate strategies

of both .;oping with

and changing situa-

tions.

State Univeuity Cottege at BulOto

N-6, Ptovi4ionat Cettqication Pkogitam

inlittuctionat

Ptoceduke4

Listen to an audio-tape

concerning strategies for

responding to crises in an

institution.

A44e44ment Ptoceduke4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standatd4

Evaluate observed beha- Demonstrate patience,

viors in a school setting. maturity, judgment, and

prudent speech and actions

(85% level of acceptance).

41-A Demonstrate positive

teacher expectations

toward pupils.

Read assigned literature

regarding the self-fulfill-

ing prophecy.

Evaluate observed beha-

viors while tutoring a

pupil.

62

A44e4404,

Instructor

Teacher

Demonstrate a habit of

positively reinforcing

successful responses by a

pupil (85% level of accep-

tance).

Instructor

Teacher

42-A Implement humanistic

approaches to class- .

room evaluation.

Attend a lecture/discussion

on humanistic approaches to

evaluation.

Describe the evaluative

approaches used with a

pupil in a conference with

instructor.

Identify at least two

humanistic approaches em-

ployed, including in-depth

explanations and rationales

(85% level of acceptance).

Instructor

Teacher

43-A Apply different models

of teaching which fit

different styles of

learning.

Brainstorm with a small

group of peers concerning

strategies of applying

movement theory in the

classroom.

Assess observed student Demonstrate at least three

behaviors in working with different teaching ap-

pupils. proaches that require

body movement by a pupil.

Instructor

Teacher

44-A Provide for indivi-

dualized instruction.

11.2

Observe a teacher imple-

menting individualized

instruction.

In an essay describe expe- Include rationales for

riences of individualizing individualizing, specific

instruction for a pupil. diagnoses, and specific

strategies employed (85%

level of acceptance).

Instruct())

113



Pha4e I IlLEENTOR

State Univeuity College at 8uqato

N-6, Rovi4icnat Ce,ttiication Pulgtam

63

Skija, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student (CiZZ:

Instuctionat

Pteceduket

Wetsment hecedukes

and Condition

At4e64ment

Standa4d4

103-B Use a values clarifi-

cation technique.

Use a values clarification

technique with a specified

group of pupils. Select or

adapt the technique from an

existing source or develop

an original technique.

Public school or laboratory

school setting with the

activity video-taped or

audio-taped. A complete

description of the tech-

niques should be prepared.

A report should be pre-

sented to the entire class.

Evzluate the activity as

satisfactory or unsatisfac-

tory

htluate taped presentation

as superior, satisfactory,

or unsatisfactory.

Evaluate the written des-

cription of the technique

used as satisfactory or

unsatisfactory based on the

extent to which the objec-

tives are specified, the

activities are described

operadonally, and the ac-

tivities are appropriate for

the level of the pupils.

A44e4,60/u

Teacher

Student

Instructor

Teacher

Instructor

104-B Utilize appropriate

observational tech-

niques in structural

.and naturalistic

situations.

View video tapes or parti-

cipate in field visitations

with large group lecture.

Select observational tech-

niques for structural and

naturalistic environments

in a field or simulated

setting.

Select two appropriate tech- Instructor

riques for the structured

and the naturalistic situa-

tion.

105-B Discuss the major

problems involved in

conducting an obser-

vational study.

114

Large group lecture/dis-

cussion with outside

reading assignment.

College seminar followed

by a small group (l 3 to

5) discussion. Group

reports will be made to

the entire class.

list three problems involved Instructor

in conducting an observa-

tional study.

Describe and give an example

of an observational variable,

11.



Pha4 e I DRIBEYTOR

Skill, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student ICiL:

64

State Univetsity CotZege at Niato
N-6, Novisicgat CeAtqication Pug/tam

la4tkuctiona

PAccedute4

A46e44ment Ptoceduke4 As4e44ment

and Condition4 Standakh A4 e44

105-B Demosetrate skill in

sehcting, administer-

ing and interpreting

instruments and tech-

nigiles which appraise

human development in

individuals.

View video tape and inter-

act in seminars = 10),

In a simulated situation,

select, administer and

interpret instruments and/

or techniques which ap-

praise human development.

Video tape student per-

formance,

Select appropriate instru-

ments or techniques and

administer and interpret

properly.

Instructor

107-B Develop a drug educa-

tion program for a

group of elementary

students,

Small group activity =

3 to 5).

Develop a drug education

program for a specified

group of students. Outline

the program in a two to

five page paper.

Specify the procedures and

materials which should be

usedito accomplish the

objectives for a specific

group of elementary stu-

dents.

Instructor

108-B Demonstrate skill in

using group guidance

and counseling tech-

niques.

1 16

Form dyads and conduct a

group guidance or counsel-

ing session with a group

of pupils ( N m 5 to 15).

Video-tape or audio-tape

the session in a public

school or laboratoryschoo

setting. Each dyad will

make a presentation to the

class and will evaluate

their performance in a two

or three page report.

Include: a) goal statement;

b) ducription of acti-

vities; c) confidentiality

statement; d) description

of counselor's function;

e) description of student

reaction.

Rate as satisfactory or

unsaisfactory,

Instructor

Teacher
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Knotdedge,

Attitude.

The Student

Instuctionat

Ptocedutes

Assessment Pueedutes

and Conditions

109-B Demonstrate skill in

using individual

guidance and coun-

seling techniques.

Present teams of three to

five students with a per-

sonal folder containing

relevant achievement, back-

ground, and standardized

'test data for three students

Teams will analyze the data

and summarize the major

educational and personal

implications for the client.

A selected member of the

team should interview the

client and audio-tape the

session.

Assessment

Standatds

Audio-tape the presenta-

tion and report to the

team and the instructor.

The report will be com-

pared to a written list

of recommendations pre-

pared by the remaining

team members.

Evaluate on the extent to

which the student used good

attending behaviors made

appropriate recommendations

without imposing values.

List recomendations and

suggestions which will be

evaluated as satisfactory

or unsatisfactory.

Assam

Instructor

Student

Instructor

110-B Develop a plan to

overcome the effects

of low motivation of

students at a selected

developmental level,

Form small groups ( i = 3 to

6) and report to entire

group.

Outline a specific list of

procedures in operational

terms describing the ac-

tivities recommended.

Specify the age of the

child(ren) considered in

the plan and relate the

activities to the develop-

mental level. Sources

should be cited, when ap-

propriate. Activities

must be sequenced.

Instructor
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phase I DERENTOR

66

State Uniiieuity College at 8ccato

N-6, Pkovaionat Cektiiication Pkogkam

Knodedge,

Attitude

The Student

In4tuct4.ona2

Ptocedute4

A44e44ment Ptocedunes

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standakh A44¢.44o1L ,

111-B Develop a board game

which would assist

individuals to acquire

the leadership skills

and qualities.

120

Develop a board game, in-

cluding the instructions

and materials necessary to

play it in teams = 5 to

7). When the games are

completed, other teams

should be given the oppor-

tunity to examine and/or

play the other games.

Small group activity in a

college setting.

Develop a board game, in-

cluding appropriate in-

structions and materials

required. The objectives

to be accomplished by the

game must be specified and

the leadership skills which

the game is designed to

assist pupils to develop

must be prestated. The

product will be evaluated

as superior, satisfactory,

or unsatisfactory.

Instructor

Student
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

lattuctionat

hocedute4

A44e44ment Pxoudute4

and Condon4

A44e44ment

Standatd4

1-C Use standard English in

oral and written commu-

nication.

Record and analyze oral and

written language. Guided

independent corrective study

Evaluate all oral and writ-

ten work and objective

testing.

90 percent minimum accuracy

in all oral and written

work.

Ah4e4404

Instructor

2-C Maintain high standards

of proficiency in per-

sonal writing regarding

spelling, punctuation,

grammar,syntax and

legibility.

Proofread, correct and sub-

mit acceptable v7ltten work

for all assignmtmts. Seek

remedial help if so advised.

Review of all writtenassign-

ments submitted during

Phase II.

Spelling, punctuation, gram-

mar, syntax and legibility

must be sustained at a 95

percent level of accuracy

and correctness.

Instructor

3-C Develop the ability to

produce both cursive

and manuscript writing

in a style consistent

with one of the popular-

ly used methods and

materials for penman-

ship instruction,both

on the chalkboard and

on paper.

Study instructional mate- Evaluate penmanship on

rials and practice on charts chalkboard, chart or paper.

paper, and chalkboard.

Consistently attain stan-

dards as set by one of the

popularly used commercial

methods" .-

Instructor

4-C Value pupils indepen-

dently of their level

of mastery of literary

skills and reading

development.

122

Class lecture/discussion

supplemented by selected

assigned readings focusing

on student rights and needs.

a) Written to:it followed by

class discussion of each

item. Students may re-take

test to achieve minimum.

b) Observation of student

working with pupils on site.

List at least six rights

and/or needs of pupils and

describe the significance

of each

Show no overt or covert

behaviors while workingwith

pupils that violate any of

the concepts.

Instructor

Teacher
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68.

Skitt, Knowted:jc,

AttitL:e

The Student (Cili:

I In4tuetionat

PuceduAe4

A44e44ment Rocedu4e4

and Cendi12on4

A44e44ment

Standath As4e44ot

5-C Describe strategies for

differentiating instruc-

tion based on results of

appraisal.

Lecture followed by assigned

readings and on-site obser-

vation,

Complete a two-page essay

describing appropriate stra-

tegies for a selected pupil.

Describe three or four stra-

tegies appropriate for dif-

ferentiating instructionand

relate each to specific

appraisal results for a pu-

pil.

Instructor

6-C Establish appropriate

criteria for flexible

grouping for language

arts instruction,

Assigned readings followed

by lecture.

Written reports three to

five pages long.

List criteria appropriate

for flexible grouping which

conform to those presented

by instructor (100 percent

accuracy).

Instructor

7-C Describe organization

patterns for teaching

multiple reading groups.

Assigned readings followed

by on-site observations,

Written report, one or two

pages long.

Briefly describe two orga-

nizational patterns appro-

priate for teaching multiple

reading groups. Cite refer-

ences for each.

Instructor

8-C Understand the social

and psychological dyne-

mics of grouping proce-

dures

124

Attend lecture,followed by

on-site observations,

Written examination. Successful completion of

objective test concerning

the social and psychological

dynamics of grouping proce-

dures (85 percent achieve-

ment required).

Instructor
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Pha4 e II EMT

Skitt, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student Tili:

9-C Understand the impor-

tance of independent

learning activities

appropriate for meeting

special needs of child-

ren.

State Univeuity Catege at Builato

U-6, Puviaanat Catcation hogum

69

114ttuct4.onat

ProCedute4

Wes4ment Ptoceduke4

and Conditioni

Wewent
Standatd4

Attend lecture followed by

assigned readings.

Demonstration teaching on-

site with several small"

groups of pupils.

Demonstrate satisfactory

teaching competence with at

least two unique groups

(i.e., gifted, inner city,

etc.).

Ad6e4604

Instructor

10-C KIM the rationale, as

well as strengths and

weaknesses of recognized

school-wide organiza-

tional plans for teach-

ing reading.

Attend lecture with supple-

mented observations

Professional reading

ll-C Understand that practice

is needed for mastery

of skill subjects, such

as penmanship, spelling

and reading.

+1+,...

Essay test and/or written

reports.

Summarize themajorstrengds Instructor

and weaknesses of major

organizational plans and

cite references supporting

each.

Complete observation, clan

lecture/discussion, assigned

reading.

Observe student teaching

perfornance with,a large or

small group of pupils.

Videotape may be used.

Provide scheduled, varied Instructor

and appropriately spaced

practice to promote mastery

of skills.
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State Univeuity Cottege at Bufiato

N-6, Ptovi4icnat
Cektiiication Pnagum

70

Skit& Knowtedgc,

Attitude

The Student WZ:
In4tuctionat

Pkoceduite4

Weament Pkoceduke4

and Condition
A44e44ment

StandaidL Ababboki

1-0 Develop
strategies for

the resolution afinter-

personal classroom con-

flicts.

Seminar/discussion of Con-

flict resolution strategies

and small group reports.

Elementary classroom des-

cription of interpersonal

conflict and possible means

by which conflict might be

resolved,

Group report of two stra-

tegies for each of five an-

flict situations. Reports

will be evaluated as satis-

factory or unsatisfactory.

Instructor

Student

2-0 Demonstrate an attitude

of respect and appre-

ciation for each pupil

as a unique individual.

Seminar discussion, views

film,and role playing.

Interpretation of small

group role-playing situa-

tions that are designed to

emphasizeindividual unique-

ness.

Peer evaluation of role-

playing situation will be

based upon a group formu-

lated checklist with a

minimnm level of satisfac-

tory iecessary for accep-

tance.

Instructor

Student

3-ID Apply
self-evaluation

techniques to critical

analysis of teaching.

Seminar discussion, and

instructor assigned readings

concerned with objective

self evaluation.

Small group analysis of

self-evaluation techniques

i.e., audio/video tapes,

pupil reaction sheets, self

evaluation checklists,

Compile the results of

three different means of

self-evaluation to deter-

mine self-rating on a

teaching effectiveness

scale with a minimum level

of satisfactory
necessary.

Student

-D Utilize areas of the

elementary school

science program to faci-

litate the development

of individual attitudes,

interest and creativity

of pupils.

128

Attend seminar and discus-

sion of merits, values and

possibilities of utilizing

the elementary science

program to facilitate inde

pendent pupil learning.

Small peer group brain-

storming with responsibility

of formulating methods,

strategies and approaches

that facilitate the develop-

ment of individual
attinides

interest and creativity of

pupils,

Submit a witten list of 15

ways of utilizing the ele-

mentary science program as

a facilitator of indepen-

dent learning,

Instructor
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Pha4e II !MIST

State Univeuity Cottege at Buqato

N-6, hovaienat CeAtiPication Ptogkam

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude .

The Student

1ffistkuctionat

Ptocedute4

5-D Identify the social

areas of mathematics

_ within'content selec-

tion.

130

Attend seminar and discus-

sion of how teaching mathe-

matics should incorporate

social aims to increase

mathematical proficiency in

school and daily life.

Asseasment Ptocedu4e4

and.Condition6

Teach a small group lesson

to an elementary class that

will include involvement

of quantitative situations

found in current media,

e.g., newspapers, maga-

zines, T.V., etc.

71

A64e44ment

Standads AZ4 eb4014

Appropriate use of content

for age and grade level and

application of quantitative

situations found in current

media. A performance level

of satisfactory is required.

Instructor

Teacher
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Pha4e 11 DIAGNOSER

State Uniumity Cottege at Buiiato

N-6, hovonat Catiiication Nom.

72

Skitt, Knowted2z,

Attitude

The Student

InAttuctionat

Pkoceduke4

A44e44ment Pueedute4

and Conditiont

A44e44ment

Standad4

12-C Understand factors

which influence the

development and dyna-

mics of language,

Complete selected reading

assignments, listen to and

analyze samples of language

according to class developed

criteria.

Objective test including

analysis of taped language

samples,

85 percent minimum accuracy

on objective items, Lan-

guage analyses accurate

according to established

criteria.

A44e4404

Instructor

13-C Understand the inter-

related nature of

thinking, speaking,

listening, reading and

writing.

132

Complete selected reading

assignments supplemented by

class lecture and discus-

sion.

Written test followed by

discussion of each question.

Student may retake test to

achieve minimum accuracy or

raise grade,

100 percent minimum accuracy

on key concepts

a) Speech as symbolization

of thought

b) Listening with under-

standing as a translation

of speech back to thought

c) Writing as symbolization

of speech

d) Reading as translation of

written symbol back to

speech and thought

e) Concept of interrelation

of pupil's four vocabu-

laries: listening, speak .

ing, reading, writing.

Minimum 85 percent accuracy

and definition of linguis-

tic terus that occur in

elementary school teaching

materials and programs.

Instructor
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Phaa II DIAGNOSER

Skitt, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity College at !Mato

hovcnat Cettiiiaation hogtam

13

Inttuctionat

hocedute4

14-C Understand dual coding

system used in express-

ing thought as speech

and speech as writing.

Complete selected reading

assignments supplemented by

class lecture and demon-

stration procedures.

A44es4ment Paocedute4

and Condition

A44e44ment

Standa4d4 A44¢440A

Written evaluation. Minimum 90 percent accuracy

on items dealing with

a) Phonemic structure of

language

b) Morphemic nature of

language

c) Syntactic nature of

language

d) The alphabet as the

graphic symbolization of

the phonemic' system.

Instructor

15-C Understand the nature

of and causes for in-

consistencies between

the graphemic and

phonemic systems in

English.

134

Class lecture and discus-

sion supplemented by as-

signed readings.

Written evaluation. a) Writes words illustrating

variability of sounds

represented by given

letters

b) Writes words illustrating

multiple ways that given

sounds are commonly

spelled

c) Identifies words contalz

ing phonemes for which

no letter is available

and indlcates the digraph

spelling commonly used.

Instructor
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Skitt, Knowtedgc,

Attitude

The Student

In4ttuct2onat 444e44ment PkoceduAe4

Puceduite4 and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standatd4 A44e44011

16-C Understand learning

problems that occur in

learning to read and

spell English due to

inconsistencies bet-

ween the alphabet and

the English phonemic

structure.

Complete assigned readings

supplemented by class lec-

tures and discussion.

Written examination. list and give examples of Instructor

10 inconsistencies betveen

the alphabet and English

phonemic structure.

17.0 Understand common

spelling patterns use-

ful in predicting the

sound represented by

a letter.

Class demonstration using

discovery approach. Supple-

mentary study of assigned

reading and programmed

materials.

Written examination using

a test of phonic under-

standing for teachers. Stu

dent may retake test to

achieve minimum.

Minimum 85 percent accuracy Instructor

required.

18-C Diagnose pupil spelling

errors.

Instructor demonstration. Diagnose given samples of

spelling errors.

When presented with samples Instructor

of pupil writing, the stu-

dent will diagnose each

spelling error (85 percent

accuracy required).
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Pha4e II DIAGNOSER

Skitt, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student

19-C Understaened for

teaching variety of

word recognition stra-

tegies because of in-

consistencies between

alphabet and English

phonemic structure.

138

State Univeuity College at Nide

N-6, hovaicnat Cettiiieation hopam

73

Inguetionat

Puceduke4

A6 4e44ment Pueeduke4

and Condition

Complete selected reading

assignments :-,1pp1emented by

class lecture and discus-

sion. Participate in class

demonstration illustrating

various word recognition

strategies and apprm2riate

teaching strategies.

A4aea4ment

Standatd4

Written test followed by

discussion of evil question.

Student may retake test to

achieve minimum.

Identify three instances

where a sight word methodis

best (phonetically irregtilar

words, high interest words

occurring before pupil has

learned decoding skills

necessary for this recogni-

tion, content related tech-

nical terms.

Identify teaching sequences

using predictable spelling

patterns as either a synther

tic or an analytic method;

structural analysis as

emphasizing either root or

appex elements; and content

skills as emphasizing either

semantic or syntactic cuei.

Minimum 85 percent accuracy.

A64e6404

Instructor
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State Univeuity Cottege at Buato
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student lcia:

Inhttuctionat

Pnoceduke4

A44e44ment Pueeduitet

and Condition4

Ammient
Standatd4

20-C Informally test pupils

to determine mastery

level of specificsoun

symbol associations

related to commonspel

ing patterns,

a) Study one or more instru

ments designed for infor

mal assessment of pupil

phonic skills and estab-

lish criteria for effec-

tive administration.

b) Class analysis of respon

ses of a child on instru

ment studied with deter-

mination of child's

current instructional

needs.

Practice administration of

test to peer during college

class,

Analyze responses of a child

on instrument studied to

determine current instruc-

tional needs, Child res-,

ponses prepared in advance

by instructor.

Determine level of mastery

and current skill needs of

a child on specific sound-

symbol associations related

to common patterns.on site,

Administer test, interpret

data, and identify instruc-

tional needs.

a) Administer instrument

according to established

criteria.

b) Correctly identify pupil

instructional needs.

c) Accurately determine pu-

pil'skill needs.

Ab6e440A

Student

Student

Instructor

Teacher

21-C Understand the stages

of reading development.

140

Complete assigned seActed

readings supplemented by

class lecture and discussiom

Written examination. List stages and identify

typical reading behaviors

for each as defined by both

reading specialists and

linguists.

Drawn parallels and note

contrasts between the two

definitions of stages.

Instructor
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State Univeuity College at Nitta

N-6, Paottaicnat CeAtiiication hogkam
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Skill, Knowtedgc,

Attitude

The Student

Instnuctionat

Puceduke4

A44e44ment Pucedute4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

StandaAd4 A44e4404

22-C Understand instruction

needed by a mil re-

lated to this stage of

reading development.

Complete assigned selected

reading assignment; supple-

mented by class lecture and

discussion.

Written test. Student ma

retake test to achieve

minimum.

PIMIMPPINI

Accurately indicate amount Instructor

and/or kind of:

a) emphasis needed on the

word recognition and the

comprehension strand.

b) motivation for basic

learning tasks.

c) directed reading needed.

d) independent basic reading

needed.

e) practice and drill

activity needed.

0 recreational reading

needed and the motivation

needed for recreational

reading.

g) applicational beading

needed in content areas.

h) motivation and guidance

needed in applying read-

ing to content areas.

(Minimum accuracy 85 per-

cent).

23-C Understand that pupils

progress through read-

ing stages at indivi-

dual rates depending on

background, development,

learning style and

ability.

142

Class lecture-discussion

supplemelj. tly selected

assigned reading and on-site

observations.

Complete three brief case

studies (one or two pages)

describing different pupils.

Include background data on

each pupil and describe in

operational terms the read-

ing stage at which the pupil

is currently functioning.

Instructor
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Skitt, Knowiedye,

Attitude

The Student tai,4::

State Univeuity College at Niato

N-6, hovi4icnat CeAtition hogaam

78

lattuctionat

Pucedute4

WaSment hocedukets

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standatd4

24-C Understand procedure

for determination of

pupil's reading levels.

Complete class study of an

informal reading inventory

with instructor demonstra-

tion.

Written examination followed

by class discussion of each

item. Students may retake

test.to achieve minimum.

Prepare a list of procedures

which could be used to de-

termine a pupil's reading

level.

Abbe4404

Instructor

25-C Understand use of in-

formal reading inven-

tory to determine pupil

comprehension skill

development.

Participate in class study

of an informal reading in-

ventory, class demonstra-

tion.

Written examination. Evaluate comprehension from

free reall and guided re-

call using oral questionning

(85 percent minimum accu-

racy).

Instructor

'26-C Understand use of in-

formal reading inven-

tory to determine pupil

phonic, structural and

context word recogni-

tion skills.

Participate in class study

of an informal reading in-

ventory. Class demonstra-

tion.

Written or oral examination. Describe how an informal

reading inventory can be

used to accomplish the SKA.

Instructor

27-C Distinguish clearly

between "sight vocabu-

lary" and "sight

method" of teaching

vocabulary.

141

Complete class study and

demonstration of an informal

reading inventory.

Simulate teaching a lesson

to peers or instruct a small

group of pupils.

Demonstrate both teaching

techniques with individuals

instructed. Rate perfor-

mance as satisfactory or

unsatisfactory.

Instructor
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State Univeuity College at Buiiato

U-6, Ptovi4ionat Cettiiication Pnogtam

79

Skitt, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student

1n4t4uctionat

Ptocedute4

A44e44ment Ptocedurte4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standatd4

18-c Administer informal

reading inventory to

pupil.

Develop criteria for effec-

tive test administration,

administer informal inven-

tory to a pupil and summa-

rize findings.

Student administered test

to a pupil in a field set-

ting with written summary

of findings.

Abbe4404

Administer test according tn Instructor

criteria. Summary should Teacher

include:

a) Instructional level.

b) Extent, accuracy and

speed of recognition of

sight vocabulary.

c) Skill needs in compre-

hension.

d) Skill needs in phonics

and structural analysis.

e) Comparison of silent

reading and oral reading

comprehension.

f) Estimate of current po-

tential level.

29-C Understand factors that

indicate writing readi-

ness.

Complete assigned reading

and lecture,

Written essay examination. List eight factors which Instructor

indicate writing readiness.

30-C Describe ways of deter-

mining children's in-

terests to provide

appropriate reading

materials for personal

reading.

146

Attend lecture followed by

background reading and on-

site observation,

Written examination to Describe five ways to dete Instructor

analyze interest inventorits, mine a pupil's interest

level. Minimum accuracy.
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Skitt, Knowiedge

Attitude

'The Student

1n4tkuetionat

Pkoceduke4

A44e464ment Ptoceduke4

-and Condition

_A44e44ment_

Standakh

31-C Describe materials in

area of children's

literature.

Review children's books,

anthologies, magazines and

newspapers.

Present annotated biblio-

graphy of a sampling of

children's books, etc.

List at least five examples

of each of the following:

children's books, antholo-

gies, magazines and news-

papers.

044e4404

Instructor

32-C Read or tell a story

or poem that will

interest and entertain

elementary pupils.

148

Role play or give class

demonstration,

Video or audio tape a story

or poem being read to a

group of pupils.

Evaluate performance in

accordance to preeitablished

criteria.

.11=1,

Instructor

Teacher
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

lattuctionat

,Puceduiteb

Wewent Ptoceduke4

and tondittotz

6-0 Demonstrate the ability

to evaluate an indivi-

dual pupil's mathema-

tical progress in a

continuous manner over

an extended period of

time.

Attend lecture/discussion

of evaluation methods and

techniques and review in-

structor selected readings.

Establish and maintain an

individual pupil mathema-

tics progress folder; con-

tents to include; samples

of daily work, anecdotal

records, results of student-

pupil interview, test re-

sults, remedial efforts and

student judgement of pupil

progress.

kseitment

Standatd4 A44 MO!:

J-Mathematical progress folds Instructor

will be judged upon: analy- Teacher

sis of contents, interpre-

tation of test results and

pupil interview, quality of

remedial efforts and state-

ments reflecting pupil

progress.

7-0 Formulate and adminis-

ter from a written test

blueprint, a self-

contracted test for an

elementary social

studies content area.

Lecture and presentation of

methods for preparing tea-

cher constructed test blue-

prints and tests.

Individual students will

formulate a test blueprint

and self-constructed social

studies test (based upon

blueprint) for use with

elementary school pupils.

Test and blueprint will

indicate applicability to

age and grade level, contat,

length, levels of comple-

xity and pupil ability.

Instructor

Teacher

8-0 Demonstrate a knowledge

interaction analysis as

a means of evaluating

teaching.

150

Attend lecture/discussion

of interaction analysis,

view video tape and assigned

readings.

Video or audio tape student

iavolved in a classroom

instructional sequence in

the area of elementary

school science, social

studies or mathematics.

Submit a summary and analy-

sis of video or audio taped

classroom instructional

sequence in ttrms of pupil-

student interaction fot A

period o! at least fiftetn

minutes (85% level 11::

success reluired).

Instructor
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Phaa II DIAGNOSER

Skitt, Knowtedgc,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity College at Bugato

N-6, Puvisienat Cettiiication hopam

82

In4ttuctionC2

Pucedune4

A4se4sment Rocedute4

and Condon4
A44e44ment

Standatd4 A4464044

9-D Differentiate between

instructional objectives

and educational goals.

Lecture/discussion of fac-

tors distinguishing goals

from objectives.

Individual written analysis

of differences between edu-

cational goals and objec-

tives,

List five educational goals

and five instructional ob-

jectives that pertain to an

elementary classroof-situa-

tion. Included will be a

comparative contrast of

objectives and goals,

Instructor

10-D Organize*, prepare and

administer a mans of

informally assessing

elementary schoolpupili

social studies achieve-

ment,

Discussion of differing

means and measures of in-

formal pupil assessment.

Small group brainstorming

sessions responsible for

determining ways of utiliz

ing and implementing infor

sal pupil assessment.

Attain an 802 level of

agreement between formal

and informal means of ass

ment.ih the same content

area:

Student

Teacher

1.1-D Identify the basic

elements necessary for

scientific investiga-

tion,

Demonstration and discus-

sion with small group

formulation of possible

experiments.

Teach an elementary school

science lesson where ele-

ments of scientific inves-

tigation will be implemented

e,g., question being inves-

tigated, variable(s) to be

manipulated, controlled and

measured.

List the elements of scien- Instructor

tific investigation (100%

accuracy required).

2-D Appraise current ele-

mentary school science

textbooks, professional

journals and children's

scientific literature.

152

Library seminar and inde-

pendent review.

Individual library research

written analysis of elemen-

tary science textbooks and

related literature,

Submit a written list and

brief critique of ten books

or articles related to

teaching elementary school

science.

Instructor
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Phan II PRESCRIBER
State Univek4ity College at Sto

N-6, hovaicnat Cettiiication hopam

83

Skitt, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student (Xili:

33-C Understand/teach a

problem-solving stra-

tegy for word recogni-

tion that selectively

employs phonic, struc-

tural, and context

clues to recognize

unknown words indepen-

dently.

1n4ttuctionat

hoceduteo

A44e64ment Pueedukez

and Condition

Ao4mment

Standatdb kismsof

Class discussion and lecture

supplemented by selected

reading assignments.

List five guiding questions

to be used by pupils to

strucpre,their problem-

solving strategy.

Include all five questions Instructor

in the list.

34-C Understand the meaning

and importance on "in-

structional level,"

"independent level,"

"potential level," and

"frustration level" as

applied to reading

instruction.

Class lecture-discussion

supplemented by selected

assigned reading.

Written test followed by

class discussion.

85 percent minimum accuracy. Instructor

Describe and give an example

of each term listed in the

SKA.

35-C Iderpret information

gathered from an infor-

mal reading inventory

and make recommenda-

tions for instruction.

Class lecture-discussion

and dermstration.

Written recommendations for

instruction based on infor-

mal inventory data.

Recommendations must be Instructor

appropriate in relatim to Teacher

data gathered from informal

reading inventory,

36-C Understand commercial

systems and materials

used for handwriting

instruction.

154

Guided analysis of materials

and manuals and development

of criteria for written

evaluations of materials,

Written four to six page

report.

Complete reports in accord- Instructor

ance with criteria developed.
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Phase II PRESCRIBER

State Univetsity College at !Mato
U-6, Provisicnat Cektiiieation Pitopam

84

Skitt, Knowtedgc,

Attitude

The Student Caii:

Instkuctionat

Pucedukes

Assessment Needotes

and Conditions

Assessment

Standouts Astessok

37-C Use techniques for

teaching both left and

right handed pupils

basic writing skills.

Complete assigned reading,

lecture, class daonstration

and observation of on-site

teaching.

a)

b)

Teacher, instructor and/

or self-evaluation of

lesson.

Analyze videotape, lesson

plans and log.

Demonstrate ability to teach

pupils each of the following

skills:

a) pencil holding

b) papetpositioning

c) posture

d) correct letter formation

e) techniques for making

transition from manus-

cript to cursive.

Instructor

Teacher

38-C Select and prepare Review ianuals, commercial

materials appropriate materials, teacher -vade

to interest and achieve-materials, children's maga -

ment level of pupils. zines, newspapers, and

hardware tradebooks.

1515

Develop lesson plans and

teach a lesson to a small

group of pupils.

SeleCted materials must

relate to the interest and

achievement levels of pu-

pils.

Instructor

Teacher
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Phaze II PRESCRIBER

State Univetzity Cottege at Buqato

W-6, hovi4ionat Cettiiication PtogAam

85

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude Inzttuctionat Azzezzment Ptocedutes

-and-Conditionz

Atsezzmerit

Standatdz Az z e44-otr-

13-D Identify differences

and similarities between

large group, small group

and individualized in-

struction in the content

areas of mathematics,

science, social studies.

Attend,iecture/discussion

and review of instructor

selected readings and hand

outs pertaining to methods

and techniques of indivi-

dualized instruction.

'Small peer group discussion

and analysis of differing

grouping and individualized

instructional approaches

and individual analysis of

elementary classroom obser-

vation.

Complete a Grouping Charac-

teristics Checklist based

upon analysis of classroom

observation (90% level of

success required).

Instructor

14-D Apply observational

techniques to the im-

provement of classroom

instruction.

View video-tapes of obser-

vational techniques, inde-

pendent reading assignments.

Analyze an individual pupils

strengths and weaknesses

based upon observational

techniques, i.e. anecdotal

records, pupil reactions

and subject matter inte-

rests.

Formulate a list of eight

specific recommendations

based upon observed pupil

strengths and weaknesses.

Instructor

15-D Demonstrate knowledge

of the application of

learning theories to

teaching.

View film, seminar, discus-

sion and independent read-

ings.

16-D Define the process of

concept formation.

158

Attend lecture/discussion

concerned with the process

of concept formation,

assigned readings, handouts.

Select a theoretical learn-

ing position to analyze for

applications to elementary

school teaching situations.

Submit a brief report out- Instructor

lining the application to

teaching of the position of

two learning theorists.

Report will be evaluated

upon: relevance to teaching,

application to subject areas

and implementation proce-

dures.

Written examination in

college setting.

List elements of concept

formation (85% level re-

quired for acceptance).

Instructor
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Phcoe II PRESCRIBER

State Univeuity Catege at 8uficao

N-6, Puvisicga CektWeation Plogkam

86

Skitt, Knutedge,

Attitude

The Student

lattuctiona

Pueeduke4

174 Describe instructional

models that facilitate

concept development in

, elementary school social

studies or mathematics.

Attend lecture/discussion

of instructional models de-

signed to aid concept devel-

opment.

A44e4smegt Ptoceduke4

and Condition6

A44e44megt

Standakds

Describe, by means of a

written analysis, two in-

structional models that

have been developed to

facilitate concept develop-

ment, e.g. Taba, Gagne or

DeCecco models.

Judge analysis based on

applicability to subject

area, age and grade level

and applications for in-

struction.

Abbe64044

Instructor

18-0 Construct a teaching

unit for an area of the

elementary social stu-

ies curriculum,

Teacher and student selec-

tion of topic. Individual

library research and formu-

lation of teaching unit.

19-D Demonstrate an awareness

of value clarifying

strategies for use in

teaching elementary

school social studies.

Attend seminar discussion

and review selected read-

ings.

Classroom involvement for

appropriate content, objec-

tives, materials, organiza-

tion and ability levels for

completion of finalized

unit,

Evaluated upon applicability, Instructor

structure, conceptionaliza- Teacher

tion'and organization.

Small group discussion of

value clarifying strategies

and their application to

social studies content, The

work of Raths, Simon and

others will serve as basis

for discussion.

Submit a list of ten elemen-

tary social studies topics

where value clarifying

strategies could be appliei

(100% level of success re-

quired)

Instructor

TI-D Demonstrate a knowledge Attend seminar and small Analyze curriculum guides

of the content and cur- group or independent library for social studies (N-3 and

riculum for elementary study. 4-6) published by SED.

school social studies.

160

Social Studies content and

curriculum test for grades

N-6, (90% level of success

required)

Instructor
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nue II PRESCRIBER

Skitt, Knowied.ge,

Attitude

The..StudentliU:

State Univeuity College at Buqa.to

N-6, Nvi4icnat Cektqication Ngtam

In4tuctionai

Naduka__
Amwent Needote4

_and_Condition4_,

A44 e441nent

.Standatd4

87

A440440tt.

21-D Identify concepts from

the social sciences

that contribute to the

elementary social stud-

ies curriculum.

Lecture and small group

review of elementary social

studies curriculum guides

for identification of social

science concepts; listen to

tapes.

Select a concept identified

from the social sciences

and structure a social

studies lesson around that

concept.

Complete an evaluative

checklist for self and in-

structor evaluation. (80%

level of agreement required

Instructor

Student

22-D Understand the abstract

and symbolic nature of

map and globe symbols.

View film and review in-

structor selected readings

and handouts.

Student designed and con-

structed map suitable for

use in teaching an elemen-

tary school social studies

lesson; a written state-

ment will accompany map.

Map.and written statement

concerning map and globe

symbols-will be judgedupon

clashoom applicability,

discussion of pictorial and

nongctorial map symbols,

means of identifying boun-

dary lines and the use of

map legends.

Instructor

i3.0 Identify current in-

structional status of

science curriculum

projects in today's

schools.

162

Seminar and independent

review of commonly used

science curriculum projects.

Analysis by contrast of the

following curriculum proj-

ects: AAAS, SCIS, ESS.

Ability to contrast by des-

criptive paper. Contrast

will be dependent upon the

role of the teacher, pupil,

content and environment

(materials) of each project.

Instructor
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Phase II PRESCRIBER

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student ViL:

State Univetsity College at Buiiato

N-6, hovaicnat Cektiiication Pnopam

1n4ttuctionat Assessment Pocedutes

Ptocedukes and Conditions

24-D Understand the role of

science education in

the elementary school

curriculum.

25-D Be aware of najor sub-

ject emphasis and in-

structional strategies

of an elementary school

science program.

26-D Write behavioral objec-

tives in the area of

science representing

each lep; of Bloom's

Taxonomy.

Lecture and independent

library research.

Independent library research

and seminar attendance.

Lecture regarding Bloom's

Taxonomy and designated use

of behavioral objectives,

Assessment

Standakds

Small group peer interection

concerning the role of

science in the elementary

school classroom.

Small group discussion and

comparison by contrast of

nationally used elementary

school science programs,e.g

SCIS, ESS, S-APA.

88

Submit a brief paper con-

trasting object teaching to

process teaching;at least

six contracting factors

will be considered tinimal

acceptance level.

Submit a comparative analy-

sis of three elementary

school science programs.

Analysis will be judged

upon Comparison of general

desciiption, goals, in-

structional strategies and

major subject emphasis.

A44e440h

Instructor

Instructor

Individual study and written

analysis of Bloom's Taxono-

toy.

Select and list those ele-

mentary school science

behavioral objectives rep-

resenting each level of

Bloom's Taxonomy. (90%

level of success required)

Instructor

!7-1) Identify readiness acti-

vities that initiate

beginning mathematical

activities.

1 64

Independent study and re-

view of three elementary

mathematics textbook series

with emphasis upon early

primary grades.

Analyze initial experiences

in mathematics that should

be made meaningful to chil

ren if they are to proceed

to more difficult taskswith

a firm understanding of

basic concepts.

Develop a mathematical

readiness checklist with a

discussion of how the con-

cept of whole numbers, sets

place value and numbers

patterns are introduced and

carried out,

Instructor
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Pha4e II PRESCRIBER

State Univeuity Cettege at 8uVjato

N-6, Ptovisicnat C Pooam

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

In4tkuctionat

PuceduAe4

89

A44e44m, Pucedum

and CondWon4

A44e44ment

Standatd4

28-D Demonstrate the ability

to pro! 'de experiences

of a eacrete nature to

help build a background

for mathematical astrac-

tion.

Demonstration and discussion

of a mathematical teaching

aid or device.

Construct a mathemetice Present a teaching aid or

teaching aid or device ior device with a lesson plan

classroom use t develop a to be examined for appro-

El

specific concept for an priateness in terma of age

appropriate elementary grad and grade level, content

level, evaluative usefulness and

means of presentation.

A44e44ot4

Instructor

Student

n-D Identify activities,

methods, and approaches

necessary for mathema-

tical concept develop-

ment.

Attend lecture and discus-

sion concerning the process

of mathematical concept

development and attainment.

Smell grop and individual

student lentification of

potential memitical con-

cepts to be dv4eloped at

differing grade levels in

the elementary school class-

room.

t-D Identify activities,

situations and expe-

riences for both written

and verbal mathematical

problem solving.

166

Attend seminar and library

review of college and ele-

mentary te7ts plid articles

concern& with mathematical

problem solving.

Develop for clasrool use

a series of yi mathematical

story probleme applicable tc

elementary pupils.

Develop two lesson plans (at Inotructor

different grade levels)

utilizing concrete objects,

semi-concrete materials and

rsrious levels of abstrac-

tion.

Judge story problems for

inclusiwi of applicable comr

putatimal skills ind pro-

visions for transposing

pnblem situations into

mathematical equations (90g

level of acceptance re-

quAr(54)

Instructor
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Pha4 e II PRISCRIBER

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity Cettege at Buo
N-6, Puvaionat Cetiiieaticn Puoam

31-D Demonstrate competency

in the use of whole num-

bers, cardinal, ordinal,

positive and negative

numbers, fractions,

decimals and exponential

notation.

32-D Identify examples of the

comutative, associa-

tive and distributive

properties as they apply

to multiplication and

addition.

In4tuctionat

Pucedgess

Independent study based upon

self and instructor sugges-

ted resources.

A44e44ment Puiceduke4

and Ccadition4

90

....111.M.M..=11%

Asze44ment

Standauts 44e44044

Analyze K-6 mathematical

scope and sequence chart for

content of elementaryschool

mathematics.

11Y......m1.1=111Maiew

View films and independent

review of instruction sup-

plied readings.

Test of elementary school

mathematics K-6 content.

(90% level of success re-

quired)

Formulate a list of exam-

ples that apply to elemen-

tary school mathematics

content of the commutative,

associative and distributive

properties as they apply to

multiplication and addition.

..Ims.001w1M

List two examples each of

the commutative, associa-

tive and distributive pro-

pertieS as they apply to

multiplication and addition

(100% accuracy required)

Instructor

Instructor

I3-D Demonstrate proficiency

in recreational approa-

ches to the teaching of

mathematics.

168

Attend seminar concerned

with gamt-type activities

and approaches used to teedh

mathematics.

Small peer group brain-

storming sessions that will

finalize in games, activi-

ties and informal recrea-

tional approaches to teach-

ing a group of at least

three elementary school

pupils; e.g. attribute

game,mathematical puzzle,

multiplication game.

Teach a recreational type

of mathematics lesson to a

small group of elementary

pupils. Lesson will be

judged upon soundness of

approach, application to

content, pupil interest and

possible learning outcomes.

Instructor

Teacher
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State UniveAsity College at Bufiato

Phase II PRESCRIBER N-6, PAovisicnat Cettiiicaticn hogum

Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

91

InstAuctionat

Ptecedutes

Assessment PAocedutes

and Conditions

Assessment

StandaAds A44e440t4

34-D Identify children's

mathematics literature.

170

Independent library study. Identify in school and col-

lege libraries and other

available sources examples

of children's mathematical

literature that will enable

children to learn in an

enjoyable and informative

manner.

Organize an annotated file

of six mathauatics and six

science books other than

textbooks; list will be

judged upon interest, moti-

vation and applicability

to content area.

Instructor
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phue 11 IKPLEENTOR

Skitt, KnowLed3c,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity Cottege at BatoN-6, Pkovaicnat.
Catiiication hogtim

Ingkuetionat

Ptocedute4

39-C Identify
examples of

Analyze elementary school
phonemic, morphemic,

teaching materials.

syntactic spelling and

grammatic patterns in

reading materials for

elementary school.

A44e46ment Pkoeeduke4

and Conditiono
Aes4emment

Standatd4

92

Abb Eb6on.

Written report that identi-

fies the various linguistic

patterns.

List at least
three examples

Instructor
for each pattern.

40-C
Describe a representa-

tive sample of spellirg

approaches.

Guided survey of spelling

manuals. Develop criteria

for written report.

Written report related to

spelling materials.

Complete a three to five

page report. Quality of

written report consistent

with preestablished
criteria

will bt rated as satisfac-

tory,unsatisfactory or

superior.

Instructor

41-C Plan and implement

lessons in spelling

from commercial mate-

rials and coordinate

lessons with reading

and writing.

Observe cooperating tea-

cher's lessons and class

demonstration by instructor

or peer. Plan and role-

play as teacher and develop

criteria for acceptable

lesson.

Complete written lesson

plans and teach lesson 6n-

site or as role play by

means of direct
observation.

Lesson and plans
consistent Instructor

with pre-set criteria will Teacher
be rated

satisfactory or

unsatisfactory.

'42-C Develop a teaching

sequence and teach

several unknown words

most appropriately

taught by a sight

method.

172

Demonstration lesson sup-

ported by appropriate

assigned reading. Class

development of criteria to

evaluate lessons.

Evaluation of prepared

lesson and teaching per-

formance using
established

criteria.

Planned lesson and teaching Instructor

performance coincide with Teacher

established criteria. Student
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PkieII DELEMENTOR

State Univeuity Cottege at Buiiato

N-6, Pkovaicnat Cektiiication Pkogkam

93

Skitt, Knowtege,

Attitude

The Student

Wtkuctionat

Pkocedu4e4

A44e44meat Ptoceduke4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standad4 A660404

43-C Identify phonic lessons

in published teacher

manuals that emphasize

predictable spelling

patterns as a word

recognition tool and

employ both an analytic

and a synthetic metho-

dology.

Review teacher manuals that

accompany basic reading

materials.

List page numbers from tea-

cher nanuals or instruc-

tional materials designed to

develop the target pupil

skills.

List identified lessons Instructor

correctly, Identification

of methodology 100 percent

correct.

44-C Develop a teaching

sequence and teach the

use of a predictable

spelling pattern using

an analytic method.

Repeat using a synthe-

tic method and a dif-

ferent spelling pattern,

Teach for transfer in

both instances,

Study selected readings,

including teacher's,reading

manuals, supplemented by

class lecture and demonstra

tion, Establish criteria

to evaluate lessons.

Evaluate prepared lesson

and teaching performance

using established criteria.

Planned lessons and teaching Instructor

performance must be rated Teacher

satisfactory on all critela Student

45-C Extend above lessons

to include the asso-

ciated spelling skills,

174

Class demonstration by in-

structor. Establish cri-

teria to evaluate inclusion

and effectiveness of spell-

ing skills,

Evaluate teaching perform-

ance using criteria devel-

oped.

Planned lessons and teaching Instructor

performance must be rated Teacher -

satisfactory on all criteria. Student
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Phahe II INLEMENTOR

Shill, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity Cottege at fiuiato

N-6, hovi4ionat Cektiiication hogkam

94

Instnetionat

Ptocedute4

Astasment hoceduha

and Conditiono

A4stwent

Standahdis

46-C Identify lessons in

teacher manual or in-

structional materials

that focus on struc-

tural analysis as a

tool for word recogni-

tion.

Study of teacher manuals and

instructional materials.

47-C Develop two teaching

sequences using

a) different affixes

as word recognition

tools, and

b) emphasizing recog-

nition of root words

as a word recogni-

tion tool.

176

List page numbers from tea-

cher manuals or instruction

al materials designed to

develop the target pupil

skills.

List six lessons, cite

references, and identify

each as analytic or syn-

thetic.

Abbt4404.

Instructor

Study of selected readings

including teacher reading

manuals supplemented by

class lecture and demonstra

tion. Establish criteria

against which to evaluate

lessons.

Self evaluation of prepared

lesson and evaluation of

teaching performance using

established criteria.

Plan lessons and teaching

performance which include

the following:

a) 1. use analytic method

2. use synthetic method

3; teach for transfer

4. develop meaning cues

b) 1. root word remains un-

changed with additidn

of affix

2. root word undergoes

spelling change with

addition of affix

3. teach for transfer

Instructor

Teacher

Student
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Phan II IMPLEINTOR

Skill, Know1ed2c,

Attitude

The Student ICiU:

T-

State Univeuity Cottege at Bato

N-6, Pnovidicnat Cettii4ation Pkopam

95

Inatuctionat

Receduteh

A44e44ment Pucedukeh

and Condition4

Amment
Standaltd4

48-C Develop and implement

teaching sequences

where context is empha-

sized as a word recog-

nition tool.

Study selected readings in-

cluding reading manuals

supplemented by class lec-

ture and demonstration.

Evaluate prepared lessons

and teaching performance

using established criteria.

Planned lessons and teachin

performance should:

a) emphasize setantit clues

syntactic clues, combine

tion of context and phon

ics and content cues in

recognition of homograts

b) Teach for transfer.

Ams4ot

Instructor

Teacher

Student

49-C Develop teaching se-

quences and teach the

components of the

problem solving ap-

proach to identifica-

tion of unknowu words.

Video presentation and class

discussion. Establish

criteria for lesson plan

and for teaching sequences,

Evaluate prepared lesson

sequences using established

criteria.

50,C Understand that reading

involves dual skill

strands of word recog-

nition and comprehen-

sion working in con-

cert.

178

Class discussion and lecture

supplet nted by assigned

rulings.

Prepared lesson and teachitgl

lesson should:

a) Introduce the guiding

questions and practice

using them

b) Utilize the questicts

with known or easy wom.

Concentrate on efficient

use of the questions.

c) Provide guided practice

with method involving

unknown difficult words

to develop transfer..of,

skill

Instructor

Teacher

Student

Written examination fullowd

by class discussion of each

item, Students may retake

the examination to attain

minimum or improve score.

Minimum 85 perct accuracy

identifying instrlictional

materials designed for pu-

pils at primary, interme-

diate, and junior high

school levels and comprehei .

sion activities suggested

for different maturity.

levels.

Instructor



Pha4e II MOM
State Univek4ity Cottege at Buiiato

N-6, Ptovaionat Cettqication Pugum

96

Skitt,Inowied2c,

Attitude

The Studegt

lattuetionat A44e4sment Ptocedites

Ptecedute4 and Condition4

A44es4ment

Standatd4

51-C Understand various

levels of compreher-

sion,

Class lecture and assigned

readings and examination of

materials as in 53-C1

Written examination followed

by class discussion of each

item, Students may retake

the examination to au&

minimum or improve score.

Minimum 85 percent accuracy

on test concerning 'avelsof

comprehension including:

a) knowledge of comprehen-

sion at the word level,

paragraph level and total

selection level,

b) literal, interpretive,

applicative levels of

comprehension

c) critical and creative

reading skills related

to the levels of compre-

hension given in(e) and

(b).

444 e4,504

Instructor

52-C Understand that all

levels cf comprehen-

sion are taught at all

stages of reading in-

struction in materials

of varied levels of

difficulty.

180

Class lecture, assigned

readings and review of in-

structional materials for

children.

Oral or written examination. When presented with taped

materials in which pupils'

read selected materials,

the student will identify

the level of comprehension

and the level of difficulty

(85 percent acculacy re-

quired),

Instructo

181
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Skitt, Knowied2e,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity Cottege at Buiiato

N-6, ';'7,-)i,6ionat Cettiiication Paogtam

Iattuctionat

Needuke4

97

A44e44ment Pkocedukt4

and Condition4

53-C Understand the rela-

tionship of listening

comprehension to read-

ing comprehension.

54-C Understand techniques,

materials, equipment

and classroom proce-

dures that promote

effective listening.

Background reading suppl.e-

mented by lecture and dis-

cussion.

.VY

Develop a one-page cast,

study on lupil.

A44e44ment

Standatd4

Describe the relationship

observed between the pupil s

listening and reading com-

prehension citing specific

examples (rated satisfac-

tory or unsatisfactory).

4414404

Instructor

BackgrowA reading and class

demonstratiol.

Written examination, student

demonstration of materials

and/or equipment!

a) Minimum 85 percent accu-

racy on examination.

b) Satisfactory demonstra-

tion by student.

Instructor

55-C Set conditions for

effective listening in

all work with children

on site.

Class lecture/discussion/

demonstration. On site

observation.

Observation of practicum

work with pupils.

List and sequence conditions

required for effective lis-

tening. Cite referencesfor

conditions, when apprcpriate

Instructor

Te4,her

Student

56-C Plan and implement

teaching strategies in

listening skills de-

velopment

182

Class demonstration, on site

observation, lecture, dis-

cuss.on, role play. Develop

criteria for effective

lessons in_iistening,

Observation of practicum

work with pupils.

Lessons must include estab-

lished evaluative criteria

and list at least five

teaching strategies appro-

priate for listening skills

development.

',Istructor

Teacher

188



Pha4e II IMPLEMOR

State Univeuity Cottege at !Mato
N-6, Pnovaionat Cuttiiication hogum

Skitt, Knowted2c,

Attitude

The Student

57-C Understand the directed

reading/thinking pro-

cess.

lattuctionat

Pecedune6

mmi11mwww14...,...10.%ft,..1...1.

466e4sment P4ocedute4

and Condon4
Am4sment

Standatd4

98

a)

b)

Study outline of the

steps in directed reading.

thinking process,and

Assorted teacher manuals

for basic reading mate-

rials followed by class

lecture and discussion.

Written examination with

items discussed after exa-

mination. Students may

retake test to achieve

minimum.

Give evidence of knowledge

of the process in six areas

a) Steps or elements in the

process

b) Usefulness of process in

basic reading insLuction

c) Usefulness of pi cess

for guiding content area

reading

d) Relationship of steps in

the process to motivation

for learning

e) Uie'of the process as an

ongoing diagnostic teach

tag strategy

f) Relation of the steps cf

the guided reading-thinkr

ing process to aids for

teachers found in variOul

bask reading teacher's '

manuals.

Minimal accuracy level 85

prrcent.

AbbabbOh

Instructor



Phan II IMPLEMENTOR
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99

Skitt, Know/edge,

Attitude

The Student ,

58-C Teach directed reading

lessons to pupils of a

reading group,

183

lattuctionalt

Pitocedu4e4

A44e44ment Ntoceduke4

and Condit1on4

Weament
Standaah

Class lecture and discussioN

Establish criteria for les-

son, including control of

group, individualized follow

up activity, and readiness

concept development,

Plan for and teach directed

reading-thinking lessons to

the same group of pupils

a minimum of six times dur

ing on site participation,

Student lesson plans and

teaching behavior conform

to established criteria

including:

a) Use of teacher manual to

determine the skills the

selection is designed to

forward

b) Use diagnostic teaching

"test, teach, reteach"

strategy to decide which

identified skillS will be

reinforced, initiated,or

unnecessary for this

group at this time,

c) Uée diagnostic teaching

"test, teach, reteach"

strategy to plan indivi-

dualized follow-up .

activities,

Web404

Instructor

Teacher

Student

187



Phan IT IMPLEMENTOR

State Univeuity College at BuWtto

N-6, hovi4icnat Ce4tWeation Pugtam

Skitt, Knowiedic,

Attitude

The Student

59-C Understand the lan-

guage experience method

of teaching reading

and language arts.

188

lattuctionat

Pfacedu1e4

Aamsment Ptocedute4

and Conditiont

kse44ment

SndaAd4

100

A44e4404

Class lecture, discussion

and demonstration via video

tape,

Written'eXamination followed

by discussion of each item.

Student may 1:etake test to

achieve minisum or raise

score.

Minimum 85 percent accuracy- Instructor

on examination involving

the following:

a) Language experience (L,E

as a method of beginning .

reading instruction

b) L.E. as a method of con-

cept and language devel-

opment

c) L,E, as an appropriate

methrgi to use in develop-

ing Loncepts and language

in content subjects

d) L;E, as a stimulus to

creative thought and

wiiting

e) L.E. as a method of inte-

grating all the language

arts. Student lists and

explains rationale behind

each step of the I.E.

method.

f) Student relates each

step of the L.E. method

to the dual skill smnds

of reading-decoding and

comprehension,

189



Pilau II MEER

SUR) Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

State Univek4ity Cottege at Baiiato

N-6, Pkovillicnat Catiiitation hogum

101

Inatuctionat

hocevce4
A44e44mentilkeduke4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standad4

60-C Plan and implement

language experience

lessons.

Class lecture, discussion
.

and demonstration. Develog

criteria for evaluation of

lessons.

=.1.1.....=malImn.11...mw

61-C Describe strengths and

weaknesses of commer-

cial materials for

teaching language usage

Evaluate plan and teaching

lesson based on established

criteria.

Lessons should conform with

planned criteria including

the fo4owing:

!!,,Isic reading planned as

a developmental lesson

b) Lesson planned around.

content subject concepts

c) Lesson planned primarily

to stimulate verbal or

written expression.

44466404

Instructor

Teacher

Student

Analyze,instructional mate-

rials and manuals for teach-

ing language usage,

Complete a written evalua-

tion report (4 to 6 pages).

List!10 comercial materials Instructor

qcating when manual$ aTt

available. Describe tht

strengths and meakutsts

of each. Rate repo.K ls

satisfactory or

tory,

62-C Develop and demonstrate

a creative writing

activity appropriate

for elementary school

children.

190

Participate in lecture,

observation, class demon-

strations and guided study

of periodicals, professional

texts, etc.

Produce a creative writing

activity suitable for ele-

mentary pupils. Demonstrate

the z,,:tivity in a simulated

or field setting.

) Include gener4 atd spe-

cific objectives, des-

cribe all pr4res in

operational, teMS, and

list mater;.* required.

Rated sat!si:actory or

unsatisfactory.

b) Rate demonstration as

satisfactory or unsatis-

factory.

a

Instructor

191
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Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity Cottege at Buto
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102

In4tAuctiona1

Ptecedum

Aiszebzment Rocedutte4

and Condition4

44e44ment

Standa4d4 444e4404

63-c Integrate handwriting

in other language arts

activities.

Lecture with assigned back-

ground reading.

Complete written essay/ob-

jective test.

When presented with a serie

of examples which integrate

or do not integrate hand-

writing effectively in other

language arts activities,

the student will identify ,

the ineffective examplesand

improve these to a satis-

factory level (100 percent

accuracy required).

Instructor

64-C Understand the use of

the various genre of

childra's literature

as motivtional sources

as bases or reading,

language instruction.

192

Class lecture/demonstration

and discussion,

Complete an essay examina-

tion.

Demonstrate knowledge of

methodology of using child-

ren's literature as basis

for reading-language instre,

tion in relation to

(1) interest and motivation

(2) comprehension and inter

pretation

(3) word recognition thrcugh

context

(85 percent level required)

Instructor

193



Ph4 II IMPLEISTOR

State Univeuity College at Buqato

N-6, Pkovaicgat Cettiiieatiog Pugtam

103

Skitt, Knowi12c,

Attitude

The Student

In4ttuctionat

Puceduke4

A44e44ment Pkocedune4

and Cogditiou

A44e44ment

Stdgdadi

65-C Understand value of

wide use of children's

literature to extend

tjupils' reading skill

through independent

reading.

Class lecture/demonstration

and discussion.

Complete an essay examina-

tion.

Identify effective ways of

coordinating the indepen-

dent reading of children's

literature with basic read-

ing instruction and with

content area reading (accu-

rate identification 85

percent minimum).

We440t

Instructor

66-C Understand value of

wide use of children s

literature for devel-

oping clarity of oral

and written expression.

194

Class lecture/demonstration

and discussion.

Complete an gssay examina-

tion.

Identify effective ways of

utilizing children's lite-

rature'in helping to develop

clarity of oral and written

expression (accurate iden-

tification 85 percent mini-

mum).

Instructor

195
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Skitt, Knoldek*,

Attitude

The Student ItVZ:

State Univeuity Cettege at Niato
N-6, Ptovisionat Cektiiieation Ptogham

Instkuctionat

Pueeduke4

104

A4se44ment Pueedmes

and Conditions.

A46e4Sment

Stagdatds A44e4.60h.

35-D Demonstrate the use of

the inquiry method in

teaching an elementary

school social studies

or science lesson.

Attend lecture/demonstratton

and involvement in simulated

inquiry activity and inde-

pendent and small group

study.

Independent and small group

discussion of differing

levels of questions to guide

inquiry and inferential

thinking.

Lesson will be judged, upon:

activities, materials, type

and level of questions, pose

sible inferences that can

be drawn, and potential

learning outcomes.

Instructor

Teacher

36-D Develop as an elemen-

tary social studies

activity a socio -drama

or role-playing situa-

tion.

Seminar discussion of ele-

mentary social studies open-

ended, reaction and role-

playing situations.

Sociodrama or role-playing

activity will be enacted by

elementary school pupils

and video-taped by student.

Video-taped activity will Instructor

be judged for pupil inter- Teacher

action, expression of ideas,

topic and situation selected,

37-D Demonstrate competency

in the teaching of map

and globe skills,

Attend seminar, views film

and instructor selected

readings and handouts.

Individual student design o

a lesson plan to be taught

to elementary pupils that

will include provisions for

the teaching of map or

globe skills.

Lesson will be judged upon

map or globe skills to be

taught, e.g., directionalit

latitude and longititude,

use of the scale of miles

and interpretatiOil of map

symbols.

Instructor

fi-D Construct and use in-

expensive teaching aids.

196

Uses inexpensive material

found in the home to develop

a teaching aid to illustrate

a scientific principle.

Dse of a self constructed

aid for an elementary sChool

science lesson with either

smell or large group situa-

tion.

Evaluate teaching aid using

a checklist developed in

college classroom.

Instructor

Teacher

Student

197



Plut4e 11 MOM

Shill, Knowtedae,

Attitude

The Student (CiZZ:

'39-D Locate and use appro-

priate materials and

equipment for teaching

elementary school

science.

State Uniumity Mege at Niato
N-6, Puvi4icnat Cektiiication hogtam

105

In4tuctivnat

Ptecedulte6

A4sewent Putedutes

and Condition6

Abwisment

Standakb Abbebbon

College seminar and inde-

pendent location of science

materials and equipment.

Knowledge of co..only used

science materials and equip-

ment found in college cur-

riculum laboratory andlocal

school.

40-1) Define and demonstrate

the ability to explain

the process of addition,

multiplication and their

inverse operation and

demonstrate the ability

to use various aeans of

developing the meaning

of such operations.

Attend lecture and review

instructor selected readings

and handouts.

Outline a lesson plan and

teach for selected grade

level by introducing either

subtraction or division as

the inverse of addition

multiplication.

Complete an evaluative

checklist of ten pieces of

apparatus and four programs

using spenialized.science

equipment are considered

minimal acceptance level.

Instructor

Include provisions fotthe

utilization of, i.e., num-

ber lines arrays, cartesion

prodgts, etc. Level of

success will be determined

by content and presentation.

Instructor

Teacher

41-D Demonstrate competency

in the use and under-

standing of the disco-

very method in teaching

elementary school

science.

111.11.11mIr.

Lecture and brainstorming of

discovery method classroom

possibilities.

Use guided.discovery method

for constructing an elemen-

tary school sdence lesson

plan.

Cocoplete an evaluative

checklist for self and

professional evaluation.

(90% level of agreement with

assessor required)

Instructor

Teacher

Student

42-D Demonstrate the ability

to restructur, a given

science topic for a

lesson presentation to

children of differing

age and grade levels.

198

Independent library study

based upon science content

and curriculum for the ele-

mentar; schools.

Content selection of topic

will be based upon science

curriculum guides (N-3 and

4-6) published by SED. Les

son plan will be presented

with topic restructured for

a primary and upper inter-

mediate grade level,

Include in lesson plan

assessment: vocabulary,

length and complexity of

lesson, materials and eval-

uation techniques.

Instructor

199



Pha4e II 'MENNE

Knowtelige,

Attitude
,

The Student tai.:

3-1) Use current events as a

means of teaching ele-

mentary school social

studies.

Sta4 Univeuity Cottege at Niato
N-6, Pkovisienat Cettiiitation Phopam

106

1n4t4uctionat

Pteceduke4

Assewent Roceduku

and Condition4

Am44ment

Standatd4 A44e640t

Attend seminar and brain-

storming session to devise

ways of incorporating cur-

rent events into an elemea-

taty social studies less%

Ihtacporate turrent events

flit differing media sour-

ces, t.g, audio tape of,.

neWs broadtaat, newspaper

accounti etc.

Evaluate upon appropriate-

ness of objectives and con-

tent, instructional proce-

dures, variety of materials

and possible learning out-

comes.

Instructor

Teacher

i4-D Select appropriate sub-

ject matter to facili-

tate' concept-teaching
4.

200

Attend lectureldiscussion

concerned with concept

teaching, assigned readings.

List six appropriate cri-

teria for selecting subject

matter that will facilitate

concept-teaching in the area

of elementary social stud-

ies.

List with 100% accuracy

appropriate criteria for

selection of subject matter

Instructor

201



Phaise III HUNANIST

State Univek4ity Cottege It Bugato

N-6, Pkovaiend Cekt4icat1on Pkogkam

Skill, KnolcZe'ege,

Attitude

The Student !taZ1

4.nram

In4tkuctiona

Pkoceduke4

107

Ai4e44ment 15koeeduke4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standand4 A64e440.

1-E Demonstrate personal

qualities of inta-

ligence, initiative

responsibility and

willingness to work.

202

Participate in seminar dis-

cussion specifying how

qualities relate to success-

ful .teaching. Establish

criteria for evaluation

during group meeting.

) Direct observation of

student behavior followed

by canferences with

instructor, teacher and

student. ,

b) Written report describ-

ing applicable behavior.

a) Performance rated for

quality of demnstrated

ideas, techniques, mate-

rials used, tasks com-

pleted for both instruc-

tional and non-instruc-

tional work.

b) Content of written report

must include a minimum

of 4 specific examples

for each behavior. Rat-

ing of satisfactory or

unsatisfactory on estab-

lished criteria with 90

percent agreement among

assessors. Suggested

Guidelines, Appendix A4

p. 160-61, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3,

2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 3.0, 3,1,

3.2, 3.3, 7.0, 7.1, 7.2,

7,3,

Instructor

Teacher

Student

203



Phau III HUMANIST

State Univeuity Cottege at Niato

U-6, hovi4icnat Catiliication hognam

108

Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student (Citt:

1A4t4uctionat

Pueeduke4

A44e44ment Pueeduke4

and Condition

A44e44ment

Standand4 A44e4.6o,

2-E Deno.strate poise,

self-confidence,

ability to adapt

readily to new ideas

and situations.

204

Participate in seminar dis-

cussion on specific beha-

viors. Observation of in-

structor and teacher models

tutorial conferences where

indicated,

)emonstrate behavior in

varied situations and per-

sonal interactions with

pupils, teachers, patents,

administrators, para-prof-

essionals and other staff

members. Assessment con-

ferences following obser-

vations,

Behavior and teaching per-

formance must demonstrate:

a) Awareness, acceptance

and concern for self

and others

b) Ability to function in

a variety of roles aad

situations

c) Acceptance and utiliw-

tion of evaluative

analysis of self and

role performance

d) KnOwledge of and ability

to work productively

within authority struc-

ture of the school,

Performance rated as satis-

factory or unsatisfactory

with 90 percent agreement

among assessors. Suggested

Guideline checklist, Appen-

dix A, p, 160-61, 6.0, 6.1,

6.2, 6.3, 8.0, 8.1, 8.2,

8.3, 9.0, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3.

Instructor

Teacher

205



Phau III HUMANIST

Skitt, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student

3-E Demonstrate ability

to encourage each

pupil to:

a) Have an enthu-

siasm for learn-

ing

bl Develop a posi-

tive self image

c) Develop self

evaluation tech-

niques.

State Univeuity Cottege at Buato

N-6, Rovi4icnat Cektiiieation Pkopam

In4t4uctionat

hoceduke4

Complete assigned readings

and/or review relevantSKA's,

Participate in seminar dis-

cussion. When necessary,

attend tutorial conferences.

A44e44ment Roceduice4

and Condition4

Generate a log on two to

six pupils specifying

abilities, disabilities,

interests and needs inboth

the academic and social

areas. Include specific

materials, methods, verbal

and non-verbal behavior

utilized by student. Direct

observation followed by

two and/or three-way con-

ference.

A44e44ment

Standa4d4

109

A44e440

a) Rate for accuracy of Instructor

written repr and effec- Teacher

tiveness of demonstrated

behaviors. Suggested

Guideline checklist,

Appendix A, p. 160, 170,

5.0, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 55.0,

55.1, 55.2, 55.3, 56,0,

56.1, 56.2, 56.3,

b) Evaluate experience as Student

rewarding or non-rewarding

4-E Communicate effec-

tively using correct

oral and written

language with pupils

and adults.

206

Submit acceptable written

work. Audio tape two 15-

minute lessons. Guided

independent corrective help,

when.required.

Evaluate all oral and writ-

ten work.

Analyze taped lessons for

correct language.

a)

b)

90 percent minimum accu-

racy on all oral and

written work.

Language usage accurate

according to established

criteria. Suggested

Guideline checklist,

Appendix A, p. 167-69,

40.0, 40.1, 40.2, 40,3,

48.0, 48.1, 48.2, 48.3,

49.0, 49.1, 49.2, 49.3.

Instructor

Teacher

207



Phaz e III BAKST

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

5-E Demonstrate respect

for children.

208

State Univeuity Cottege atlqiato

N-6, Ptovi4icna2 CettWeation Pkopam

Complete assigned readings,

seminar discussion, and

tttorial conferences,if

req&ed.

As4e4sment Ptocedute6

and Condition4

Direct observation of stu-

dent behavior followed by

two and/or three way con-

ferences.

kmement

Standatd4

110

Demonstrated behavior must

be consistent throughout

field experience and denote

a) An interest and empathy

for pupils

b) Maximum use of positive

vs, negative statements

c) Effective interaction

with individual and

groups of pupils

d) Accurate, non-destruct:1v

feedback to pupils con-

cerning behavior and

work

Student rated as satisfac-

tory or unsatisfactory on

a11 components of checklist.

Suggested Guideline check-

list, Appendix A, p. 160-61.

4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 10.0,

10,1, 10.2, 10,3.

Ah6e,64044

Instructor

Teacher

Student

209



Phaa III HUMANIST

Shill, Knowie:c,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity College at NOto

N-6, Puvaicna:t CeAtiiieation Ptogkam

Inakuctiond

Pitocedukez

6-E Establish a profes-

qional working rela-

tionship,with faculty,

staff and administra-

tion.

210

Participate in seminar,

attend faculty meetings and

school district board

meeting.

111

A44e44ment Pkocedute6

and Condition4
mIIIMMMPRErli.10

A440.44ment

Standatds hde440.

Direct observation of stu-

dent behaviv followed by

three and/or two way con-

ferences.

Demonstrate effective com-

munication skills during

formal and informal rela-

tionships with staff, Spe-

cific items for a checklist

include knowledge of staff

members, following estab-

lished procedures, appro-

priately seeking and util-

izing expertise of profes-

sional staff, ,Performance

rated as satisfactory or

unsatisfactory on checklist

cooperatively developed by

assessors, Siggested

Guidelines checklist, Appen

dix A, p, 161-62-69,.11.0,

11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 12.0,

12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 50.0,

50.1, 50.3.

Instructo

Teacher

211



Ph 4e III HUMANIST

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student Via:

State Univeuity Cottege at BuNato

N-6, hovaienat Cektqication Rogkam

112

ingtuetionat

Pitocedukeb

A44e44me1t Needukes

and Undon6

A4m4ment

Standatd4

7-E Establish a profes-

sional relationship

with parents.

212

Participate in formal and

informal meetings of parents

Observe student behavior

during at least two confer-

ences with parents. Video-

tapes may be substituted

for direct observation.

a) Rate'performance on a

checklist cooperatively

developed by the asses-

sors. Place major focus

on the providing of

accurate descriptive in-

formation to parents in

a non-threatening manner.

b) Analyze self reports of

students describingtheir

reactions to attendance

at one meeting for two

of ihe following:

(a) P.T.A.

(b) District School Board

(c) School Open House

Suggested Guideline check-

list, Appendix A, p.162,169,

13.0, 13.1, 13.2,

50,0, 50,2.

Ab4e440

Instructo:

Teacher

Student
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Pha4e III HUMANIST

State Vniveuity College at Bu&to

Y-6, Puivi4icnat Catiiication Pupam

113

Skit& Knowtedic,

Attitude

The Student (Ci.(1Z:

latituctionat

PAcceduke4

A44e44ment PkoceduAe6

and Conditiou

A44e44ment

Standad4

1-F Understand the concept

of the teacher as a

professional with spe-

cialized skills and

knowledges.

Seminar approach, inter-

action with other students

of education.

Observation in college

setting of students in dis-

cussion with whole group

and small groups.

Demonstrate comparative

interaction, soundness of

concepts advocated, logic

of arguments presented and

philosophical/psychological

basis of reasoning. A pre-

determined checklist will

be used for evaluation.

AM640X

Instructor

Student

2-F Define the philosophi-

cal bases for decision

making in the classroom.

Seminar approach with guest

lecturers and assigned

readings.

Discuss concepts with small

groups and analysis of a

critical incident in a

,classroom.

Level of understanding ref- Instructor

lected in discussion and

written/oral case analyses

with a minimum level of

satisfactory required for

acceptance.

3-F Demonstrate the knowl-

edge and use of effec-

tive Human Relations

techniques in the class-

room.

Attend seminar, views film

and analyzes simulated

classroom situation.

'In-depth analysis of a

simulated classroom inci-

dent that emphasizes prin-

ciples of human relations.

Complete a written analysis Instructor_

of simulateddassroom inci-

dent including an emphasis

upon observed classroom

climate and Human Relations

factors.

4-F Designate agencies that

provide human and mate-

rial resources within

and outside of the

school that facilitate

classroom instruction.

214

Lecture, and presentations

by persons representing

agencies that provide mate-

rial/human resources for

schools.

Suwrizely means of writ

ten report the resources

provided by siiigencies

that contribute to the

teaching-learning situation

of schools.

Include at least three

services provided by each

agency (90% level of success

required).

Instructor
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Phw III DIAGNOSER

ShiU, Know/edge,

Attitude

The Student

State Univeuity College at BuUata.

N-6, Ptoyaionat Ceittitteation Pnopam

Intituetionat

'hoeeduite4

44e44ment Ptocedukes

ad Condition

114

A44e64ment

Standalth

8-E Understand the major

theories for cogni-

tive, social, phy-

sical, language and

moral development

for children and

apply these princi-

ples in diagnosing

learning situations,

216

Complete assigned readings.

Participate in seminar re-

viewing major theories.

Independent review of rele-

vant SKA's from Phase I and

List in pre-observation

conference specific stra-

tegies or principles to be

utilized with supporting

bibliographic data. Direct

observation followed by

assessment conference,

Written plan must list two

characteristics for each

theory cited. Performance

evaluated in accordance

with criteria established

in pre-observation confer-

ence, Suggested Guideline

checklist, Appendix A,

p, 164, 23.0, 23,1, 23.2,

23.3.

64440t

Instructor
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Phase III DIAGNOSER

State Univetsity Cottege at Suiqato

N-6, hovihanat Catitication hogitam

115

Skill, Knottled2e,

Attitude

The Student TiU:

Inztuctionat

Ptocedukes

Assessment Paocedateh

and Conditions

Assessment

Standakds A44e440k4

9-E Diagnose the needs

of individual pupils

in varied areas of

the learning envi-

ronment.

218

Attend seminar leviewing

relevant SKA's from Phase I

and II. Develop evaluative

and diagnostic profile on

three children for a six to

eight-week period. Include

anecdotal comments regarding

pupil behavior.

Analyze records developed

by the student using a

checklist of criteria devel-

oped by instructor, teacher

and student.

Records must include:

a) Background data on

students

b) Previous academic grades

c) Complete test data (in-

cluding names of tests,

scores, and dates of

administration)

d) Recommended supplemen-

tary tests with reasons

for suggested use

e) Interpersonal influence

in and out of school

f) Present operationallevel

in academic curricular

areas

g) Objective inecdotal

reports

h) Specific instructional

procedures based on data

collected

i) Summary report of prog-

ress made by each stu-

dent.

Each component of the re-

port will be rated as satis-

factory or unsatisfactory

for each pupil. Unsatis-

factory sections must be

redone. Suggester! Guide-

lines, Appendix A, p. 164,

24.1, 24.2.

Instructor

Teacher

Student
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-Phco e m DIAGNOSER

State Univeuity CotZege at BuUato

N-6, hovi4icnal Catiiication Rogum

116

Skitt, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student (IVZ:

In4t4uctionat

PtoceduAe4

A46e44ment Ptoceduke4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standa4d4 A64e64on1

10-E Measure pupil

growth in varied

areas of the learn-

ing environment.

Complete assigned readings,

seminars, and lectures

Evaluate sample materials,

modeling by teacher.

Evaluate pupil work for a

six to eight week period

during field experience1

Maintain checklists and

records. Assessment will be

continuous throughout de-

velopment and utili7ation

of measuring devices,

.

Analyze evaluative records

developed and maintained by

student for accuracy and

effectiveness, Attain a

level of 85 percent agree-

ment between student and

assessor, Guidelines bug -

gested checklist, Appendix

A, p. 169, 53.0, 53.1,

53.2, 53.3.

Instructor

Teacher

11-E Identify various

learning styles and

individual differ-

ences of pupils1

Develop records based on

observation of pupils and

diagnostic test results.

Utilize records and profile;

to prepare appropriate mate-

rials, lessons and activi-

ties for.small and large

group instruction,

Direct observation followed

by two and(or three-way.

conference.

Planned lessons and teach-

ing performance coincide

with established criteria,

Guideline suggested check-

list, p. 162, 164, 16.0,

16.1, 16.2, 16.3, 24.0,

25..1,

,

25.2, 25.3,

Instructor

Teacher

Student

12-E Self-assess teach-

ing performance.

2N

After completing seminar to

review relevant SKA's stu-

dent will audio or video-

tape a mini-lesson of 15 to

20 minutes in length.

Students view and evaluate

&other student's lesson

according to established

criteria.

Review taped mini-lesson in

conference with peer, in-

structor and/or teacher,

Each assessor will evaluate

the tape and compare res-

ponses. Direct observation

may be substituted for

video-tape.

Independent analysis of

audio- and video-tapes by

each assessor utilizing

interaction analysis instru -

ments (e.g., Flanders, Burk-

hart, etc.) with 85 percent

agreement among assessors).

Guideline suggested check-

list, Appendix A, p. 170,

54.0, 54.1, 54.2, 5413.

Instructor

Teacher

Student
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Pha4e III MOSER

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Stwient (ail:

State Univeuity Cottege at Buiiato

11-6, Ptovi4icnat Cettiiieation PAogtam

In4ttuctionat

Pucedute4

A44e44ment PAocedute4

and Cendition4

A44e44ment

Standatd4

5-F Identify the psycholo- Attend seminar,role playing

gical and philosophical views films and video tapes,

factors that influence

and control the climate

for learning,

222

In-depth analysis of a

critical incident in the

classroom with emphasis on

social/emotional factors

and pupil and teacher inter-

action,

Evaluate analysis on des-

cription of incident,

causal factors, teacher/

pupil reactions and effect

upon classroom climate (85%

level of acceptance re-

quired),

117

A44¢4.0

Instructc
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State Univeuity Cottege at Buqato 118

PhaR III PRESCRIBER N-6, hoyaionat Catilication Rogtam

Skitt, Know/edge,

Attitude

The Student

Instuctionat

hoeedutes

Assessment PueedOte4

and Conditions

Assessment

Standands 45e44044

13-E Write and imple-

ment lesson plans

using behavioral

objectives.

Complete assigned readings. Preassessment of written

plans, post-asseisment of

observed lessons with two-

and three-way conferences.

Demonstrate successful im-

plementation of clearly and

succinctly stated.behavioral

objectives for pupil learn-

ing with 90 percent level

of mastery. Suggested

Guidelines checklist, Appen

dix A, p. 162, 14.0, 14.1,

14.2, 14.3.

Instructor

Teacher

14-E Utilize varied

levels of question

ing techniques.

221

Independent review of rele-

vant SKA's from Phase I and

II. Video or audio-tape

two 15-minute lessons.

Use Bloom's Taxonomy of

Educational ObJectives and/

or Sanders, Classroom Ques-

tions: What Kinds? to

assess questioning levels

taped.

Analysis for use of the

various levels of question-

ing techniques in a logical

competent manner. Emphasize

use and appropriate appli-

cation of higher order

questions and providing for

convergent and divergent

thought processes with 85

percent level of agreement

among assessors. Suggested

Guidelira checklist,

Appendix A, p. 163, 21.0,

21.1, 21.2, 21.3.

Instructor

Teacher

Student
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Pha4e III PRESCRIBER

State Univeuity Cottege at 8t4iato

N-6, hovi4icnat Cehtiiication Pugum

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student (LiL:

In4tkuctiond

Pnocedune4

Aw44ment PtoceduAe4

and Condition4

.....

A44e46ment

Standand4

119

15-E Use a variety of mate-

rials in teaching.

226

Survey current literature,

attend educational media

workshops, assigned profes-

sional conferences and/or

commercial displays.

Participate in seminar for

display of materials devel-

oped by students.

Integrate a variety of

visual aids in teaching.

Assessment will follow ob-

servation of materials

being used in classroom.

Successfully demonstrate

skill in using commercial

material, designing and

utilizing self-made in-

structional materials (e.g.

dry mounting, lettered

captions, charts, bulletin

boards, overhead transpa-

rencies, models, photogra-

phy, tapes). Rating of

satisfactory or unsatis-

factory with 85 percent

agreement among assessors.

Unsatisfactory skills and

materials may be redone

till a satisfactory level

is achieved. Suggested

Guidelines checklist,

4pendix A, p. 168-69,444,

44,1, 44.2, 44.3; p.

51.0, 51.1, 51.2, 51.3,

52.0, 52.1, 52.2, 52.3).

44e440

Instruct

Teacher

Student
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Phau III PRESCRIBER

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student 4ti.:

State Univeuity Cottege at &4WD

N-6, Pkovaionat Catiiication Ptogum

120

In4ttuctiaut.

Puceduke4

'44e44ment PueeduAet

and Condition4

44e44ment

Standa4d4

16-E Use varied teaching

techniques,

Observationofavariety of

teacher models. Participate

in seminar demonstration of

teachinglechniques..

Demonstrate a variety of

instructional approaches in

all elementary school cur&

cular areas, Assessment

will follow observed less=

Student will self evaluate

unobserved lessons.

Analysis of demonstrated

behavior for successful

application of two differat

instructional approaches itt

a) Mathematics

b) Reading

c) Language arts

d) Science

e) Other curricular area

Suggested Guideline check-

list p. 168, 45.0, 45,1,

45.2,45.3,

444e440k

Instructor

Teacher

Student

17-E Provide for individual

differences.

228

Participate in seminar,

conferences, and/or consul-

tation with appropriate

school personnel (teacher,

reading specialist, resource

people, psychologist,nurse).

Demonstrate that individual

differences are provided for

during large and smallgroup

instructional lessons andin

individual interactions

with the children. Assess-

ment procedure will include

direct observation of stu-

dent behavior followed by

two- or three-way confer-

ences and a written self -

evaluations.

Consistently utilize vari-

ous instructional approades

for curricular areavand

state rationale for using

different instruCtional.

techniques with individual

children. Recognize andgive

appropriate help to indivi-

dual children during les-

sons, Provide for varying

depth and rapidity of steps

in lessons which are deter-

mined by the progress of

individual children. Level

of success 85 percent dur-

ing last three weeks of

situation. Guidelines check-

list, Appendix A, p.164-67,

25.0, 25.1, 25.2, 25.3,

41.0, 41.1, 41,2, 41.3.

Instructor

Teacher

Student
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Pima III PRESCRIBER

State Univeuity Cottege at 134iato

N-6, Pkovaicnat Cektiiieation Pkogkam

121

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student fCiti:

In4tkuctionat

Pkoceduke4

A44e44ment Pkocedute4

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standakh A44e4404,

18-E Demonstrate ability Observation of pupils and Teacher, instructor and/or Demonstrate ability to uti- Instructor

to effectively utilize

pupils' experiences in

classroom environment,

teacher and/or instructor

model.

self evaluation of behavior, lize pupils' experiences in

each of following:

a) Incorporating pupil's

answers or requests into

lesson

b) Utilizing cultural simi-

larities or differences

c) Integrating previous and

current learnings

Teacher

Student

,

Suggested Guidelines check-

list,.Appendix A, p.164-65,

26,0, 26,1, 26,2, 26,3,

30.0, 30.1, 30.2, 30.3.

23 1
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Pha4e III PRESCRIBER

State Univeuity Cottege at Buiiato

W-6, Novcnat Caticceation hogum
122

Skill, Knowttdge,

Attitude

TheStudent V.Zi:

19-E Use instructional

procedures which

demonstrate an

understanding of

diagnostic analysi

of pupils and their

work.

232

In4tkuctionat

hoceduite4

A46e4sment Ptocedote4

and Condition4

A44e454ment

Standa4d4

Observation of teacher and/

or instructor model,

Develop behaviorally writ-

ten lesson plans with spe-

cific, logically sequenced

objectives, appropriate

procedures and assessment.

Plans must reflect stottnts'

ability to use diagnostic

results to prescribe in-

structional program, Demon

strate specific instruc-

tional procedures based on

diagnostic profiles and

records. Minimum of six

plans for each of following

a) Individual children

b) Small group of children

c) Large group of children

Pre7observation conference

and direct observation

followed by two and/or

three-way conference.

b)

Written plans and perfor

nce rated cl demonstrge

klowledge of instructiona

planing for pupils with

different operational

levels, learning Styles

and self-concepts,

Demonstrate during asses

ment conferences a satis-

factory ability to func-

tion as a member of a

prescriptive team. Perfo

mance level of satisfac-

tory will be,maintained

throughout last one-third

of student tEaching expe-

rience. Achieve a level

of satisfactory on items

suggested in Guidelines,

Appendix A, p, 162, 15.0,

15.1, 15,2, 15.3.

AW44094.

Instructor

Teacher

Student
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Phaze III PRESCRIBER

State Univekaty Cottege at Buiiato

N-I, hovaidnat Centiiication Pugum

123

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student IcitZ:

0-E Provide for continV4

in long-range planning.

234

Inauctionat

Ptocedune4

Complete assigned readings,

tutorial conferences and/or

instructional seminar.

Develop outline of proposed

long-range unit of work for

classroom use.

Aisseament Roceduteis

and Condition4

hiset6ment

Standatd6 A4 eisisoit4

flomplete pre-conference on

long-term plans with con-

ferences throughout the

implementation of plans.

Implement long-term instruc .

tional plans successfully

for a minimum of threeweeks

Rate plans and performance

for appropriate objectives,

subject depthi utilization

of curricular resources,

variety of motivational and

creative teaching techniqies

sequential development of

concepts, accurate moni-

torifig and record keeping

devices. Suggested Guide-

lines checklist, Appendix A,

p.163-67,18.0, 18.1, 18.2,

18.3, 22.0, 22.1, 22.2,

22.3, 39.0, 39.1, 39.2,

39.3, 43.0, 43.1, 43.2,

43.3,

Instructor

Teacher

Student
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Phase III PRESCRIBER

Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

State Uniyetsit( Cottege at Buiiato

N-6, Ptovisicnat Catiiication Purgtam

124

Insttuctionat

Rocedutes

Assessment Pkoceduites

and Conditions

Assessment .

Standauts

61 Demonstrate a knowledge

of New York State Edu-

-' cation Law as it relates

to curriculum,instruc-

tion, pupil-teacher

relations and rights of

teachers and pupils.

Analyze current educational

situations and critical

incidents, assigned read-

ings.

Analyze a critical incident

in the classroom in rela-

tion to N.M. Education

Law, i.e., corporal punish-

ment, medical treatment of

a pupil. and terther negli-

gence.

Submit a written analysis

of a critical classroom

incident to be judged

according to objectivity,

causal factors, possible

ramifications and preven-

tive measures that could

have been instituted.

A44e440k4

Instructor

7-F Demonstrate a knowledge

of the claimed advan-

tages and disadvantages

of differing classroom

and school organiza-

tional pattG:s.

Attend seminar, written

report and selected readings.

Small group diseussion and'

analysis of the advantages/

disadvantages, psychologi-

cal and philosophical bases

of differing organizational

patterns, e.g., open con-

cept, team teaching and

ability grouping.

Describe accurately in a

written report the role of

the teicher in organizing

and implementing a specific

instructional pattern for

a particular level of

students, i.e., an open-

concept learning environ-

ment for primary children.

Instructor

8-F Identify current issues

in curriculum develop-

ment and subject area

content in the elemen-

tary school,

),36

Seminar approach, view

films and assigned readings.

College class and curriculum

library for a written analy-

sis that identifies the

arguments for and against

a specific curriculum

proposal, i.e., Sex educa-

tion, career education,

drug education.

Include at least three

current issues in curricu-

lum development with well

defined argument for and

against. A minimum level

of satisfactory required

for acceptance.

Instructor
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P(s. iii 110LEENTOR

State Univemity College at Buiido

U6, Pkovaicnat CektWeation Pkopam

125

Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student IciU:

In4t/tuetionat

Nceduke4
A44e44ment Nelda/1.a

and Condition4

A44e44ment

Standad4

21-E Plan and implemant

logically sequenced

and effective les-

sons.

238

Idependent review of rele

vant SKA's. Seminar, lec-

ture, and discussion on

criteria for evaluation.

Plan and demonstrate beha-

vior. Observation of

lessons followed by twc

and/or three-way assessment

conferences.

Lessons should conform to

planned criteria including:

a) Effective introduction

b) Logically sequenced

c) Teaching of concept

d) Effective summarization

Suggested guideline check-

list, Appendix A, 166-67,

38.0, 38.1, 38.2, 38.3,

37.0, 37.1, 37.2, 37.3,

35.0, 35.1, 35.2, 35.3,

42.0, 42.1, 42.2, 42.3,

A44e44o4

Instructor

Teacher
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Phaa III DUMDUM
State Univeuity Cottege at Buto

N-6, Rovaionat Centiiication ?togtam

126

Skitt, Knutedge,

Attitude

The Student JW

22-E Provide for various

levels of ability

in planning.

240

latuctionat

hocedute4

A44e4sment Ptoceduke4-

and Condition4

We44ment

Standand6 A4a440h

Complete assigned readings,

conferences, seminars, and

tutorial conferences when

indicated.

Implement plans for class-

room use which provide for

the various operational

levels of children. Demon-

strate in observed and

videotaped lessons. Assess-

ment will include pre- and

post-conferences of observed

lessons and written or oral

self-evaluation.

(

Successfully demonstrate Instructor

throughout situation appro- Teacher

prite planning for the Student

individUal interests and

learning stylii of children

and the curriculum goalsfor

their classroom. Correctly

discuss, record and adjust,

where teceisary, the group-

ing of children forinstruc-

tional purposes. Level of

agreement 85 percent among

assessors. Student self-

evaluation will list three

instructional methods

planned,and utilized to

provide for the various

levels of children'sability

in the classroom. Suggested

Guidelines checklist,

Appendix A, p. 163-64-66,

22.0, 22.1, 22.2, 22.3,

23.2, 24.2, 36.0, 36.1,

36.2, 36.3.
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Pha4e III IMPLEMENTOR

Skill, Knowledge,

Attitude

The Student Tia:

State UniNeuity Cottege at &lido

N-6, Pitovi4icnat CeAtiiication Paogitam,

127

In4ttuCtionat

Pkocedune4

A44e4sment Ptoceduke4

and Condition's

A44e44ment

Standout's A441264044

23-E Provide for the

varied learning

styles of children.

Participate in seminars,

tutorial conferences, con-

sultation with public

school specialists. Video

tape demonstration lesson.

Independent review of SKA's.

Demonstrate specific teach-

ing techniques determined

by the utilization of

learning modes of pupils

as diagnosed by student in

consultation with instruc-

tor, teacher and other

appropriate school person-

nel. Assessment will in-

clude three or two-way

conferences with assessors

and separate self and peer

evaluations following

observed lessons.

Demonstrate implementation

of planned-behavior which

appropriately provided for

the individual interests

and learning styles of

pupils (visual, auditory,

kinestetic, tactile).

Guidelines checklist, Appen.

dix A, p. 162, 16.0, 16.1,

16.2, 16.3.

Instructor

Teacher

Student

24-E Incorporate teacher/

pupil planning.

42

Observe teacher model.

Complete assigned readings,

tutorial conferences when

indicated.

Develop lessons utilizing

teacher/pupil planning.

Preassessment for written

and/or oral plans. Observed

lesson followed by two- ati/

or three-way conference

with assessors; Written

or oral self-evaluation by

student.

Implement teacher/pupil

planning activities for a

minimum of threeinstruc-

tional settings:

a) Large group

b) Small group 4;

c) Independent stay

Major emphasis for assess-

ment will focus on five

areas of lessons:

a) Objectives

b) Content

c) Methods

d) Materials

e) Measuring devices

f) Summarization

Minimum level of mastery 85

percent. Suggested Guide-

line checklist, Appendix A,

p. 165, 28.0, 28.1, 28.2,

28.3, 29.0, 29.1, 29.2,

29.3; p. 162-63 1710, 17.1,

17 2,17.3

Instructor

Teacher

Student
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Phau III MOOR
Skitt, KnoteZedge,

Attitude

The Student k'itZ:

25-E Implement class-

room control tech-

niques.

State Univeuity Cottege at Niato

N-6, Pkovaionat Cektiiication hogum

1114tnuetionat

Pucedute4

Complete assigned readings.

Participate in tutorial

conferences, seminars and

individualized instruction

(tapes, observations).

A44e44mentjueedute6

and Condition

Demonstrate:classroom con-

trol techniques. Assess-

ment conferences will be

continuous throughout

situation. Self-assessment

will be written.

128

A44e44ment

Standath

Maintain classroom control

by the end of the field-

based experience with 90

percent level of achieve-

ment determined by obser-

vation and self-assessment.

Utilize objective system

of analysilfor direct vs.

non-direct approaches,e.g.,

Flanders and/or Withall.

Suggested Guidelines,

Appendix A, p. 168, 47.0,

47.1,47.2, 47.3.

Ab ¢4 4 044

Instructor

Teacher

Student

26-E Structure the

learning environ-

ment.

244

View assigned film,parti-

cipate in on-site observa-

tions. Review relevant

SKA's from Phase I and II.

Demonstrate behavior in

field-based student teach-

ing experience. Assessment

will follow observations.

Arrange classroom for maxi-

mum pupil participation as

cooperatively determined by

teacher and student. Sug-

gested Guidelines checklist,

Appendix A, p. 163-65,

20.0, 20.1, 20.2, 20.3;

p. 165, 31.0, 31.1, 31.2,

31.3.

Instructor.

Teacher

Student
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Skitt, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student Vill:

In4t4uctiona2

Pnocedune4

A44e44ment PAocedune4

and Coadition6

A44e44ment

Standatd4 Abo40h.

27-E Manage non-teaching

classroom responsi-

bilities:

1. Physical condi-

tions of class-

room

2. Movement of

children

3. School routines

Independent review of rele-

vant SKA's combined with

independent readings.

Assess observed behavior

throughout student teaching

situation,

Use cooperatively developed

checklist determined by

requirements and responsi-

bilities for specific slut-

tion with 90 percent level

of success. Guidelines

checklist, Appendix A,

p. 165-66, 32.0, 32.1,32.2,

32.3.

Instructor

Teacher

4. Servicing of

specific physi-

cal pupil needs

28-E Apply organiza- Participate in conference Assess observed behavior Organize materials and have Instructor
tional skills to involving student, teacher throughout student teaching available for use as indi- Teacher

management of

classroom materials

and supplies,

and instructor, situation. cated in lesson plans 100

percent of time. Properuse

care and returning of mate-

rials will be observed and

evaluated. SuggestedGuide-

lines checklist, Appendix A4

p. 163-65-66, 19.0, 19.1,

19.2, 19.3, 32.0, 32.1,

3?4, 32.3.
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Skill, Knowtedge,

Attitude

The Student

Insttuctiona

Pueedute4

Assessment hocedutes

and Conditions

Assessment

Standavis

9-F Demunstrates awareness

of federal, state and

luul influences upon

curriculum and instruc-

tion.

Attend seminar, guest lec-

turers and assigned readings

A written analysis of court

decisions, federal and state

legislative action, State

Education Department regu-

lations and Board of Regents

requirements.

Discuss implications of

federal, state and local

influences upon education.

A44e4404,

Instructor

.0-11 Demonstrate a knowledge

and understanding of

teaching as a profes-

sion, e.g., preparation

certification vs. licen

sing, probationary

period, tenure, unions/

associations, Taylor

Law.

48

Seminar discussions, lec-

ture/presentations by in-

structor, practicing

teachers, principals,union/

association representations,

simulation, critical inci-

dences and case study

method.

Observation in colleges

setting of students'thought

patterns, attitudes and

background information in

seminar discussions and

analysis of students appli-

cation in critical inci-

dences in teaching.

Philosophical and psycholo- Instructor

gical soundness of students'

application of "professional

approaches and strategies

classroom simulated problem

solving. Use of predeter-

mined rating scale for

evaluation. Minimum level

of satisfactory required.
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E. Student Guidance

-Overall-supe rvis ion -of-the-prog rani- and-general-guidance-and-advisement--

for students entering the program will be the responsibility of the Office

of the Dean, Applied and Professional Studies, or his designee.

Guidance of students within the program will basically be the responsibility

of the SUCB faculty representatives assigned to and working with various

students on all phases of the program. The SUCB representatives will

confer with and solicit recommendations from the various school personnel

to whom the student is assigned. Where possible and appropriate, SUCB

faculty representatives will work as teams with appropriate numbers

of students in the program. Further, specific assignments of responsi-

bilities for faculty will be made. Such specific tasks as the following

will be clear and made formal: (a) maintenance of r:;:cords of each student's

progress through the program, (b) reviewing and scheduling of school or

agency as well as all other field-based experiences, (c) determination

and organization of peer seminars and other essential cross group meetings

and sominars, (ci) advisement to the students on status and/or completion

of the skills, knowledge and attitudes, (e) advisement to the students to

arrange for pre-post tests and recycling procedures and requirements,

(f) collection of essential data for completing ongoing program evaluation

-and making management decisions, (g) reports on students' progress sent

to the Offic, of the Dean of Applied and Professional Studies or his designee,

concerned faculty members, consortium members and students and others
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as deemed necessary.

Every effort will 1-e. made to complete periodic reports on the status

of each student in the program. Copies of the reports will be given to

the students on a systematic basis. Every effort will be made to have

teams of SUCB faculty working with groups of SUCB students progressing

through the program so that both faculty and students and school per-

sonnel can be better acquainted.
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F. Program Evaluation and Management

The-following-evaluation-model- was- sugg est ed-by-Gubba-and- Stuffleb-eam

and provided a structure for the evaluation and management component

of the proposed SUCB Elementary Teacher Education Program, N-6.1

1 . Focusing the evaluation: Define the program to be evaluated
and the purpose of the evaluation.

Z. Collecting information: Specify each item of information to be
collected, the populations, sources, and sampling procedures,
including all instruments and methods used for data collection.
Include all necessary arrangements, procedures and a time
s chedule .

3. Organizing information: Specify a format for organizing the
information and describe the means by which information will
be coded, organized, stored, and retrieved.

4. Analyzing information: Specify the procedures to be used for
analyzing data.

5. Reporting information: Specify the types of reports, the audience
receiving each report and a time schedule for report preparation.

6. Administering the evaluation: Summarize the evaluation
schedule, assign staff to specific responsibilities, and deter-
mine budget' requirements. Develop contingency procedures
for alternate plans, if the original plans become unfeasible.

The proposed evaluation model includes the following six components:

A. Undergraduate: Individuals who have completed the undergraduate
elementary education program at SUCB and have been awarded a
B.S. in Elementary Education.

B. Student: Individuals enrolled in the undergraduate elementary
education program at SUCB.

1 Egon Gubba and David Stufflebeam. The Process of Stimulating,
Aiding, and Abetting Insightful Action. Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State
University, 1968.
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C. Employer: School district administrators, personnel adminis-
trators and/or building principals.

Tea_cher:_.__Csackper.ating___cla.s.sroom_teachers_from_participating_________.
school districts in the consortium.

E. College: Instructors and college administrators involved in,
or responsible for, the elementary education program at SUCB.
The term "administration" refers to individuals who have line
or staff responsibility for the program, particularly in the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the Office
of the Dean for Applied and Professional Studies.

The evaluation model presented in this document was adapted from a chapter

entitled "Evaluation of Competence from the American Council on Industrial

Arts Teacher Education 1977 Yearbook (in press) prepared by M. Duane

Mongerson and Richard J. Mc Cowan. Chart 4 entitled "Program Eval-

uation Summary" structures and summarizes the model.

The evaluation described in this section is primarily a summative evalua-

tion which typically occurs at the end of a program or course and is

designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the total program or its major

components. Data are also provided by groups of participants. While

this aspect of the evaluation.model is important and can contribute valuable

information, a more significant component involves the formative evalua-

tion. This is designed to assist the instructor and teacher in making

effective decisions on a continuous basis through the certification program.

The evaluation procedures, conditions and criteria which will be used to

assess the success of each student on specific skills, knowledges and

attitudes form the basis for these judgments. In addition, the informal

dialogue which occurs among the instructors, teachers and students provides
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Focusing

A

Undergraduate

Random survey of

studenta completing

undergraduate cer-

tification program

Collecting Annual

Organizing Frequency counts,

percentages, and

summary of sub-

jective responses

CHART4

PROGRAM EVALUATION SUMMARY

Student

Survey of stu-

ants comOtifing

a phase of certi-

fication program

Completion of

each program

phase

Frequency counts,

percentages, and

summary of inter-

view data

Analyzing Comparisons by year Comparisons by

of graduation, GPA, GPA and sex

place of employ-

ment and sex

Reporting Students, instruc-

tors and adminis-

tration

Employer

Survey and !elect-

administrators

Biennial

Frequency counts,

percentages, and

summary of inter-

view data

Comparisons by

size and type of

school and dis-

trict

Teacher

Objective ratings,

narrative reports

and interviews

College

Ongoing monitoring

of program an n

put from all sources

Continuous and/or Continuous and/or

semi-annual semi-annual

Review and sum-

mary of reports

and interview

data

Comparisons by

placement site

Summary and analysis

of input from all

sources

Summary and analysis

of input from all

sources

Students, instruc- Employers, in- Teachers, instruc- Teachers, instructors,

tors and adminis- structors and ad- tors and adminis- and administration

tration ministration tration

Administering Institutional re- Instructor

search
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Institutional re- Teachers and in-

search structors

Administration

ul
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important material which can show how the ongoing program can be re-

directed to meet long-term goals. In this way, the evaluation can have

a continuous process of diagnosis and feedback to the participants and

provides for the observation of Unexpected or post-hoc outcomes.

Although the formative evaluation component includes adequate oppor-

tunities to observe the students as they teach and interact with children,

the summative component which is suggested does not. At this point, it

does not seem feasible that such evaluations activities will be included

in the model.

The proposed evaluation model, therefore, includes several dimensions

which examine the extent to which students attain proficiency in the skills,

knowledges and attitudes described earlier and the perceptions of the

individuals and groups who complete the program and/or participate in

the cc.os...-rtium. An expanded discussion of the roles and procedureS of

each of the major groups of participants is presented in the following section.

Evaluation Component A: Undergraduate Assessment

A random sample of individuals who complete the undergradua' e elementary

teacher certification program will be surveyed on an annual or biennial

basis using the form entitled "Elementary Education Followup Study"

(see Appendix C ). This instrument contains 38 objective items and two

open-ended questions which enable respondents to describe specific strengths

and weaknesses of the program. Descriptive variables provide data on
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areas such as sex, type of teaching position, and type of school in which

the individual is employed. Data concerning specific courses (Items 12

through 19) and broad competency areas (Items 20 through 38) are also

included'. When necessary, modifications of the instrument will be made.

Four surveys have been conducted at the College.

a) Survey I involved 1969, 1970 and 1971 graduates.

b) Survey II involved 1972 and 1973 graduates.

c) Survey III involved 1974 graduates.

d) Survey IV involved 1975 graduates.

Each survey involved 415 subjects who were selected on a systematic

random basis or a stratified random basis. This provided a 95 percent

confidence level (i.05% error) and included an estimate of 10 percent

sampling frame ertor.

Data collected by this survey will be summarized and frequency counts and

percentages will be presented. Statistical comparisons will be made on

selected blocking variables, such as GPA, sex and place of employment.

Copies of the complete report will be available in the library and selected

administrative offices. Summary reports will be given to interested stu-

dents, instructors, cooperating teachers and participating school districts.
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Evaluation Component B: Student Assessment

Several methods are currently used at SUCB to evaluate student response

to courses and instruction, including objective and open-ended question-

naires and discussions during class periods. An instrument developed

by the College and used on an optional basis by many instructors is contained

in Appendix D. These evaluations may be reviewed by faculty committees,

deans, the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and the President for purposes

of contract renewal, tenure and promotion. Although student evaluations are

encouraged at various administrative levels at the College, no formal struc-

ture exists which provides for the systematic organization and analysis of

these data and the evaluations are primarily designed to evaluate the quality

of instruction, rather than the instructional program.

It will be necessary, therefore, to develop new procedures and instru-

ments to evaluate the extent tc, which undergraduate students feel they have

achieved specific skills, knowledges and attitudes for desigrated phases

of the program. It will also be necessary for students to evaluate their

levels of proficiency in the four role areas of a teacher: humanist, diag-

noser, prescriber and implementor. A suggested evaluation form which

could be used to gather this information is contained in Appendix E.

Data of this nature could be validated against instructor ratings for indivi-

dual students with all information retained in a personnel folder for each
-

undergraduate. Long range plans would include developing a computer

monitoring system which would compile individual and group data.
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Evaluation Component C: Employer Assessment

A random survey of 90 elementary school principals in Erie and Niagara

Counties was conducted in 1972 using the "Administrator's Questionnaire"

(see Appendix F). The instrument included 34 objective items which

solicited information concerning demographic characteristics of districts

represented by the responding principals and data comparing the program

at SUCB to programs at other institutions in broad competency areas.

Three open-ended items enabled the respondents to describe what they

felt were the strenEl hs and weaknesses of the program and to include specific

recommendations for improving the program. It is anticipated a question-

naire similar to this will be used in the future with modifications made as

requireu.

In the past, public school administrators have provided significant elralua-

tive input concerning graduates of the elementary education program to

college administration and staff. These data, however, have been pre-

dominantly informal and unstructured. While this type of feedback will

continue to be encouraged, more structured procedures will be developed

to gather this type of information.

The structured data described above will be gathered at least every two

years.

Evaluation Component D: Teacher Assessment

Several methods of obtaining teacher input are currently used by college

staff including structured interviews, unstructured discussion, rating
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scales and open-ended narrative reports. These approaches will be con-

tinued since the personal relationships established between college and

public school staff members has been, and probably will continue to be,

a major aspect of student evaluation. However, greater effort will be

directed toward formalizing the procedures and structuring the instraments.

The specification of required skills, knowledges and atitudes, will enable

cooperating public school teachers to provide additional evaluative evi-

dence, particularly on those SKAs which are included in the field-based

components of the program. Pretest mea::,:.es will lathered on in-

dividual students and subsequent measures w3): e pzriodically

to determine individual progress.

Evaluation Component E: College Assessment

Assessment at the college level will include the itstructors a.d the

administration.

Instructor Level: At this level, the evaluation model will be essentiall7

forn- ative which has been described in detail in the presers.-tion of the

assessment procedures, conditions, and criteria for the SKAs for

Phases I, II, and III of the proposed SUCB Elementary Teacher Edu-

cation Program, N-6. The instructor will be responsible for accumu-

lating the data described in Evaluation Components B (student) and

D (teacher). When appropriate, periodic examinations will be adminis-

tered to determin....fludent attainment of the cognitive components of

the program, particularly in the knowledge aTea. The instructor will

have the primary role in determining student attainment of SKAs.
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Administrative Level: The major responsihaity at the administrative

level will be the accumulation of data and the maintenance of records

for individual students. Periodic evaluation of the tui.al program, as

well as specific aspects of the program. will be made. Comparisons

of student achievement based on selected variables will also be mad.",

particularly in regard to the type of high school attended, (i.e, large,

medium or small; public or private; urban, suburban or rural) or

area of residence (within State or OL. of .itai.e; region of State).

The administration will be responsible for gathering follow-up data oa

individuals who complete the Graduate Program.

A random saraplz.,, of individuals who complete the graduate program and

are awarded art M.S. in Elementary Education will be surveyeel on an

annual or biennial basis using the form entitled "Graduate Elementary

Education Followup Study". (see Appendix G ) The instrument contains

22 objective itztme and two open-ended questions which enable the respon-

dents to describe strengths and weaknesses of the program. Descriptive

variables (Items 1 through 9) provide data on areas such as sex, age and

number of yers of teaching experience. Items 10 through 13 examine

why the individual is no;: teaching at the present time, \vItether or riot he/she

intcrids to look for a teaching pvsition in Cxe future, and whethr,:r or not

he/she was informed concerning the availability of positions in teaching

before entering the program. Rams 14 through 2'' ;oncern an evaluation

of specifin aspects of the graduate progran .
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A survey involving a stratified random sample of individuals who com-

pleted the program between 1969 and 1975 has been conducted. The

sample provided similar levels of confidence described in "Evaluation

Cornpons.nt A: Undergraduate Assessment." It is anticipated that this

instrument or an adaptation will be used in this component of the evaluation.

Data collected by this survey will be summarized and frequency counts

and percentages will be presented. Statistical comparisons will be made

on selected blocking variables, such as sex and age. Copies of the

complete report will be given to the Consortium of the SUCB Elementary

Teacher Education Program, N-6, selected administrative offices, and

placed in the library. Summary reports will be given to interested

students, graduates, instructors, cc perating teachers and participating

school ditricts.

SUMMARY:

The five phase evaluation model described in this section is a system

designed to provide an information base which will enable the consortium

to monitor and make empirically based decisions concerning the program.

Data gathered in the evaluation will provide answers to questions concerning

the strengths and weaknesses of the program thus enabling the consortiuva

to modify program direction and redirect,organizational resources when-

ever readjustments are required. It will be necessary to make provisions
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for students majoring in areas other than elementary education who

complete the pr'Jfessional sequence for certification. At present these

individuals could readily fit within the suggested model. It may be

necessary to refine the instruments presented in the appendices to match

the proposed program. When necessary, additional evaluation components

can be included. Some consideration Las been made to conduct interviews

with individuals or groups of graduates. 'It would be most desirable to

develop a computer-based system for record-keeping, since the volume

of data on students may become unwieldy unless additional resources are

devoted to this purpose.
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A. Involvement for Program Development

In May of 1976, an administrative decision was made to approach the severP1

school systems and the Presidents of their respective teacher associations

in the Buffalo-Niagara Frontier stating our intent and inviting their partici-

pation in helping to design and to develop the new SUCB Elementary Teacher

Education Program, N-6, which would be submitted through SUNY to NYSED

for consideration and registration in-response to the mandate contained in

the Teacher Education and Certification Section of the 1972 Regents' Plan

for the Development of Post Secondary Education. Further, it was also

decided that this task would be best completed working on a school system

by school system basis.

1. Selection of Agency Representation

Mr. Eugene Reville, Superintendent of the Buffalo Public Schools

and Mr. Thomas Pisa, President of the Buffalo Teachers Federa-

tion, respoOded promptly and indicated their willingness to

participate in this collaborative effort. Mr. Reville designated

three administrators to represent the Buffalo Public Schools in

this activity. Mr. Pisa named three Buffalo Teachers Federation

designees.

Seven SUCB representatives were selected from and by the four

departments which are currently responsible for the Elementary

Teacher Education Program. The last two positions were filled

by a staff member from the SUCB Teacher Corps project and by
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the Associate Dff pplicd and Professional Studies, who also

became the Coordinator of the Writing and Development Comrhittee.

This committee, consisting of 15 people, did some work during the

1976 summer. However, after the opening of the new school year,

the committee intensified its activities and has moved steadily

forward in planning and preparing this proposal. It must be noted

here that the above 15 people have in turn contacted and talked with

numerous other colleagues from their respective agencies in order

to obtain reactions, recommendations, suggestions, support, and

other valuable information essential in carrying out the task of

the cominittee.

The interest and the invaluable contributions made by each member

of the committee were most noteworthy. The many working sessions

and the long discussions of this committee can be characterized by

such words as: inttnse, interested, friendly, productive, but

always cooperative and determined.

2. Evidence of Participation

The letters wbich follow from Mr. Eugene Ree, Superintendent

of the Buffalo Public Schools, and from Mr. Thomas Pisa, President

of the Buffalo Teachers Federation, are indications of their respective

agencies' involvement and participation in all phases of the planning
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and the development of this program proposal. Further, the

membership or the Writing and Development Committee is listed

on Page149 and the signature of each member signifies his parti-

cipation and agreement to forward this program proposal.

The entire deliberations of this committee were conducted along

the lines stated in the proposed "Program,Governance Structure"

(see Page150) from our first meeting through completion of this

proposal.
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EUGENE T. REV I LLE
SUPfRINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Dr. E. K. Fretwell Jr.
President
State University College
1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14222

Dear Dr. Fretwell:

Se#114 Ped lee Se401.4
712 CITY HALL - BurFALo. NEW YORK 14202 - 716 842-3161

R E ! V E
STATE UN!"

AT BUFFALO

March 7, 1977 MAR 8 1977

0.7F;..1'
THE PFL:.:31OZNT

I am most pleased to receive the reports by our designated
representatives, Mrs. Muriel Green, Mrs. Sylvia Cohen, and
Mr. Joseph Tontillo and others who contribured in various ways
to the Writing and Development Committee in designing and
producing the proposed SUCB Elementary Teacher Education
Program, N-6. Because of aur interest, participation and active
involvement, the proposed program has our full and enthusiastic
support.

We in the Buffalo Public Schools look forward to our
continued cooperative effort with the State University College
in initiating this program after appropriate approval by the
State University of New York and the re-registration of the
program by the Division of Teacher Education and Certification
of the New York State Education Department.

If additional information is needed, please feel free to
contact me.

Most sincerely,

rintendent of Schools

cc: Dr. Richard Collier
Coordinator
Writing and Development Committee
SUCB
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President THOMAS J. PISA

Dr. E.K. Fretwell
State University College at Buffalo
1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14223

271 PORTER AVENUE
BUFFALO, N.Y. 14201

(716) 881-5400

March 7, 1977

Dear Dr. Fretwell:

BUFFALO TEACHERS
FEDERATION, INC.

RECEIVE
STATE UNIV:4 t CCLLZPE

AT BUFFALO

MAR 8 1977

OFFICE OF
THE PRi3:SIDENT

The Buffalo Teachers Federation has participated with the
State University College at Buffalo in developing the elementary
education program which is to be submitted for registration.

We remain critical of the Competency based approach to
teacher education due to the lack of a research base which would
indicate its superiority to present modes. We reaffirm our belief
that neither CBTE nor any single approach would be mandated.

Major reservations remain about the ambiguity of the
competencies and the lack of evaluation devices for objective
measurement.

We fully support the involvement of teachers in the govern-
ance of their profession and welcome the opportunity for ongoing
evaluation and revision of teacher education.

TJP/cm

Sincerely,

Thomas J. isa
President
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B. Program Governance Structure

1. Consortium - SUCB Elementary Teacher Education Program, N-6

a. The consortium will consist of representatives of the State Universikt
College at Buffalo, the Buffalo Public Schools and the Buffalo
Teachers Federation. These agencies will contribute their
resources as appropriate to the development and implementation
of the SUCB Elementary Teacher Education Program, N-6,

b. The consortium agencies will constitute the elements of the
governing structure. Cooperating agencies will be represented
by persons designated by their respective agency.

2. Consortium Functions

a. Develop policies relative to planning and implementing the SUCB
Elementary Teacher Education Program, N-6.

b. Design, approve and monitor a comprehensive program evaluation
system.

c. Assist in the overall evaluation of the program effectiveness.

d. Develop program modifications in light of the above evaluation.

e. Establish and maintain adequate data gathering and analysis
systems for continued program monitoring.

f. The consortium will recommend to the SUCB (the legally responsible
authority) suggested modifications for:

1) Admission to the College
2) Admission to the teacher education program
3) Admission to the field experience
4) Requirements for the degree to be awarded
5) Recommendation for state certification

3. Consortium Membership

a. Representation 3n the consortium will be comprised of:
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3 Buffalo Public Schools district designees

3 Buffalo Teachers Federation designees

5 State University College at Buffalo designees

b. Alternate Designation: It is desirable that each agency be fully
represented at every consortium meeting. Should a designated
representative be unable to attend a particular meeting, the
agency may designate an alternate.

c. Agency Contact Person: Each agency shall designate a consortium
contact person who will be responsible for gathering and disseminating
pertinent information to his constituent group between official'
meetings of the consortium.

d. Membership List: A list of consortium representatives and
alternates shall be maintained by the consortium chairperson.
It shall indicate full name, agency representation, full school
and home addresses, both home and school phone numbers, and
current professional assignment.

e. Consortium Officers: The officers of the consortium shall include:

1) Chairperson: The chairperson will be elected at the
first meeting of the consortium each year and will serve
for one year. The duties of the chairperson include:
Preside at all meetings, serve as spokesman for the
consortium, prepare a suggested agenda for each con-
sortium meeting, form sub-committees for effective
consortium operation as needed, and other duties as
assigned by consortium action.

2 Secretary: The secretary will be designated at the first
meeting of the consortium each year and will serve for
one year. The secretary shall be responsible for
recording the actions during the consortium meetings.

f. Consortium Sub-Committees: Sub-committees will consist of
representation from each cooperating agency.

4. Meetings and Attendance:

a. Regular Meeting: The regular meeting of the consortium shall be
scheduled on the first Wednesday of each month. The meeting time
and place shall be determined at the preceding consortium meeting.
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b. Special Meetings: Special meetings may be called by the chair-
person as needed.

c. Notice of Meetings: Notice of meetings will be by direct mail.
In emergencies, the contact persons shall assume responsibility
for notifying the representatives from their particular agency.

d. Consortium Action and Records: Actions of the consortium
meetings shall be recorded and distributed with the proposed
agenda for the next regular meeting. A complete file of minutes
will be maintained Li the Office of the Dean of Applied and Pro-
fessional Studies, SUCB.

e. Quorum: Transaction of official business requires that each
agency be represented at the consortium meeting.

f. Policy: Official policy of the consortium requires the affirmative
vote of ea,.1 agency.

5. Amendments

a. All amendments to this document shall be submitted to each
consortium member in written form at least 10 days in advance
of the meeting at which it is to be .:onsider,-?..d.

b. Ali affirmative vote by each agency shall be required for adoption
of each amendment to this governance structure statement.
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Roles and Responsibilities of Participating Agencies

The !jtate University College at Buffalo has a fine, cooperative relationship

with both the Buffalo Public Schools (BPS) and the Buffalo Teachers Federi:

tion (BTF). This statement formalizes and makes public what has been in

operation relative to aspects of the SUCB Elementary Teacher Education

Program. N-6. This formalization further underscores the major purpose

uch a collaborative effort, .which is to facilitate, improve and expand

sting programs to the benefit of the college, the school system and the

professional association. This collaborative effort recognizes the need

for an integral and essential relationship in achieving cooperative p:....-)gram

planning resulting in more effective program design and implementation.

In Chart 5 the role and responsibilities of the participating agencies are

listed and detailed as appropriate. However, other specific role groups

are essential in the successful operation of the proposed elementary teacher

education program. Because of their vital role and unique contributimm,

specific responsibilities are listed under the following headings: Principal,

Teacher, Instructor and Consortium Representatives.

1. Role and Responsibilities of the Principal

a. Assume responsibility for program implementation within
the building.

b. Work cooperatively with the instructor, teacher, and student
to assure that the student is given wide exposure to total
school p-. ogram, e.g., instructional planning, classroom
visitation, staff meetings, open house, parent-teacher con-
ferences, selected school events, etc.



CHART 5

Rule and Responsibilities of Agency

BPS BTE SUCB

1. Assume responsibility for all
involvement in plannTng and
implementing the program

Yes Yes Yes

2. Be represented at meetings and
directed activities of the
consortium

Yes Yes Yes

3. -)rovide the participating agencies
with appropriate information such

Yes Yes Yes

as: goals and objectives,
available supporting services and
other pertinent resources, e.g.,
space, people, etc., as needed
and appropriate

4. Participate in the ongoing eval-
uation of the program's effective-
ness

5. Assume responsibility for inter-
preting the program to others as
appropriate

6. Retains legal authority and res-
ponsibility for:

- admission to the college
- admission to the teacher

education program
- admission to the field

experience
requirements for the degree

to be awarded
recommendation for state

certification

7. Assume responsibility for con-
tinuously seeking the advice and
assistLnce from the representatives
of the participating agencies
relative to ongoing program desig'a
and implementation

2 7 0

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

No Yes

No Yes

No Yes

No Yes

No Yes

Yes Yes
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c. Participate as appropriate in program evaluation as implemented
in the building.

d. Participate in student performance evaluation as appropriate.

e. Assist in efforts aimed at continued program improvement
and effectiveness within the building and related areas.

Assume responsibility as appropriate for keeping other
building staff, community groups and other essential persuns
informed of the program as it relates to the total program
conducted within the building.

2. Role and Responsibilities of the Tea .7her

a. Accept the responsibilities as developed by the consortium
for this vital and significant role.

b. Provide specific and regular feedback to the college student
relative to his perfol mance in the program.

Maintain essential noting student status relative to
the attainrherl or 7tainment of the skills, knowledge
and attitudes spec:. .n the program plar. .

d. Mee.' ner.,o7lically with the crAlege re72resentatives, school
pc-7sonnel, and others as appropriate to discuss the student's
performance.

e. Assist In rhe ongoing evaluation of the stt.dent's performance
during the field eKper:.ence.

f. Palticipate in the FArablation of the programs's effectiveness.

g. Ass;-=t in helping to :nterpret the elernettary teacher educa Lion
pro6ram to of.nrs in t're biildirig, syst:_ma id rornmrnity.

h. Wovk cooperaively w. ie"; collegf..; personnel insure ab appro-
priat ,ne needed instruction is available to aid the
corz.ege student to atthin the desired skills, knowleige and
attitudes.

3. Role and Responsib.71ities of the Instrrctor

a. Assume overall n.:sponsibility foi the preparatory program.
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b. Participate as appropriate in meetings and directed activities
of the consortium.

c. Insure that college students are awe.re the skills, knowledge
and attitudes expected of An and ti .iessment standards
and criteria.

d. Insure that the need d instruction ilable to aid the
college students to attain the desi:._ skills, knowledge and
attitudes.

e. Rsponsible for on-going evaluation of sti.i.dent performance
in consultation with others r s appropriate.

f. Maintain close working contact with all persons in the-schools
and system involved in program implementation.

Maintain an effective guidance and management system for
the program.

h. Participate in the evaluation of the program's effectiveness.

i. Assist in helping to interpret the elementary teacher educa-
tion program to colleagues and others as appropriate.

4. Role and Responsibilities of Consortium P resentatives

a. Participate in the consortium deliberations as a rep:-nsentative
of the respecti,. a group with the objective of always trying
to improve and strengthen the program.

Assume responsibility for assisting in interpreting the program
to colleagues r others as needed and desirable.

c. Participate in the evaluation of Cie program's effectiveness

d. Advise and assist in the interpretation of program evaluation
data.

e. Make recommendations about program rrodificaLon in lht
of the ev-iluation.
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D. Program Development and Imple'illentation er--;tions

The parties to this propobal have every expectation that, when the program is

fully iniplemented, it will be successful. However, all parties are fully

aware of the major tasks which lie ahead and the continued cooperative effort

and full support essential to effecting successful program implementation.

Some of the more important tasks and reservations relate to continued

efforts in:

1. Listing and refining of the skills, knowledge and attitudes which
will best prepare the graduate of this program for the initial
teaching position.

2. Refining and strengthening the instructional procedures, the
assessment of procedures and conditions, the assessment
standards and the assessors of the skills, knowledge and attitudes
listed under the roles of humanist, diagnoser, prescriber and
implementor.

3. Refining the procedures and criteria for deterrn..iing student
entrance into the program, as well as providing effective
student guidance throughout the program.

4. Refining the procedures and criteria for progran
and management.

5. Developing and refining thost instructional me:, 1s essentis.:1
for program implement:rti,7;

6. Activating the "Program Gc.t ructure" into an effective
program component.

7. Continuing commitment and expanding af program support by
representatives of SUCB and others as appropriate.

8. Accepting and supporting of this prrIgrElm proposal with such
modification as appropriate by oth:?r school systems with whom
SUCB will have cooperative progra. relations.
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FOREWORD

This supplement has been prepared to assist the cooperating teacher 12 n d student teacher
to more explicit!), judge the teat:fling behaviors stated in the Guideline for Student Teacher
Progress.

It is recognized that one of the most valuable outgrowths of the student teaching
experience is the changed viewpoint or perspective gained by both the student teacher and the
cooperating teacher as a result of the interaction oi frequent conferring. This booklet was
intended to facilitate such growth by providing launching points for communication
concerning those behaviors that may need more in-depth ccnsideration. Use it as flexibly as
the situation indicates.

The examples listed here were contributed by student teachers, cooperating teachers, and
college supervisors. The list is OPEN-ENDED since there might be ANY NUMBER OF
POSSIBLE EVIDENCES which demonstrate successful accomplishment of a behavior. It is
expected that the users will supply their own specific evidences in writing as they conference.

A student teacher is expected to gain minimum proficiency in achieving these behav; ,rs
as the exit behavior from the student teaching or pre-service phase of his development. fhe
behaviors with asterisks are those considered crucial to success as a teacher. These specified
behaviors are mandatory for satisfactory completion of the student teaching course.

Any questions that you may have in reference to the Guideline for Student Teacher
Pr gress or this supplement may be directed to the college supervisor. Suggestions for
improvement are always welcomed.

Eileen Ballard, Chairman
Performancc and Assess,nent Committee

232
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THE STUDENT TEACHER:

*

AS A PERSON:

1.0 demonstraes inif;ative
as evidimced by:

1.1 suggesting other ideas. approaches, or personal goals, i.e. going beyond the
suggestions in ie textbook manuals.

1. lv-iing alert, to situations and interacting without being told.
1.3 taking ovor routines or displays without waiting to be ask2d.
1.4

_1.5

2.0 assumes respmsibility
T1S ;widenced by:

2.1 Managing the classroorq :ty of the teacher.
2.2 being prepared.
2.3 following a task througi ,
2.4

3.0 *det.uinstrates a willingness to work
as widowed by:

:3 1 going beoml a minimal amount or quality of work.
pro- 14 ing mak,rials to enihooct lessons.

ix'iLig ,,xtra Lilac on special probiems or interests of the children.
3.
3.

4.0 denonstrates a rosivet for children
as evidenced by:

4 I fj. wing an interest in the things that concern the children, i.e. taking time. to listen;
enwathetic.

4, 2 approaching children in a positive manner, i.e. avoiding sarcasm and negative
comments.

4. 1 providing for pupil decision-making in the classroom.
4.4
4.5

5.0 cn,.ourages each child toward the development of a positive self-image
as ..ividenced by:

5. not'ag and praising the chiid's accomplishments in academic and other areas;
criticizing the deed rather than the child.

5.2 knowing the child well enough to make personal comments as he enters, leaves,
and/or works.

5.3 helping other children recognize the worth of each individual and his contributions.
5.4
5.5

6.0 demonstrates poise and confidence when working with children
as evidenced by:

6.1 cot being hesitant about his role or the direction of the learning activity.
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6.2 handling unexpected questioys or on-the-spot problems independently.
6.3 working without a lesson plan or teacher's guide constantly at hand.
6.4
.6.5

7.0 rtcuroastrates energy and vitality when working with children
Pr, evidenced by:

7.1 being involved in the activities of the children, even when not directly teaching.
7.2 reflecting good health.
7.3 having a cheerful, alert manner.
7.4 -

7.5

8.0 adapts readily to change (new ideas and situations)
as evidenced by:

3.1 being willing to try suggestions for innovation.
8.2 showing flexibility when plans change-is not "at a loss".
8.:3 having a positive attitude ttiwards experimentation.
8.4.
8.5

9.0 displays a sense of humor in most situations
as evidenced by:

9.1 reacting positively and flexibly to humorous situations that may occur in the
classroom.

9.2 showing enjoyment of contributions of children.
9.3 being able to admA and/or laugh at his own mistakes.
9.4
9.5

AS A PROFESSIONAL:

10.0 establishes desirable relationshins with children
as evidenced by:

10,1 interacting informally with children to get to know them personally.
10.2 finding his role as a facilitator rather than as an authority figure or as a "buddy".
10.3 keeping personal information confidential.
10.4
10.5

11.0 establishes desirable relationships with faculty
as evidenced hy:

11.1 getting to know other faculty .aiembers; being friendly.
11.2 following same procedures as expected of faculty.
11.3 seeking and utiliiing expertise of faculty when appropriate.
11.4
11.5

12.0 establishes desirable relationships with staff
as evidenced by:

12 1 getting to know staff mernhe...n.
12.2 maldng request); politely um" without condescension.
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12.3 co-operating with established procedures.
12.4
12.5

13.0 establishes desirable relationships with parents, when possible
as evidenced by:

13.1 conversing with parents at.PTA meetings or Open House, etc.
13.2 contributing to teacher-parent conference.
132 framing comments in a positive faShion; being tactful.
13.4
13.5

AS A PLANNER:

14.0 has clear purposes for learning activities (relevant and useful)
as evidenced by:

14.1 specifying in precise terms, how the learner can put !earnings gained to use, now and
future use; specifying how it relates to his life, etc.

14.2 learner memorizes the alphabet sequentially in order to effectively use,a dictionary,
encyclopedia and telephone book.

14.3 learner acquires accurate math skill in computing percentages for use in checking
savi ngs and/or loan interests payments.

14.4
14.5

15.0 is able to state objectives of planned outcomes for learners
as evidenced by:

15.1 writing lesson/unit objectives stating observable behavior expected of the learners;
the conditions and performance criteria expected for satisfactory task completion.

15.2 specifying goals with clarity so learners understand precisely what their goa,s are.
15.3 working cooperatively with pupils to help clarify their own goals.
15.4
15.5

16.0 providing for wry ing levels of ability in planning
as evidenced by:

16.1 appropriately fitting the complexity of task, amount of content, types of questions
and length of work time to diagnosed individual needs.

16.2 locating and using content materials for pupil reports that are appropriate for the
ability of the child (i.e. advanced encyclopedia for more able learners or pictorial
items for less able readers, etc.)

16.3 guiding follow-up activities for learners needing re-teaching of concepts, additional
reinforcement for retention purposes.

16.4
16.5

17.0 provides for cooperative teacher-pupil planning
as evidenced by:

17.1 discussing general and specific plans for pupils in open (informal) ch. isroom setting
at the daily planning session.

17.2 eliciting suggestions frorr children for unit activities, social functions, classroom
work procedures, etc.
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17.3 holding open class discussion to find possible (pupil suggested) solutions to prob-
lems that arise in the classroom.

17.4
17.5

18.0 provides for continuity in long-range planning
as evidenced by:

18.1 developing weekly reading activities which*are closely relatai aue
sequential skill-building and vocabulary reinforcement techniques.

18.2 developing math concepts sequentially (based on need for understioding previous
concepts or facts i.e., place value development needed before learning decimals).

18.3 developing unit.s of work proqessively on a day to day basis, from known to
unknown, etc.

18.4
18.5

19.0 has materials and supplies ready in advance
as evidenced by:

19.1 having appropriate materials organized and located in the appropriate instructional
area.

19.2 having enough materials for each child or groups of children.
19.3 previewing films and filmstrips for appropriateness aad signing out audio visual

equipment in advance of use.
19.4
19.5

20.0 provides for a flexible classroom environment
as evidenced by:

20.1 providing children with an opportunity to choose from a selection of learning
activities.

20.2 arranging the instructional area to meet the educational requirements.
20.3 grouping and re-grouping children according to their individual needs.
20.4
20.5

21.0 includes a variety of questioning techniques
as evidenced by:

21.1 distinguishing and knowing the differences among cognitive memory questions, con-
vergca; questions, divergent questions and evaluation questions.

21.2 helpiag chi!clren to find the answers to their own questions.
21.3 eE-,:ouraging children to give reasons for their answers.
21.4
21.5

22.0 includes a variety of problem-solving techniques
as evidenced by:

22.1 structuring lessons so that the child learns to use a variety of skiPs to solve
problems such as: research, pooling and sharing of information and ideas, inductive
and deductive reasoning, trial and error, and experimentation.

22.2 providing concrete materials to help children solve problems.
22.3 conducting brainstorming sessions to solve problems appropriate to maturity level of

children.
22.4
22.5 286
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1.64

AS A FACILITATOR OF LEARNING:

23.0 understands and applies the learning process in teaching
as evidenced by:

23.1 discussing and identifying major learning theories and state which theory he is
applying in the plans for particular lessons. (Piaget, Brunner, Thorndike, Skinners
Ausable, Gagne, Dewey, etc.)

23.2 identifying or making reasonable inferences about the learning theory or an instruc-
tional strategy he observes another teacher applying.

23.3 identifying the stages of physical, emotional and social development expected for
children of the age level with whom he is working and demonstrates this knowledge
in planning and selecting materials.

23.4
23.5

24.0 recognizes various learning styles of children and deals appropriately with each
.as evidenced by:

24.1 .keeping records of learning styles of particulpz c-hiidren based on observation and
diagnostic test results.,

24.2 selecting and justifying the selection of a particular approach to teaching a concept
for a particular child. Discovery vs. didactic, deductive vs. inductive, 6elf-
directed vs. directed)

24.3 designing a lesson or an activity program for the children which makes use of the
various learning styles. (Oral, visual, tactile)

24.4
24.5

25.0 demonstrates ability to provide for individual differenc-2s
as evider'7ed by:

25.1 planning unique instructional activities or adapting prepared curriculum materials
which match the capabilities and interests of the children.

25.2 developing immediate and long-range plans for the total class which take the
individual needs, strengths, and weaknesses into account.

25.3 making provisions for individual diftbrences by planning activities to challenge the
fast, slow, and average learners in the group as diagnosed through pre-test
measurements.

25.4
25.5

26.0 demonstrates ability to relate the experiences of individual children to class experiencesas evidenced by:

26.1 incorporating the individual's answers or requests into lesson plans.
26.2 developing and conducting activities which take i nto account Lhe cultural similari-ties and differences among children.
26.3 using examples or instances which are interesting and motivating to the children

because they relate to their special interests, general knowledge, area, or activities.26.4
26.5

27.0 provides opportunity for creative experiences for children
as evidenced by:

27.1 demonstrating the ability to help children to respond to visual aesthetic qualities in
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